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Desirable House lor Sale.
on
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rooms.

For Sale
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published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.
Hates

Advertising

of

One inch of

:

engtb of column, constitutes

“square.”

a

a

space,

every other day alter first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, SI 00; 50 cents per week after.
SfKciAJ. Notices, oue tl ird additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sali8”, $2 00 per squait per week; three insertion*
oi less $ 1 50.
Advertisement* inserted in the “Maine State
Prkss” (which Las a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square lor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

ing

Portland.

(Hours 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.)
2m*

JOSr".

I

AnritllKI T A AD Rl'ItDEB,
JV® Id Uoeton Mfreel Portland.
Office Furniture, Book Cases. Desks and Hard
W'kkI Doors, made to order.
sel(J*luit.hentf

~FOR
Will be sold at

a

to

has

Congress

COAT

Wanted.
Gentlemen of steady habits can find good
Board and pleasant rooms by enquiring at 125

TWO
Oxford

oc25dtf

Street.

lOO
CLOAKMAKERS !
Highest Prices For Good Work.
DWIGHT C. HOLDER & CO.,

Apply

JOHN C. PROCTER, or
GAGE, 211 Broad St., Boston.

oc27

Booms Wanted.
of the
furnished

or

mavl4tf

B.,

37

BE

(2nd door below Canal Bank.)

lamsoiT
PHOTOGRAPHER,
J. II.

Street.
ME.

unfur-

Brown St., Portland.

PLEASANT

FOR

*o order.

All the new styles, Berlins, Rem brants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, o>r Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.

jy*Wofto-G«otl

Price*.

Aim

work
PlcaM*.

to

WM. M.

Book,

FOR

FIXTURES!
KINSMAN,

oc7

Book Binders,
tvm. A. QUINCY, Room Cl, Printer’.
Exchange, No. All Exchange St.
SMALL & MRACKFOSD, No. 35 Plum
Street.

INSURES

G. Patterson’s Eeal

F.

Estate

Dye-IIouse.

BULLETIN.

j

lo Loan.
first class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.

Money

WALTEB COREY & CO

ON

Philadelphia.
market price,

G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real
Fluent Block.

We have also tor sale
ilkesbarre, Scranton. Lackawanna, and Pittston
from the vicinity of New York. Y eafor the tranportation of coals from
tfaor27
rt of shipment
any point desired.

Coals, shipped
sels prncjrtJ

Estate,

31J Spring street.
tf

To Let.
BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
for families or single gentlemen.
52 Fiee Street.jn24»lw then tf

WITH
At

Office 13
oc4dtf

done

A

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Old

HOYT, No. It Preble

holstering done

to

Office,

Post

Up-

Street.

order.

Fnrnitnre and Upholstering.
DAVID XV, BEANE, No. 8» Federal St.
Ail kinds of Uphols erictgand Repairing

Store.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

!

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
Hone in

the bent possible manner by S.
YOUNG & CO., No. 10* Fore St.

J. A. McCOY & CO.

*

—

of the

Watches, Jewelry, nnd Silver Ware.

—

J. A. mERRILL &

ELASTIC SOAPSTONE ROOFING.

J.

County. Town* and Individual Right*

repairing leak

J.

too is

paired.

descriptions re-

P.

O. Pox 1413.

•-

STEEL PENS.
well-known numbers ;

to the

SOS—175—28—20 & 22.

Factory, Mt. Vernon; Office, 75 John St.,
3m

HEW YORK.

an7
~

W. C. CCA SIM,
103

FEDERAL STREET,

5 Door* Rnst of

Temple 8t.«

**

ftp21

Nos. 31 and 33 Free SI.,

RlrDonough

kind« of

Eu.

Youngs.,

repairing neatly

No. 30

Exchange

DO

LEWIS OLIVER I PHILLIPS.

REARING

A

Wa idiington._odll-tf

boston.

road

Remove

and

SCALE in any Steam
make

no

charge.

jo21deowlvr

GEO.

pytdtf

oi

W,

is

GREEN
NOTICE

raiLADELPHIA.

PA.

IVIanp.

hereby given that
&

CO.,

the firm of R. T.
is dimlved by mutual consent.
ROSCOET GREEN,

JOSEPH GREEN.

All the demands of the late firm, will be settled by
either of the above parlies,
or-0 lw
utislield Sept. 1st, 1373.

Dissolution of Partnership.
is hereby Riven that the firm
& Andrews is hereby dissolved by

NOT.CE
sent.

LORD,

Ronton

Dissolution of Partnership.

Prevenl

Boilers,

Ship Chand

44 Broad Street,

Address,

Store ot Emery & Waterhouse, the
only Euildin? left standing in the

great lire July 4. 1S66,
since burnt out, now rebuilt, and
the

display of

of Scribner
mutual con-

R. G. SCRIBNER.
SILAS D. ANDREWS.
AH demands of the late firm will be settled by elth•r
ihc above partitn.
Otrafl.M, Marsh rtth, 1873.
auISdti

WATCHES

Silver aud Plated Ware, Jewel/y,

hand

on

OF

AND IN TIIE BATO.
As there are imitations and counterfeits, always
ask for the Flordla Water which has on the bortle,
on the laliel. and on t!i*» pamphlet, the names ot
MURRAY & l.ANTUlANr, without v hich none
an8d23w
in genuine
jyl old

—

ABNER LOWED

d2w

Refrigerators.

The threo points ot ejcellence which I claim, are,
1st; constant and thorough circulation of pure air;
2nd ; ryness, on dampness mould nor
taint; 3rd; no
inte:mingling of odors; [rarity and active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and tor sale by .1. F. j[ ekri ll, between Cross and Colton sis., near Leavitt llnrnham
A Co.s lee House, Pnrilsnd. Me.
je.VHf

NOTICE!

Lounges,

a

Beds HI at tresses
of all kinds.

and

Returning our sinoero thanks to our former customers, and desiring a continuance of their patronage
in the future, which we shall endeavor at all times to
merit* we invite all in want of Furniture of any description to give us a call.
Upholstering and Repairing Furnilure of all kinds
neatly and promptly done at our old Stand, No. 87
Federal street.

Warerooms No. 51

Exchange St.

D. W. & S. B, DEAWE.

oc!4

1,000.

3,000*

5001

8,000!
3,' 00|

as

Ranges
39

This is sometimes disputed or doubted by those interested in other institutions. Parties who hold policies in other companies, can for themseivos readily
determine the difference in the dividends they have
received, and those paid the holders of our Policies.
Investigate the facts before insuring; and apply
at myoj/ice without waiting for personal solicitation.

Expenses

in 1872 Eess than 7

—

STOYES,

FREE

AINU

CONGRESS.
tf

Amorlyin

I*.

W.

Exchange

St*

d3w

maintain their well earned reputation
for timekeeping and reasonable price. In every vaiiety of gold and silver cases—open face and luinters.
Kev winders and stem winders.
mvl2-d9tuo

REMOVAL!

Family

The

store,

CALS,
Toilet and Fancy Articles,

none

found in

a

given to

first class

Apothe-

Physicians’

Pro-

the dispensing of
night,
hut the most reliable medicines will be
in

nr

used.___oc28d2w*
Gentlemen’s Garments
CLEANSED
Dyed Brown, Black. Blue-Black
and Blue,
nml

Pressed Ready for Wear.

Ne Kipping required.
AT

Warranted not to crack.

FOSTER’S DTE HOUSE.

au35MTh&Stf

!£4 Union

Street^

Portland Savings Bank,
NO. 91 EXCHANGE

ST.

deposits of one dollar and upwards commence interest on tbo first
day of the month
following the date of deposit.
may2U-dtfFRANK NOYES. Treasurer.

ALL

Quadrille

Band

readness to furnish music (any number
Band) fur Ball., PnrAc.,
on all occasions where music is re
tie.,
quired, on reasonable terms. Apply to J. COLE,
Leader. Portland Band. No. 16 Brown Street, or at
Bead Hoadquarfeers, 191 Market Square.
Kdtf
IN

the Portland
ISpieces irom
and

and

at the

the purpose of

car-

Apothecaries

old stand of

CHARLES W. GILKEY,
Corner of Congress and Preble Streets,
has been this day formed under the firm name and
style of
FRED. F. HE AUER Ac CO.
oc25d3w
Portland, Oct. 10, 1873.

BEANS

BAKED
BROWN

AND—

BREAD.

cf

r.

Minimum Cost, Maximum
are

dtf

__

<

his

Family

The above documents

St.

Agent for Du Pont's Gunpowder.

Results.

published ty the

unless the bb e is as dark as indigo—ndeed,
scarcely more titan biue black—it makes a
commonplace costume. Tbe long dark blue
polonaise, fastened by silver or steel buttons,
and worn over a black silk skirt, is a favorite
costume for morning and aftoMioon walks,
Camel’s hair, water-proof
traveling, etc.
doth, or cashmere is selected for the overdress.

with

the best

drainage

city
of

_

high
any city in
the city are
on a

tUSfKLLAXitOlM NOTICES.
Dons AnvEltTisrso Pay?—There Is no inon record of a well sustained
system of

stance

judicious advertising failing of

ey.”—Nicholas Lonr/zcarth.
“Constant and persistent advertising is
prelude to wealth.—Stephen Girard.

Park and Seaside Towns.

For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, iu tbe eastern part of
i the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen. Esq..
Press office.
ieH-dtf
I

Styles

and

—OF—

HATS

of Sodom in Bible times.

life

iusurance

Cheaper

co., LARGEST

-American Popialar

to

Life Insurance Co.,

No.

DRIED APPLES.

50 Dbls. Dried Apples

SMITH, GAGE & CO.,

BARNES

BRION,

|

Exchange

MONET

|

be found ftt

1,

U. 8.

Hotel

Bnildln?.
dtl

oel8

NOTICE!
nvtlei+lgned bare ferine ! an AMoefatioT? to ho
known ua Chandler's Band, for iho parpo>e oi
urnbhtng tnu&lc for Bal s Partiof. Conceit*' Levees, Arc alter SepL 1st, 1173.

THE

II. CllAMILKB,

D.

CBA8. GimniCS,
C. M. BlcBATlDtOF,
E. m. Gammok.
AH enjairenicnts must be mado with D. H. Cband.
ler. Leader.
BBT"Any nmnber of pieces furnUfcof.
[Advortiser copv.l
JyCStf

'I'm1,
J.
Tylkr,

It was so believed

j

RECEIVED

choice stock of

EASTMAN & CUTTS’,

j
;
J

Butter and Cheese !

a

MILLINERY GOODS,

by Bostonians until quite recently.

Street.___ocl8dt£_

ROCKETS !

&
and

cow was

He furnishes advice, plans and supcrintennenc fo
all kinds ot suburban and rural improvements.
Offices, 19 City Exchange. Boston. Mass.. 705 Sanson
St., Phi la., and Ridley Park. Del. Co. Pa. au30eod3m

than Ever.

sure

i

Chicago advertising dodge. Mrs. O'Leary's
examined by the Board of Police
Commissioners, and testified positively that
there was no shindy going on at the time.
The destruction was ordered, undoubledly,
tor similar ieawns alleged tor the dcstructicu

CEMETERIES,
COUNTRY PEACES.
Robert Morris Copeland. Lomlscnpe Gardenei has
made plans for 12 Park ami Camp Meeting Towns,
lu Cemeteries, and 500 Public and Private Estates

Books

a

“He who invests one dollar in business should
invest on- dollar in advertising that business
—A. T. Stewart.
“Without tlie aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I bar*
: the most complete faith' in printer’s ink.
Ad( vertising te tbe royal road to business.—BarI num.

Tbe carpenters and brick-masons of Cliicage, however, intend erecting a magnificent
brazen image of the cow, in commemoration
of the best kick their unions ever had. This
stock in tlio state, and lowest prices.
All our real estate in Maine has been sold except i monument will be erected as soon as a piece
two small farms which we will ’‘almost give away.”
of real estate can he found within the Jty
“Old man Colby” has postponed going to New Oranil are for free distribution at A. Robii Ison’s Book
leans till sometime in December, as he p efers ‘‘Jack ! limits large enough lor the cow to stand upon
Store, 112 Middle Street, or of the Oener: d Agents, at Frost” to “Yellow Jack.” Call soon, for most ot that is not mortgaged for more than it wouid
either of their offices.
our books will be shipped south before “the old genbe worth at a liberal estimate Un years hence.
tloman” goes. ALBERT COLBY & SONS 119 ExWe understand George Francis Train has exchange
pressed an opinion that the cow will have to
be erected in an adjoining county. But
George is undoubtedly prejudiced against
Chicago, having hashed in their bastile.
Plain
and
of
Butter.
Tula*
this day.
Wetting Coal.—People who prefer wet- !
Sage Cheese. New Buckwheat Flour. Michithe car load or singan Apples, moo winter fruit by
the winter's store of coal to lay the dust
ting
all
Produce
of
and
kinds.
bbl.
gle
419 & 421 BROADW4 V,
on putting it into their cellars, do not generS. P. BARBOUR,
ally know that they are laying up for themNo. 133 Commercial St.
selves a store of sore throats and other evils
NEW FORK.
_*L consequent upon the practice. Even the
oc21_
All persons of the same
fiie-damp, says an exchange, which escapes I
age are not insured at the
from the coal mines, arises from the slow dcrates, but persons with long lived ancestry,
with good habits,
healthy vocation, residence, &c.,
composition of coal at temperatures of hut
«c., who are physically sound are taken at much
little
above that of the atmosphere, but unlower rates than iu the old
j
plan, where the long
! der augmented pressure.
pay for the shoit lived, while thnso less favored
By wetting a mass
SALE BY—
—FOR
with long lived
oi freshly broken coal and
anceelrv must pay higher rates.
putting it into a
P‘>r*on n‘ay bo rated Ire* by calling at either
the
mass
is
heated
to such a dcree
cellar,
oi the offices of
that carburetted and sulphuretted
hydrogen
i are given off for long
9« Commercial Street.
oelCdlw
periods of time and
& O
pervade the whole house. Ti e liability of
wet coal to mischitvous results under such
Maine Savings Bank.
GENERAL AG-KWTS,
circumstances may be appreciated from the
100 middle Street, Portland.
bo
No.
St.
St., anti 28 G Congress
! fact that there are several instances on record (
of spontaneous combustion of coal when
deposited In this Bank on the fret da,
JOHN B. HUDSON, Special Agent,
on
inlereat
the
aaree day.
of any month baglus
stowed into the bankets or hokls of vessels. |
1
f deposited on any other day, bogint on interest tie
And from this cause, doubtless, many miss- j
286 Congrcu 8tM Portland, Maine
I flr»t day of the fol'cwing month.
M.
A.
oct7
3m
BURTON.
Treasurer.
junllcl&wtf
ing coal vessels have perished.

American Popular

success.

“My success is owing to iny liberality in advertisi ng.”— Bonner.
“Advertising has furnished me with a competence.”—Amos Lawrence.
‘I advertised my productions and made mon-

immediate punishment when
committing any little Irregularity, within the
limits of the municipality. There is so little
use tor policemen in Chicago that the Legislature are thinking of abolishing the Board
of Police Commissioners.
It is currently reported (and believed by
Chicagoans) th»t sii ce the great tiro the city
contains about 4,000,000 inhabitants. (This,
no doubt, includes Milwaukee and Bridgeport, two suburban villages contiguous to
that municipality.) There are no poor people in ths eitv; those that were not burned
up were immediately passed out of the city
by the railway companies, and have not been
able to get back since. It is generally supposed in the rural districts that Mrs. O'Leary’s cow was hired to kick over the limp as a

L. BAILEY,

sel3

j

Tue Color of tue Season.—The prediction that blue would be the popular color
of the season is more than verified, for already blue suits have become “common” ou
the street. Ladies make a mistake in selecting blue shades that are too light and bright;

DISRESPECTFUL REMARKS.

present location of the

tection

A fresh importation of Donbl' and Single GUNS,
RIFLES, REVOLVERS and PISTOLS. Also all
kinds of SPOUTING GOODS. Wholesale and retail.

LABOR TF.K'fl I

should think

sufficiently permanent foundation,
I
.Ton PniNnxo.—Every description of Job
Chicago has the best governed and most
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowe.-t
efiicientPolice Department in the world, not | prices, at tlm Daily Press Printing House, 101)
Wm. M.Marks.
excepting Paris, being run alternately by tbe | Exchange St.
Mayor and Board oi Police Commissioners
in perfect harmony. Villains give that city,
Fall and Winter
a wide berth, knowing the certainty of de-

'ice!

48 Exchange

we

a

Be readv for your Hot Baked
Beans and Brown Bread when you
hear W. C. COBB’S Bells coming
SATURDAY EVENINGS, between
five and seven o’clock.

!

The Pecnuiary Tain,

CorSPniNG & BKACKETT STS.,
(One street above the old stand,)
Where may be found a fresh and c unplete stock ot
PURE MEDICINES, DRUGS, CHEMI-

and everything usually
cary Store.
Particular attention

Insn'

Meav

GREENLEAF, Apothecary,
new

NOTICE I

G.

for the Superior Wnlthnm Wntrhr*,

Removed to his

bluff,

No. 4 Portland Pier.

A
COPARTNERSHIP for
XJl rj iug on the business of

Well,

the world. *The surroundings of
probably tbe most beautiful of any in the
world. Lincoln Park has the finest natural
scenery of any park in tbe world, besides
having the finest collection of wild animals
to be found on tbe continent. It is said that
Barnum has succeeded in securing the collection, including tbe wonderfol artesian
well, for bis great show. Chicago people become enthusiastic over Lincoln Park when
describing its wouderltil natural beauties.
Chicago is the greatest railroad centre in
the United States; every read of any irapor
tance has to centre there. Wisconsin has
been struggling along for the last few years
feebly trying to make Milwaukee their railroad centre^ but finally had to cave and cenThe Pacific railroads, the
tre in Chicago.
Atlantic Cable, the Gulf Stream, the Equaand
the
North
Pole also centre there.
tor,
The Pyramids of Egypt, the Leaning Tower,
the Giant’s Causeway, and Suez Caual, and
the Credit Mobilie would have been built
if they could have stood the taxes and found

Property!

a

BKP7^

AGENT
which

Has

Street.

the

UgOd 11

—

OFFICE

planet.

incumbent upon them to go a few feet better than their predecessors, aud the result is

E. CHURCHILL & CO.,

j

LITTLE,

MAINE AND NE1V HAMPSHIRE,

the

Somebody, calling himself a “St. Louis
Chap,” writes at follows: Chicago, when
first discovered was nearly on a level with
the lake, but the first Board of Aldermen
that was elected raised the grade forty lee*.
Every successive Board elected have felt it

oclOtf

WM. SETTER,

C..B.

for

-FOR—

Tiiffi is

Mahe,

Exchange

occasion

GENERAL AGENT & MANAGER

ool6

Spectacles and Jewelry,

-A_t 54

no

is the only Company in the world in
life payment policies have become
se[f sustaining—on which the dividends annually
the
company, are equal or more than the anpaid by
nual premium, as will be seen by the foregoing examples.
TONTINE Policies issued by this Com pa-

49 1-2

Chronometers and Clocks,
Foreign and

There is

on

ROME

FOR SALE BY

Druggists

pany.
N. B. This
which ordinary

STREET,

se29

per

Cent.

Old ‘-mutual Life.*'

IN

CENTRE

Large

j

Chicago.

All Choice Grocery,

paid by Some Companies.

those

dissatisfaction by those who insure with this Com-

& Walker Furnaces

BETWEEN

as

r—**——♦**—

so; he hasn’t so tar to reach.

Cienfuegos,
Sagua la Grande,
and Caibarien Molasses,

and

Fonr Times

vigor,

Phylloxera, so destructive to
tit- .uujk,, y
Being refree
from the work of insects.
markably
The Garden recommends that the author of
the remedy first ascertain whether the vine
can possibly be grafted on the ntu berry, a
contingency which may appear to bitn of
little importance, but on which nevertheless
the success of tbc plan depends. We venture
to recommend a more certain remedy,
provided it should be successful, (and we think
it would be as much so as the other,) namely, grafting the grape on iron post).
attacks of the

oldest

says that he stands a better chance of reachhis hundred years than the millions of
younger men who are walking, full of life and

Barbadoes,

Paid by most Other Companies;

an

ing

Porto Rico,

LARGE

making

Inhabitant, who is ninety-nine years old and
the father of numerom children, the oldest
of of whom is seventy-five aud the youngest
six years old. He fought under the first Napoleon, of course; and a St. Louis paper

MOLASSES.

are

iu

Vine dr afted on the Mclbeert.—All
the strange inventions do Dot originate on
this side of the water. The London Garden
mentions a recorami ndation to cralttbe vine
on the mulberry,
as a
security again*1. tLa

poor

some

The town of Caroudclet. Mo..has

la*

Pomp

••

& WfllTNST,

KENDALL

those paid by any other Company in
the world, und

or

Clica<

General Agent for State of IVTaine*.
se3
d&wtf

LARGER

Three

majesty; you desired to write
rhymes, and you have succeeded
them positively detestable!”

They neither Rust, Poison nor give the slightest
taste to the water, lienee, are much superior to metMade by arc orate maal or other wooden Pumps.
chinery, perfect in all the«r parts, raising a large
amount of water with little labor; durable and reliable, they are acknowledged, after years of thorough
trial, the *- cst and the Cheapest Pump made, bend
or a circular.

ix Tact

AS

WOOD

Use.

Policy

TWICE

nn«t

Wnrahtc

has shown 'be most satisfactory
leading
results, with which every
holder is satisfied.
Let those who uoabt, call and see for themselves.

Company

Street Incident in Detroit.—Says (ho
Detroit Kite Press, “There is au old goat
owned on Lewis street, which has received a
great deal of training from the boys. Last
Fourth of July they discovered that if they
stuck a fire cracker in the end of a cane and
held it at William he would lower bis bead
and go for them, and they have practised the
trick so much that the goat will tackle any
Says the Louisville Courier-Journal, “An human being who points a stick at bitn. Yesnear the corner
terday noon bo was
exchange tells us that “they are going to take of Third and Lewis loafing when a
streets,
corpulent
the lightning roils oir Sing Sing, becausj citizen came
np and stopped to talk with a
they have aided thirteen prisoners to escape iriend. They happened to speak of sidewalks,
during the last year.” “What do you want when the corpulent citizen pointed bis cane
just to the left of the goat and said, “That’s
with lightening rod-’on such a place as that
the wo-st piece of si. ewaik in this town.”
Did
ever
know
for, anyhow?
you
lightening The goat had been eyeing the cane, and the
mofnent it came up he lowered bis head
to stake anybody that it ought to have
made six or eight Jumps, and his head struck
struck?”
the corpulcut citizen just on “the belt.”
The man went over into a mass of old tin,
j
Louis XIV'. who, like many humbler
|
dilapidated butter kegs and abandoned hoop
j rhymesters, somewhat overrated his poetical
skirts, and the goat turned a somersault the
other way,while the slim citizen threw stones
powers, showed a copy of verses to Boileau,
at a boy scaled on a doorstep who was laughand asked his candid opinion of them. “Ah,
sire.” said the poet, “lam more convinced- ing tears as biga-chestnuts and crying out,
“Oh! i* ’s ’uulf to kill a teller I'
than ever that nothing is impossible to your

THE SIMPLEST,
H*s«

467. U
987.40
8.013 00' 16,013.00
2.651.971 5,654.87

of all new, impracticable*, and
unreliable Schemes, and insure with the

OFFICE

AND

—

Vmt.sf1 |7,7B1.9t
3T*.OTt
1,078.01
*60.51!
1,560.54
1,029.70! 2.029.70
2,698.311 5,698.31

1

A section of plastering about the 6ize of a
bed-quilt fell on tbo head of a group of State
Senators, who occupied seats together in a
Nashville theatre, the other evening. The
frightened legislators thought an investiga-

PUMP!

Bewnre

MULNIX^

DEALER

|

ci

The above are examples of Policies now in force
and are not exceptional illustrations, but actual and
uniform results of insurance with this Company, It
will be seen that nearly all theso Policies have more
than doubled in mount.
There is no “Mystery** or “Swindle** about this.
The experience of THIRTY years of this great

lm

ANDREW

Celebrated.

e

CUCUMBER

I Amount j
Pivldend ! of Policy
and
Additions. 1
J Dividen’s I

34.5 9
34.20
126.19
14.98
232.02
70,16

full assortment of

spring
Bedding

Cole’s
; ThTOTICE Is hereby given that f have this day givLT cn my soil, Frank II. Center, bis time to act for
himself, anil shall claim none of his earnings or pay
any debts of his contracting from this date.
N. D. CENTER.
No. Yarmouth, Oct. », 18T3.
oc39dtw»

T li

The Dividends of this Comp’jr

—OR—

Gratetnl to the patrons of t-lio old firm of Lowell
& Sen ter the subsjribor solicits a continuance at tbe
new store.

Sanford’s Improved

AT THE TOILET,

—

Cash
Dividend,
for 1873

rein:
25.41'
28.10
151.47
13.75
212.00
76.20

As those

BRONZE AM) FANCY GOODS.

oc!8

other city

any

boo:
7001

Ship and Office Furniture made to Order.

which

J. II* WORK, Agent,

ARTIST,

BOILERS

Cull at 155 Middle St-, at the Old

THE “PROVIDENCE” CLOTHES
WRINGER

6ra

310 CONGRESS STREET,
styles of Card
Picture*, Rcmbrnnt, Medallion, At., from
Kctoachcil N?«ntivt-».
this proems* we
By
f»H rul of I rcclilr*. hole* nail oilier imperfection* •ftht Hkiu.
For all of which no
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
please. Call and examine for vourselves.
mchl8dtf

will

I~TFSRE!FIREr

FIXE

lery.

I? prepared to make all the various

I

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J. TV. & E2. H.mCDl'FPEiS,(!or. middl
dfc I' uion St*.

sec

THE

«in7

Thau

scriptions. by day

Supplies.

Marine Hardware &

_»_
GEO. E. COLLINS,

SCALE IN

Street*.

I

or

V»,b« n1

—BY—

path of the

Heavy Hardware and Rail-

35 OLD STATE HOUSE,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

found elsewhere in this

Stair Builder.

Co.,

|

•

A”°f’nt! Annual i
Policy. | Prcm’“;

Parlor Suits in PIusli, Rep and
Hair Cloth. Busy, Fancy and
Reception Chairs, Marble
Top Tables, Hat Trees,
Black Walnut, Chestnut and Pine Chamber Setts.

CO., 28 Spring Street.

B. F. LIBBV, E.o. 333 Fore Street, cor.
Cros« St., in 1>« leno’ft Mill.
Q. E. HOOPKK, Cor. York & Maple

BOLT AND NTT WORKS.

W. GIFFORD &

BARGAINS

As we miiiiufnctnre all of the Stuffed
Furniture we sell we can guarantee ever)
article to be exactly what we represent It.

Of

Silver and Plated Fare.

Manufacturers of

pickering,

WILLIAM IIOBSON,
OUNSELLORSATLAW,
aul

Co.

Providence Tool

—

i

WATCHES,

ABNER LOWELL, 133 middle Street.

Tu&S3m

eep27

Cumberland and Frank-

Roofers.

Assort-

of

FURNITURE

bo

Ine

%

of all kinds to be found in this city, which, notwithstanding the recent financial panic and failure
of the Oraphic Balloon to reach Europe^
we shall sell at

Real Estate Agents.

COR. CONGRESS ST.

Portland.

of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Aturney in all the court? in the District of ©l«imbia,
will attend to the prosecution of iaime telur3 the
Court of Claim* and the various departments at

'Tames

in fin©

—

offer to the citizens of Portland and vicinity the
finest assortment of
!

JOHN C. PROCTER, Wo. 03 Exchange
Street.

J. W. McCOY &

name

use on

HANDKERCHIEF,

DIVIDENDS PAID BY

NEW YORK.

the firm

WATER,

for

Subsoimno.—Mr. Harris

Lager and anti-lager define the political parChicago to the exclusion of
all other issues. The latter insist on trying a
northwest
passage through
open water,
whilst the former regard becring-straight as
the true route to the poll.

The richest, most lasting, yet most delicate of al

perfumes,

in

ties which divide

—AT THE—

Decring

!L¥, & S, It. D£AIK£,

can

Somebody, witli nothing better to do, baa
1,325 occurrences of the personal
pronoun “1” in Andy Johnson’s Washington
speech. But then if the discourse was nearly
all l’s, the audicuce was all earr, as everybody nose.

tion was at hand.

CELEBRATED

| FLORIDA

was

counted up

ppdSff

LAWMAN’S

LOOK

NO. 51 EXCHANGE ST.,

COOKING

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

Stoves &c.

HOW IT PAIS I

while,

examined the rotary ebum
there in operation. “My churn
is the best,” he said, at last; “it makes bread
and butter; yours only churns butter.”

Fragrance.

j

for a

which

ALLEX & CO.

j

ASSETS $65,000,000—AEE CASH.

than

ing

ST.,

ccSS__

Experience

of Harnsville, N. H., gives Ibis account of
bis experience in subeoiling, the trial
being
with a p'ougfc in use twenty years ago. It
was unlike tbe present double-furrow-board
subsoil plough, aud followed the wake of Ite
common plough, taking up the subsoil and
allowing it to fall behind iu a pulverized
state, ft ran the depth of twelve or fourteen inches, and brought up disintegrated
earth to a level with tbe land side of the previotis furrow. It made tbe grouud so soft
and light tbat horses in walkiug over it fretted as if on the mud. ne treated in this way
a piece of land too poor to sward over;
ploughed in manure and planted corn. The
season was dry, and some corn was cut before the kernel was formed in the milk, while
his never rolled a leaf. Since sowing to barley, tbe grass crop holds out abundantly,
though he has twice top-dressed since laying
down. He lias also tried the same process
with root crops—turnips and mangel-wurzel:
gets a good crop. A crop cut down with hail
last year renewed itself, ne explained the
cause ot fertility ia sub3oiliug in this way,
capillary attraction of mo:sture supplying the
eflicieut means. Mr. Harris also spoke of his
treatment of young stock, feeding on meadow
hay and root after the first year and till maturity, keeping them iu good growing in winter and summer.

A bright-eyed Italian boy stopped with bis
organ before a dairy window, and after play-

pub-

&

iTInnger,

feb!7dlmeodllm&w6w

of business to

BETTER

MIDDLE

you.”

cial mistook for a small barn, the animal
swung his tail around. There were eight
hacks at the funeral.

MURRAY

undoubtedly take place in a short time; meanwhile, we, the undersigned, having removed lrom

now

of the

green and God sees

A Dakota sheriff attached a show tho othday, and while tacking a “sale notice” on
the elephant’s hindquarters, which the offi-

would invite

inspection

are

er

Manufacture,

we

CORRESPONDENT.

—

copartnership under

which

STREET, PORTLAND,

John W.

will

a

to

own

Imperishable

ESTABLISHED AN 1841

places

our

87

CENT,

City of Portland
former

assort-

lic at

on

Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

TO THE

of

_

—OF—

&

complete

a

Terminating in 1872,

THE ANNEXATION

PARLOR,

Plumbers.

;

166 FORE
I

CO.,61 Exhange

JAM CM MII.LEB,.To.91 Federal Street.

IVOT FORGET THE PLACE !

Formerly

f.

and

DAVIS At CO.. No. SO middle Street.
II. LAMSOK, 153 middle St.,cor. Cm**.

P. FEENY, Cor.
lin Sl>.

Holders

OFFICE,

MRS. ROBERTS,
Is prepared to receive Pupils iu all the principles of
Practical Elocution, and Voice Culture; cither in
class or private. For terms &c., apply personally or
NO. 8 CASCO STREET.
by letter to
References—Hon. Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., Rov.A.
K. P. Small, Rev. Charles B. Pitblado.
ocldtf

A. S.

Wm.H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Nut Co

AT LAW
Hf„

middle

KE»LOX,23;t 1-3 Congre.* St.

PORTLAND.

Furnaces, Ranges,

done. Fnrnitnre
oct.V’6f>TT&Sti

HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
COUNSELOR

CO., 171

Photographers.

No. 3 Washington Street,

ninrled Chair., 6:c.
boxed and matted.

KEITH.

Pattern and Model Maker.

J.

Policy

melon-patch

Digby, the other day, found some money
in the street “Ah 1” said he, with a knowing look, “the papers have been saying that
money’s tight, but I wouldn’t have believed
it if I hadn’t found it in tho gutter.”

_

School of Elocution! j

J. 1. HARBOUR, *5* Fore Street, foot of
Cross, Portland.

OF

Suita, Lounges. Spring:
Beds, Mattresses,
Bed

DURAN A-

I. OTnROP.DE YENS &
Nreet and -18 Market St.

ment.

UPHO LS^ERER

Patent

Vi®*-'

OSGOOIP,

€. W.

Tin \Vai*e

jTh. hooper”

Parlor

i
(

SOLE AGENT FOR

PIPING.

MANUFACTURER

R.

!

Policy Holders in thi* Company obtain perfect seI entity, costing far less than to insure in any tber
in this country.
company
j

45 Danlortli Street. Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, I>. I)., Visitor.
O. L.
oclOtf
Fillings Principal. Send for Circular.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.

The only Perfect Base Burner in the
market. Warranted to gives perfect sat*
isfaction, and with a saving in fuel of at
least one-third. All in want of a First
Class heating Stove should not fail to see
the Morning Glory before pnrcliassing.
Also, The Morning Glory Cook—ac*
knowledged by all the best operating
Stove In the market.
We can show yon more conveniences
and more advantages in these Stoves than
any other Stove or Range in the Sew
England States.

WATER

AND

aAS

A.

Masons and Builders.

Harrison, Bradford & Co’
Special attention called

A. MERRILL.

N. E.

Portland Me.
§e22d3m

middle St.

116 Federal Streets.

Shingle Roofs Painted.
2§ Spring: Street,

Tin and

1 30

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and
Carpet-Bags.

For Sale at this Office.
Also boxes of prepared cement ior
and gutter**.
Slate roofs and leaky rocts of all

CO.,

they

Ready-Made Clothing,

I

St. Augustin’s School for Boys,

Nashville paper is accused

Dos Moines is a placard that reads as
follows: “Boys, don’t take those melons, for

ment of

PER

50

School tor Boy s and Girls, In School Room at Casco
street Cburch, is in ojieration.
Pupils still received.
Suita' le assistance will be employed. Attention will
also be given to a class in Penmanship in P. M., two
or more days in a week
For particulars inquiro at No. 11 Myrtle Street.
oc2l
*2\v

Aiso

ABNER LOWELL, 155 middle Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

Manufactures and Sole proprietors, in this State

to

Premiums

septlldif

Cape Elizabeth

keep

we

A. n. POSlETOit’R,

MBS.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

ROOFERS.

Dividend

LET.

We keep constantly

J. F. SIIERRY, No. ft Clapp’* Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

tf

Only

the

SCHOOL J

done to order.

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
apH

No.

ernK Streets.

U. F.

Risks

$15,571,200

store in the Rackleff Block, corner
of Mid«ile and Ceurch streets—basement and
first floor, elegantU finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

A

a

j

near

CUSTOM CLOTHING

|

GEO. A. WHITNEY <fc CO,.
No. 46 Exchange St.

STORE_TO

order.

HOOPER A EATON,
Exchange Street.

BTJY TIIE GENUINE

Morning Glory

Arcade,

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENI. ADAIIIS, cor. Exchange nnd Fed-

THREE STORY BhICK HOUSE on Myrtle
street, between Cumberland and Congress
streets, containing twelve finishfd coins and Library,
all in complete order, gas and Sebago water. Suite
of pallors and ball frescoed. Lot extends through to
Chat el street. For price and terms apply to F. G.
PATTERSON, Office 13 Fluent block, opimsite City
Hall.
ocl6eod3w

MACHINEWORKS

to

AGAINST

ASSETS:

large brick

GFORGB A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

A Desirable House for Sale !

PORTLAND

,

18 Free Street.

The editor of

In the deserted remains of a

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels
by the Year.

rge front room at

and formed

FOSTER’S Dp Hoaw, M U.io. Street.*

WOOLENS

—OK—

To Let with Board.

our

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, op.
positc Park.

“Poor Jim Wayne,” remarks an Indiana
gone where bartendenTdun’l
scowl when a man fills the glass up.”

FOR

_

Carpenters and Builders.

*epl9-tl

1872.

Marine

TWO

—

of. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
and fancy Candies, *87 Congress St,
Portland Me.

Ele-

I

Rooms To Let.
Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with
oc7tf
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street.

Coufcctionery.

by

Portland, Sep. 18th,

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hamat lowest

Street.

ALLEN HAINES.

DEALERS

179 Commercial Sit., Portland.

Neill & Co.,

Booksellers and Stationers.
ROVT, FOGG & BREED, No.91 Middle

our

THE

Ij.

THE

ROSS & STURDIVANT,

mett

SALE-

house on Stale Street, occupied
the undersigned. This house is thoroughly built oi
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.

dim

of

COBB, Nos. *8 and :IO Pear! Street.
direct route between New Cn«tom
House and Pont Office, near the Market.

On

House,”

For Sale.

Street.

WHOLESALE COA J.

Bakers.

The •uo-criber offers «*or sale his Hotel
proj rty in Limerick Village, York Count v.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and twr large statics adjoining:
two wells of water on the premises, unu
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,
JOSEPH O. HARMON,
mar!3dtfLimerick. Me.

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xeculed, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

Exchange

Repairing.
W. C

The “Limerick

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

128

Agency for Sewing Machines,
tv. N. DVEB, No. 373 middle St. All
kind* of machine, for .ale and lo let.

No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o'clock. P. M.

mar28

MARKS

Proprietor.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

EDWIN CHURCHILL,

may 20

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

J.

HAVING

deep,

Card & Job Printer

GAS

been enlarged, remodelled and finished
to suit the times, is prepared to accommodate
Gentlemen boarders at rates ranging from live to
eight dollars per week.
WOT. F. HUSSEY,

A

Moderate

at

PORTLAND,

FINE

J

OF NEW YOBIL

well built Brick House situated on the westerly side and near the toot of Pearl street.
Enquire of EMERY, WATERHOUSE & CO.

CORNER CROSS AND FORE STS,

LOT of vacant lanrl, situated on the went side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This let lias a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet
and plana have been drawn b How, for a
block ol seven or uin, genteel and convenient .esldences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of

Wales feather embroidered in
sced->titch on
the back of the close cufT, which may be fastened at the wrist or left flowing at the pleasure of the wearer.
Driving gloves are shown
in soft leather, yellow, butt, or dead white,
with [lowing gauntlets. The military gaun
|
let is just now the tavorite with iu top-goreu
form.
square-cut
Three-buttoned gloves are the usual role
for the street, and four bottous are as many
as tire
usually becoming to tbe arm f..r tuo
evening. Embroidered or welted wrisU are
becoming to long slim hand,.and plain wrist*
are more elegant for lull ones.
Few chalky
wlii'e gloves are now worn even in full dress,
there are so many delicate nameless tints
that are much prettier.
There are pearl
whites and creamy tints which are greatly
The
preferable to the blank staring white.
blonde fle-h tints are very beautiful, but they
can seldom be worn but
once,and pearl grays,
and light straw colors will do better service.
Noisette, or light wood colors, are the most
suitable visiting aud theatre gloves for gentlemen. For full dress, lavender, pale purple and iemon colors are the staudard shades.
For serviceable winter gloves we recommend
lined kid gloves.
Some are fleeced ius.de
with lambs wool, and others have a silk
for
those
who find lambs wool
plush lining
too thick. Dogskin, calf-skin, and chamois
gloves, are all suitable for the cold weather.

and Gleanings.

by bis neighbors of having caught cold while
sleeping in church with his pew door open.

To Let.

COMMERCIAL HOUSE,

SALE.

1878

81.

paper, “has

oc22*2w

eaace.

EDUCATIONAL.

JylOdtf

COMPANY

Board at 49 Pleasant St.
ROOMS furnished or unfurnished
with or without board. Every modern conven-

HOTELS.

A

febio

Copying and enlarging done

of West-

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
six miles fn m Portland; House and EH two stories"
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor.' with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40xG0 on the
premises; grounds contain 15$ acres, excellent laud,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, } acre choice
strawberries, three good weUs of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ol the finest re*idences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of G. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or OUs Brown, Westbrook.
mar21lf

Commissioner of deeds for the several States,

POBTLA1VB,

in the Town

brook.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Mo. 152 Riddle

Sale

For

OCT.

In one thing men of ail
ages are alike;
they have believed obstinately In themselves.
—[Jacobi.

gant Stock of

INSURANCE

LET.

^_

NO. 84 1-3 imiJDLE STRl'ET,

In addition to

HOUSE

ONE

or

E.

MUTUAL

No. 50 Spring streot. For terms &c. iuquii'e at the house, or of
FRANK NOYES,
oc25dtw
No. 91 Exchange St,

tf

Address

FRIDAY MORNING,

Street.
Springdlwaocu2\v

In House No. 48

mar24tf

part
city,
pleasant
IN nished,
with
without board.

HOUSE

ln gllTW- ‘bo
Sandringham
gauntlet, is quite new. It i,
of han(..
some English calK-kin, aud ha.,
a Pliuce
of

THE PRESS.

CLOTHING.

TAXI
dtf

To Let.
OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
STREET. Enquire of

BY THE —

jys

a

L.

Chambers to Let

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

No. 42 Pleasant Street.
Inquire at the
House from 2 to 5 o’clock P. M.
Portland, Oct. 13th.
oclSdlf

removed to

n

GIRLS WA\TFI>
—

Apply to

year.

so30

ACTIVE and reliable agent in this: r
one of the oldest Life Companies
country. Address with references
“PENN” Lock Box 55 P. O.
Jyl7tf
Philadelpnia Pa.

For Sale

LAW,

ner

Ala

4 nnd 5 Free Sspert.

ANrepresent
the

THE

tf

$250

a

oc20dtf

Wanted Immediately.

oc25d2w

Terms Busy.

to

Wanted*

Cot eagre for Sale.
COTTAGE house on the Southerly comerlof
Hanover and Portland Sts., cont ains eight finisheel rooms, all in nice order, Sebago water. Apply to
Wm. H. JEUKIS, Real Estate Agent.
ocl6*3w

STREET.

AT

oc29d3t*

MAKERS at 167 Midale street. Best price
paid.
oc25dtf
C. H. CHESLEY.

SALE.

bargain.

R. W.

oc24c!3w

O'DON VI'LL.

JAMES

COUNSELLOR

woman.

Kow Occupied by Blake Sc Jones.

Portland. Me.

jyl7

SITUATION
healthy
street.
239

Granite Store No. 1 Galt Block,

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
1*14V

MISCELLANEOUS.

Gossip

lower rent of House Xo. 3 Wilmot streot
THEgentleman
find wife without children. Rent
uR.

TO

Wet Nurse by a young,
Enquire of Dr. E. CLARK,
as

Wanted.

FRESCO PAINTER,
6

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN
ADVANCE-

ATLANTIC

Salem

lower

Wanted*
wanted

oc6dtf&wlt

one-tliird of a mile of the above, on
the Foreside road to Portland, about 40 acres, mostly
field, with Orchard, and between 200 and 310 Cords
of Wood on the same.
Also, a wool lot of 40 acres with nearly 1000 Cords
of Wood standing, situate on the Raugeway, and
near the Depots of the Grand Trunk and M. C. Railroads, in Cumberland.
Also 4 acres of Marsh near Martin’s Point Bridge,
in Falmouth.
Enquire of Capt. Wm. Drinkwater near the premCHARLES HUMPHREY.
ises, or
Administrator, at Yarmouth V llagc.
Yarmouth Oct. 2, 1873.
oc3Ueod&w4w

KEILER,

RESIDENCE

MJLLIKEN &
enclose stamp for particulars.
oc28eodtf
CO., 08 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
or

buildings.
Also, within

•IBS. PAULDING.

L.

1873.

INSURANCE.

Tenement of House comer of
ami Clark streets. Apply at 19 Winter st eel.
THE
3t*
oc30

oc29

SALESMEN.—7wo
and

T1TILL be sold, the Homestead of the late Capt.
v ▼
Reuel Drink water, in Cumberland, situated
one-half mile from Cumberland Depot, containing
about 4U acres, with two story House, Barn and out

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT,
No 346 Congress
St.

McGLINCHY,

F.

Wanted.
more energetic and reliable
nier. to introduce our goods; one for “York”
one for “Androscoggin” County.
Apply at once

REAL estate FOR SALE !

BUSINESS CARDS.

W.

oc30d3m

keeping boarders, and a very excellent one for both
branc' es, as the place must be sold to close an estate. Apply to WM. H. JERK1S, Real Estate
Agent,

tion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

SAMJEL IT.

31.

PRESS.

House 9o Let.

Barley Wauled.
rriHE HIGHEST market price will be paid for
JL BARLE 5T at 138 Fore street, near the ma- ket by

For other Property. A raro chance.
mJ*tir^LLl. A first rate Farm, containing 16u
acreB of good land, well divided; has
a nice Sugar Orchard of 4t>0
trees,
'• -Sr.Vtli cut twenty-five tons of
hay this
An abundance of wood and water. This farm isyear.
situated in the town of
Campion, N. H., which is a favorite resort for Suiisitjt Boarders. Is only four
miles from Plymouth. It offers a rare
opportunity
to one who wishes either to engage in fani
ing or

$k 50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
w ek after; three Insertions, or less, $1 00; continu-

se4

C. PROCTEK

2

la

oc30d3t

paying charges.

at

Exchange

or

Ladies BRACEi ave by calling

a
owner can

to

JERUIsTo. j.

WM. H.

vaneo.

MAINE~STATE

TO LEI.
House 90 Le9.

Found*

centrally located tbtee story HOUSE
the
New Jerusalem Church
THE
of Cumberland and
westerly
ChesnntSt..
LET which the the
NEAR
Has ami Sebagn
containing 12
Annlv
this Office and

Exchange St. Portland.

Terms
Eight Dollar® a Year in advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

THE

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

OCTOBER

=&

PORTLAND Pl'BMNXIING CO.,
At 1C9

MORNING.

PCRTLAND, FRIDAT

REAL

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

DAILY

Hard Pine

Timber^

On band and rawed to (Ilmen.

Hard fine fla«k, hard x*mc

Flooring

A?«® ITE? noABD*.

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.
DittV, First, corn.*
nA^"\l':irfK,n'!
Mate street, Boston.
m

Sebago Dye

of* Street
tnjSoodiy

House,

NO. 17 PLUM STREET.
\f n.
i'l

It. McVEY late of Fos'cr I've IT™” ft tbh

No.
City, haa reopened tl» Soba*o1>J<\Hnii»e
do

M

Plum St., where be is roedv to
■[* j. Satlufacing and cleansing of gemliuier* tariDon
tiun guaranteed.
..EV- ,p0«l«rs Scotch T)yer>,
Ko. IT Plum ,tra,t.
an'iTdly

BARBOUR,
Pattern and Model Maker,
PLASTER MOULDS, Ac.,
j. i.

933 Fore Street, loot Cross Street.
wemrtPOKTIO.NI).
JyJ
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at tbl> Cttlce.
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furnished
T.

is

by Stanley
card certificate
steamboat and bote
Pullen. Editor. Ail railway,
n favor upon us by demanding
managers will confer
credentials of every person claiming to represent onr
with

countersigned

a

journal,
mers”

information that several “bumseeking courtesies in the name of the
have

as we

are

PkK*s, and we have no disposition to be,
fively, a party to such fraud

sented the sentiment of the
The Rochester

pas-

even

all

r.

esses

imlispcusab e,

not

as a

reserve

or

(N. Y. ) Democrat devotes

Lord’s

Speculative Schemes.

That ex-

in New York.

political associates

that have been started

under the

provisions

of the law of the last Legislature. These
schools afford hundreds of young people In

ing to all the speculative schemes and national enterprises that an ann.y of lobbyists and

towns all the substantia, advantages of
larger academies, which otherwise they
could not enjoy.

our

speculators will press upon its attention.
Doubtless there is little apprehension on the

the

of the people that Congress will adopt
policy that will make the government a corporation to dig canals and build railroads,
since both parties, in their Slate conventions
have declared against that policy; nevertheless well-informed journals predict ibat these,
selie es will have a more formidable support
in Congress than is expected generally. The
scheme is an expansive one fo. it i; as broad
as the country itself and the plunder that

part

Curreut Notes.

a

standing up like men.
by one another; forbear to injure
oue another’s credit, take their losses bravely and quietly; do more working than talking,
and, generally, behave in a manner that is
creditable to rational human beings, to full
grown men, and to patriotic American citizens.
We commend their example to Wall
The merchants are

They

stand

Street.—AT. Y. Mail

is

The Providence Journal says if Capt. Kidd
through Wall street with a bag

For

instance, there are n
less than three canals proposed through the
Alleghany Mountains which will require a
hunured millions dollars each; the Northern
Pacific railroad will clamor for at least fifty
millions; Tom Sc itt’s Southern Pacific, in
which Gen. Butler is said to be interested,
will demand another fifty millions; a new
mouth to the Mississippi river will require no

should walk

moderate sum: the double track government
raiiioad from the seaboard to Chicago will

the lakes will

National Board of Trade, at this particular
It never
session, did not do very much.
does. Its chief duty, ordinarily, has been to
let off’ prepared speeches, and to eat a good
dinner. These solemn functions it performed

It is understood, too, that the reare numerous interests anxious to unite their forces

on this occasion with due grace and gravity,
and then postponed the investigation ot the
knotty proqlems of’ currency and trausporta
tion until January.—St. Louis Globe.

of gold in each hand, he would be received
with the highest signs of respect and would

modest pr >porthe Ohio a larger

tions; the plan to make
by pumping water out of
require some tens of millions.

with the canal aud railroad schemes to assault the national treasury. The speculators
owning the cotton tax are eager to get the
sixty millions they claim; the Southern loy-

The St. Louis

previous

to the

rebellion

member of

and

former demo-

ideas,

for years has been that the public have been
educated to look to the government when
trouble comes as a child does to its father.
The government is in good part responsible
for this education, for assurances have been
given that the government had the authority
to grant relief, and would, “if necessary
this authority, however, resting on doubtful
interpretations of laws and court decisions.
~

The Inter'Ocean says: Let the $44,000,000
be drawn upon as a temporary expedient, to
be followed by free banking as a permanent
and the queseion of specie resumption
will take care of itself. It will be well for
Congress to steer clear of legislating a day
certain for resumption, and permit the laws
of trade and material development to bring
about the result in their own good time.
Gratz Brown would like to get into the

relief,

in New York who hold the bonds of the
Sou hern States, nearly ruined by building
ers

railroads.
This is

probably only a rumor to injure the
character of that good person; but it is evident that there are elements enough to make
the most formidable and reckless lobby that
ever assailed the integrity of a legislative
body or threatened a nation with bankruptcy
and corruption.

United States Senate, and as a means to that
end will have himselt elected to the Missouri
House of Representatives. We find this
piece of news in the Washington Chronicle ;

but the pleasure that ought to be derived
from it is spoiled by a mention of Mr. Brow
as Mr. Buttered Watermelon. 'Though, to be
sure, this, too, is fame.—Rochester Democrat.

Exit Stokes.

The Springfield Republican says: The sug-

il-

gestion is made that
and neighborly vet ion

lustiates the different conclusions to Which
juries can come,and the uncertainty that sur-

it would be a

Grant to offer his services

friendly

the part of Gen.

on

umpire to their
(now unhappily est.anged) majesties of Great
as

rounds a man’s life when he is compelled to
take h.s chance with twelve of his peers, particularly if he aud they are residents of New

Britain and Asbantee.

York city.

"raceful and time-endeared tower of the old

Th« Boston

The first trial resulted in a disa-

greement of the

jury, eight beiug for

tion

mnrrter nt»4 trm*

degree.

der in the first

grauted by

A

the Court of

third

trial

Appeals

on

at

verity than that previously found in the case
ol Stokes,and will convince all tbatunder the
men

that

ing
great

city,

and

wants

new

ticket nomina-

lias issued orders that no more skins be prepared for manufacture at the preseut. Most
of the firms have large stocks on hand, which
they desire to sell off before manufacturing
more.

uncertainty

The Troy Prest says that the stove trade of
lhat city begins to decline a little, but the
opinion of the manufacturers concerning
its canse and the future prospects vary.
Some
of the shops are running on half or three-quarters time, while some of the largest concerns
say that they are running on full time, and
will continue to run so for the present. One
prominent manufacturer stated that the sales
of his house for the last fifteen days were more
than double the sales for the corresponding
period of last year.
The Philadelphia North American commends
highly the course of the Cambria Iron Company, which has just announced lhat it proposes to retain the six thousand hands entered
on its pay-rolls, and to keep them at work even
thougli thpre has been an almost entire cessation of orders.
And as the scarcity of currency
prevents for the moment the obtaining of the
small notes required for payments, they have
arranged to the satisfactiou of the men that for
the present eveiy article required by them
shall be furnished in kind.
The Cincinnati Enquirer of Sunday seems to
regard the prospect in that city as rather
gloomy. It says; “The hanks have resumed
payment, hut the workshops have not resumed
work, and not only are mechanics thrown out
of employment, but workers iu every branch,
including porters, draymen, clerks, and laborers, and the reduction commenced then has
steadily been continued up to last night.
Persons acquainted with the condition of our
labor market have variously estimated the reduction at from thirty-three to fifty tier cent.
The lowest of these would make the number of
persons out of employment at something like
2(5,00(1. But this is certainly too high an esti-

would not make so

a difference in intelligent and well balanced States, but where the political leaders
delight to collide the greatest difficulties
arise. Just now in Mississippi there is an
uncertainty as to whether the State election
shall be held this year or next. Gov. Powell
decides that no election can take place this
year and the House of Representatives has
passed a b5ll in pursuance of this view. Other State officers have decided otherwise and
the Senate will doubtless reject the House
bill or not act. on it until the election which
occurs next Tuesday, is over.
Senator Arnes
and his friends are preparing for the election

next week and voting will doubtless take
in the greater part of the State.
Of
course this procedure will bring on a collis-

place

ion when the parties elected next Tuesday attempt to assume the management of the State

government.
Judge Babbows had occasion to administer a deserved rebuke to certain witnesses
at Ellsworlbf Monday last. It appears that
seveial of the witnesses in a case on trial
were discussing its merits while sitting at the
diimer table in company with the jurors.
The Judge who was present at the lime, rose
from his scat and addressed the company, reminding the witnesses ot the impropriety of
the discussion and dwelling upon the necessity of keeping the minds of the jurors free
from extraneous influences. The American

mate.”

The New Haven papers state that the greater
part of the varied manufacturing enterprises iu
that city will continue to run from half to twothirds time.
Kendall’s Mills.—The
The Grievance
Lewiston Journal publishes a 'etter written by
« citizen of Fairfield relative to .the change of
the line of the Maine Central Railroad at that
poiut and the hardship the change causes to the
of

says it was a timely rebuke, happily given,
aud needed nowhere more than in
Ellsworth.
It is to be hoped that
Judge Barrows will
take occasion to
repeat it in other sections of
the State.

T.

municipal
a

offices in

Notes of Labor and Wages.
The Wilmington (Del.) Commercial gives as
the general estimate that at least thirty per
cent of the men recently employed in the
leather manufactories of Wilmington have
neen discharged.
Many of the'fiims are shut
ting down on the manufacture of stock. It is
said that one of the largest firms in the city

about some of the constitutions and laws ot
the Southern States that are constantly leadThis

Times is not satisfied with

soon

as

it is at

as

par with

j

Gen. Thom’s Estimates.—The estimate submitted by Gen. Thom to the Secretary of War
for the improvement of rivers and harbors, has
been incorrectly published in several newspapers. The following estimates have beeD submitted:
Saint Croix River, Maine.$ 25.000
Machias ltiver, Maine.
35,000
Penobscott River, Maine.
50,000
Camden Harbor, Maine.
23,000
Kennebec River, Maine.
15,000
Pori land Harbor.
50,000
Richmond’s Island, Maine.f. 25,000
Cocbeco River, New Hampshire.
50,000
Merrimac River,Mass.,which includes the im
provement of Newburyport harbor and
the river, thence up to Haverhill.
50.000
Salem Harbor, Mass.
40.000
Boston Harbrr, Mass. 225,000
Plymouth Harbor, Mass.
5,000

Provincetown Horbor, Mass.

5,000

News aud Other Items.
The funded debt of the District of Columbia
is $0,434,000. It cau’t exceed $10,000,000.
The fire fiend is known as “the blazing monster” at Madison, Wis,
An Ottawa editor was “telescoped” by a collision with a goat the other day.
A student has been expolled from

Lafayette

College, Easton, L’a., for stealing, after a three
days’ jury trial by his classmates.
There are now outstanding eleven millions of
goverumaut debts
ceased.

which

upon

has

iuterest

people of|that

has feund time
during his lecturing tour to prepare two clever cartoons for
Harper’s Weekly, in one of which he
appears
himself. In the other the New York
World
appears as a nurse attempting to pour a botinto
a
tle of cordial
battered and exhausted
old bruiser wearing a belt of ihe Democratic
party, with the evident expectation that life
Our independent young
will be restored.
Democrats will find more good points in the
cartoons than any other class.
AST

It is understood that Land Agent Burleigh
will, in his next report, recommend that the
office be abolished at the end of one or two
years at most and that the unfinished business ol the department he
transferred to the
office of Secretary of State.
All the surveys
of settling land
belonging to the State will be
completed by that time and the whole sold,
so that the
remaining business will be simply
of a clerical nature.
I

town.

The

following

extract

contains the gist of the complaint:
After the bridge was burned here last May,
the company began lo make arrangements for
building their South Shore line. The people of
Fairfield objected to being cut off from rail
road communication with the eastern part of
State; but the company proposed to free the
toll bridge here, and build a depot, tracks &c.
Your shipon the Benton side of (lie river.
ping facilities shail not he impaired,” they said,
‘you shall have the same privileges von now enjoy only, you will have to cross the river to
meet the trains.” The result was that an arrangement was made to that effect, and the*,
company built their South Shoreline, and trains
commenced running regularly on the 15th of
June last.
Now let us see about otir “privileges, and
unimpaired shinping facilities.” The company,
instead of building a depot in Benton, bought
a small one story house, situated some ten rods
from the track and thirty feet below it, iu
which tickets are sold. To take the cars, passengers must climb to a high clay bank, and
wait for the trains on a platform, entirely unand storm; and the situaprotected from wind
tion is one of the most exposed to be found in
No
this region.
freight or express matter is
taken or left there, no side tracks being laid for
that purpose. If we wish to ship freight to

WALDO COUNTY.

Twenty-four vessels, with

a

have been built iu the Belfast district during
the preseut year.
The Journal says Belfast can take the premium for the smartest woman iu the State. An
old lady nearly seventy years of age. has lathed the entire nsideof her house that is build*ing on Union street, and intends to make herself useful generally until the same is completed.
A Belfast pastor entertains his dock by lectures on the primitive Ay ran race up to the
The lectures are
time of the Vedic hymns.
said to be of thrilling interest.
The grand jury have found four indictments
against Gordon, one each for the murder of his
brother, his brother’s wife, the infant child,
and one for an assault with intent to murder
the young boy, the son, about four years old.

Whatever tin progress of Catholicism in
is a notable fact that there is not

Englaud, it

Catholic to Parliament.
The receipts from spirits for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1873, were $52,065,505. This is
an excess of threo millions over the amount

broidered a heart surrounded by a chain, and
the inscriotion, “Do not harm me, for the
heart of Jesus is with me.” This they consider a charm against bullets.
It is said that by the suspension of the First
National Bank of Washington the wife of the
lata J. G. Wilson, Congressman from Oregon,
was robbed of $1,000—all she had.
The unfortunate lady is reduced to poverty, and is now

teaching school

to support her family.
The Post Office Department has compiled a
table of distances for the regulation and adjustment of telegraphic rates for Government
messages. The first edition contains a list of
more than 2000 places,
comprising all the more
important points in the United States.
There is said to he a can of nitro-glycerine
buried in the Capitol Square at Raleigh, N. C.,

where it

secreted just before the surrender,
but the exact place of conceal ment has been
lost, and no one dares din for it, as the blow of
a pick might send the digger
skywards; and so
it wili sleep until a happy chance or more
was

dreadful accident shall reveal its

STATE

hiding place.

NEWS.

trout

fisher.

a

dives

She

that is

cat

She is not

as

noted

a

into the water and

brings up her finuy prey in the
manner.

most

other cats.

approved

Farmington boys, in anticipation of arithmetical terrors of tin* winter term are perforating
the school house blackboard with bullets.
A lady lias recent'y died in Farmington whoi
for over fifty years cut and made liev own dressShe was an enigma to the present generaes.
tion.

IN GENERAL.

superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves .the hair
dean, soil and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
vxlielor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. F.

tain

that

a

in time

dose of

a

ru

saves

A prisoner attempted to escape from Elisworth jail Thursday week by heating the stones
in his cell and pouring water thereon.

this genial vegetable
stimulant aud iuvigorant. Commeuce taken it with
the commencement of the atmospheric changes

the winter from the autumn.
Thereby you will avoid those disturbances of the digestive and secretive organs, and those painful deceases of the muscles and nerves ot sensation, which
often render the period of the year which should be
the merriest, a season of penance and disquietude.
The extraordinary vigor and regularity which this
exhilarating restorative imparts to the most important function- of the body, render it an tnvaluable
remedy for nervous debility, constipation,
tion, torpidity of the liver, and intermittent fevers.

distinguish

which

little girl of Capt. Itomer of
Bluehill,
returning home from school, a
sudden gust of wind struck her throwing her
against a pile of rocks and injuring her consid-

erably.

The American savs an animal was killed at
Trenton on Saturday last.
It was more than
twice tlie size of our common house cats, had
short tegs, a thick body, full
head, and a slim,
short tail.
Its color was grayish, with black
rings and its ears tufted.
It was probably a
species of Wild cat, though from its peculiar
tail some of the woodsmen called it a bob-cat
It nearly corresponds to the
description °"iven
by naturalists ot the bay lynx.
At a meeting of the Directors of the
Shore
Line Railroad Company, held on the 22d it
was voted unanimously—there
being no hope’of
Bangor taking any action to aid the road—to
make Bucksport the Penobscot terminus of the
line. A vote was also unanimously
adopted to
pe'ition the Legislature for a raiiroad bridge
across the Penobscot at
Bucksport.
The Bangor Whig says a man
«
.niton, leased a water power
said he was going to put
up a

PORTLAND, MAINE.

recently
on

DB. JAMES A. SPALDING,

Pleasant, Prompt, and Effective. Two taken at
night move the bowels once next morning. Unlike
all Pills, they never cause pain nor require increase
of dose to perfect a cure.

OCULIST.

after
Cosand Inmgestion. W rrauted in all cases
of Pikes, either bleeding or blind. Trial box, 30 cts.
Large box, 60 cts.: mailed free for this last price.
DR. HARRISON’S ICELAND BALSAM,
a splendid cure for coughs, hoarseness, and all
For sale by E. S.
throat and lung complaints.
HARRISON & CO„ Proprietors, No. 1 Tremont
oc31snlm
and
all
by
Druggists,
Temple, Boston,

uudersigned

Office Hours 8 A. M. to 1 P. M.
House.

Portland,

Oct.

Fire

NEW

neighbor’s
view to

PISCATAQUIS

cat

—ALSO—

CLOAKS,

Society.
The public

—

ap29

PAMC
IN CIGARS.
Rather Sacrifice in Price than Discharge

AT

LYONS

Splendid Imported

—

ELEGANT

and pay $1.10 per box, When yon
eun gel a box of Cigars tor $1.40
Fine double thick Wavy
Tobacco from 40 to 50 cts. per lb.,
wholesale,
This is the amount of goods in Cigar Store Corner
Middle and Exchange Streets, and at Workshop 16

satisfy yourselves.
E. PONCE.

—

Rock-

“pushatching kittens,

COUNTY.

Hie survivors of the
blasting accident at
Browuville are doing well and will
completely
recover from their
injuries.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
The Kennebec Journal
says shipbuilding has
been very active m
Cherryfield and vicinity the
past season, and the shipyards wear an old
time appearance
In the Cherryfield district
tnere nave been launched the
past season adoz
en
large vessels, others are now in process of
constriction, and even more than the number
named will be built the next season.
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torpid

STAR!

Compiled by the well known Authors

9. F. Hodges and G* o, W. Foster.
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Rent low.

mothers, Mothers, Mothers,

Don’t fail to procure MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP for all diseases incident to the peiiod
of teething in children. It relieves the child from
pain, cures wind colic, regulate- the bowels, and by
giving relief and health to the child, gives rest to the
mother. Be sure ami eali for

_

o.
Bntf

NATIONAL TONIC BITTERS,
Purely Medicinal
For Sale by all Brnggi.sts.

National Tonic Bitters,
PURELY
MEDICINAL.
FOBSALSi IIV ALL DBIIGGIgTS.
«e!7sid&w3m39

FOR MOTH, PATCHES,
use PERRY’S
reliable and

FRECKLES^

Moth and

jyTMWSOm

8N

Reason for
telling,

Freckle
It is
harmless. Sold by
Druggists everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond St. N. Y.
oct>
d&wsneod2m41

vacancy.

He

does not

Ar

28th,

sells

Henrietta, Langley, froni

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERRECK &
CO., Apolliecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
door above

Brown. Portland, Me.

THE WAY TO BE HAPPY.
Peace to his bones, the first who spread
The soft luxuriunt bed,
For man’s indulgence given;

Still,
I cast

as
a

I stretch each weary

grateful thought

on

limb,
him,

And wish him rest in Heaven.
Yet he’s a ninny, who supposes
That every bed's a bed cf roses,
For idle’s the conjecture.
The bachelor's from blis* debar’d,
And he finds Hymen’s rather hard,
Who hears a curtain lecture.
Would you avoid the noisome din
Of scolding wife and surely w in
Her love for you

Immediately

at

GEO. W. R ECU & CO’S
££r\Slc«ily Work girru the year rouud

llighcwt Price* Paid.

and

oc31inlw

ItLMOVAL 1

NE W BEDFORD—Sid 29th, sch
Watchman, Heal,
Lincoln vllle.
Hattie Ellen,
27lh,.cbs
* YINEk'AHD-HAVEN-Ar
Ashford.
Portland for New York; Bramhall, Hamilton. Fox Island for do; M L Newton, Allen. Calais
tor Provi tence, (lust part of deck load lath*);
Wesley
Abbott, Smith, Portland for do; Maggie Todd, Richardson, Me Desert for Philadelphia; H A DeWitt,
Mauson, Bath tor Charleston ; Agnes, Hndgdon, Gardiner for do; Whitney Long, Hayes, Kiel, in on. I for
do; Roamer. McFarland, Calais for Fall River; F A
Pike, Maitisow, do for Mott Haven.

J. K. MERRILL & CO.
removed for the present to

have

ronjiEuciiL street.
pleased to receive all orders3 or
Ulazing as nunil, hoping n »t to be delayed but a few
days in consequence of the tire.
where they will be

Bristol for

J. K.

Charleston ; Fleet wing. Kenuisiou, Rockland for
Richmond, (with los* of jilibonm )
Sid, schs On tar a, ltoamer. Jed Frye. Agnes. Whitney Long, Wesley Abbott. A M Bird, Hattie Ellen,
H A DeWitt, F A Pike, M L Newton. Beilc Brown,
Silas Me Loon, Jennie Spear, and Henrietta.
BOSTON—Ar 29tb, schs Hattie Anna, Webber,
Bangor; Anna Frye, Smith. Hoboken tor Saco; L A
A Knowles, Knowles, Hoboken tor Salem; Ada S

Oct. 31, 1873.

nGRBILL A CO.
eodlw

Wanted.

A» N

experienced SALESWOMAN: also an Apprentice. Enquire at the N, Y. Branch, 335
t
Congress street.
oc31tl

Cld 29tb, barque Mignou. Soule, Aspinwall; Neptune, Beal, Kingston, Ja; brig Adelaide, Barnecat.
Liverpool; schs Alice Bickmore, bickmore,Portland;
Wm M Everett. Bearciley, and DOaxes, Baker, Hallowell, to load for Albany.
Ar 30th, schs Ada S Allen, Boyd, New York ; Josle.
Look, Addison; D Atwood, Whitten, Miilbridge;
Avon, Park, Bangor.
Cld 30th, sch Eagle, Harden. Pittston, to load tor

"DOOMS with

To Let.
without board, at

or

11
oc31

Free Street.

55

iw

ALWAYS

New York.
SALEM—Ar

28th, schs Bertha J Fellows, and W S
Bridges, Laudrick, Windsor, NS for New York; L B
Sargent, .Sargent, Blueldll tor New York; Jachin.

BUY

Kane. Portland for do.

NEWBURYPORT—Ar 291 b, sch Geo E Prescott,
McGee, Weehawken.
PORTSMOUTH-at 29th, sch J C Nash. Crowley,
Newburg; steamtug Tiger, Willard, Portland for
Boston, (and proceeded.)
Sid 29th. schs Enterprise, Leighton. Cherryfleld;
Pilot’s Brid, Brewster. Rockland; Wm H Archer,
Patten, Boston.

Ar at

Cadiz.

YOUR

CLOTHING

FORTH.
Ar at Melbourne

ell. New Y#rk.

—

Oct 12th, ship Flying Eagle.Crow-

Malaga Oct 12, barque Sicilian, Percival,

OF

—

tin

Ar at Antwerp 20th inst, ship Republic. Moshier,
New York.
At Liverpool 16th, ship N Boynton, Nichols, for
Rio Janeiro and Calcutta.
Ar at Montevideo Sept 14, barque Lepanto, Smith,
Buenos Ayres.
Sid Aug SO,
Jrna Godfrey, Howes, St Thomas; Se;»f 6, brig H H Wright. Meyers, Barbadocs.
Ar at Gibara 15th inst, brig Alice, Montgomery,
New York.
Sid tm Cienfuegos 17th. brig Clotilde, Miller, for

GEO. W. RICH & CO.

New York.
Aral Bermuda

173 & 175 FORE

barque

STORKS

Boston.
At Havana 23d, barque Zulma, Morton, tor New
York, big.
Ar at Cardenas 20tb, brig Manlius, Nichols, from
Baltimore.

18th,

sch

H

Prescott, Merriman,

At Cow Bay 20th, sch Jennie B
tew days.
Ar at St John, NB, 28th, sch

Gilkey,

STREET,

for N York

Eliza S, Sullivan.
Portland.
Cld 28th, sch Brill, Lipseit, Portland.

COIl.

EXCHANGE.

oc29

iseod&wi^.
~

SPOKEN.

BONDS

Oct 24, lat 29 10 N, Ion, Ion 71 45 W. a barque showing white signal with letter W, bound North
Oct 24, lat 36 30, Ion 72 29, sch Kenduskeag, from
Savannah for Providence.
Oct 25. lat 31 47, Ion 78 25, sch Harry White, bound
North.

Portland
Hath
Belfast

G’s
G’s
G’s
G's
7’s
8’s
7 8-10
7’s
7’s
7’s
8’s
8’s
7’s
7’s
•

Bandar

NEW AD VERTISEMENTS

Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

...

Cincinnati
How Shall Any Person Judge ? Chicago
Cook County
Dr. Lambert says that “old plan of Life Insurance, ! Louisville Ky.,
Marion County, Ind.,
as usually conducted, is a swindle.”
“
Most ol the Agents of most ot the “old plan” com- I Allen County,

au26sntf

Maine Central K. It.
E. & X. Ameri.au It R. (told

parties unanimously declare, that the plan of the

Popular is a “humbug.”
Agent advertises

AmeiicaD
One

MINISTRY,
Boston P. O., Mass.

In this city, Oct. 30, by Rev. A. H. Wright, Chas"
W. Oliver and Miss Lizzie M. Waite, both of Port-

Norway. Oct. 11, James Kelley of Salem and
Agnes J. Frost of Norway.
In Manchester, N. H., Oct. 28, at the residence of
the bride’s father, by Rev. Mr DeMorest. Jas. Henry
Stevens ot Andover, Me., and Miss Emma F. Carfield.

In Saco, Oct. 29, Elmer Sy Iney. son of Edward and
Cassandra Goodwin.
[Funeral services on Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at West End Cliurcb,
In South Gardiner, Sept. 23, Harry W., aged2 yra
3 monihs; Oct. 9, Minnie L., aged 3 years 9 months;
Oct. 23, Eddie W.. aged 7 years,—children of M. C.
and Melissa J. PhillipsIn Oxford. Oct. 8, Mr. Joseph Temple, aged 78 yrs.
In Bethel, Oct. 8, Mrs. Abigail B. Wiley, wire of Dr.

Roherr.
Wiley.
In Augusta, Oct. 19, George H. Hawes, aged 24
years 5 mouths.
In Savannah, Ga., Oct. 30, David Keazer, 2d, aged
17 years,—son of Capt. Keazer ot Portland.

.Oct 31
City of New York.. New York. .Liverpool.
Washington.New York. .Stettin.Oct 31
..

Nov 1
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool_Nov 1
Oceanic.New York. Liverpool.Nov 1
City of Montreal... New York.. Liverpool_Nov 1
MoroCastle.New York..Havana.Nov 4
Atlas. New York Jamaica.Nov 4
Hecla.Boston.Liverpool_Nov 4
Claribel.New York. .Pt an Prince. Nov 5
Granada. New York. .A spin wall
Nov 5
Wyomipg.New York.. Liverpool_Nov 5
Itliniatnrc Almnnnr.

October 31.
1.10 AM

Min rises.b.sz

MOOD Bets.

Sun sets.4.54

High watei. 7.15 PM

MARINE

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Thursday, Oct. 30*
ARRIVED.

City ot Portland, Pike, Boston lor Eastport and St John. NB
Steamer Glendon, (Br) Sulis, Boston, to load for
St John, NB.
Seh Virginia, Ross, Georgetown.

Sch E G Knight, Pratt, New York—corn to Geo
True & Co.
Sch A D Henderson, Henderson, Boston.
Sch Geo Calhoun, (Br) Price, Boston.
Sch Volta, Haskell, Boston.
Sch Marshall Ney, Griffin, Salem.
Sch Melrose, Coggins, Lnbec.
Sch Robt Woodruff, Lewis, Wiscasset.
Sch Georgianna, Chatto, Brooklin.

W

FOU SALE

No Tontine Policies Issned

by

sepSl

Company.
Another advertises them as the very salt of the
Earth.
Would it not be well for the public to notice wliat

Dividend*, Assets, Ratios, Tontines,

and all

these matters ?

lOO M20DLE STREET.
end Iebl8 7

1

disinterested persons say about all those matters ot

BY

SWA* & BARRETT,

this

CHILDREN’S

Furnishing House,

CLEARED.
Steamer Franconia. Bragg, New York—Henry Fox
Barque Edmund Pliinney, (new, of Portland, 750
tons) Bacon. Buenos Ayres--C S Clark.
Sch Maracaibo, Henley, New York—Bunker Brcs,
Sch Cuba, (Br) Baldwin, St John, NB—John Porteous.

SAILED—Ship Zephyr.
The Allen Brothers, of Harpswell, have a fine schr
of about 1?5 tons on the stocks, which will J>e
launched in a few days. She is owned 1>> E A Sawyer of Portland, the builders, Cant Brigham, (who is
to command ber> and others of Harpswell.
Master Henry McGilvery. of Belfast, will launch
on Tuesday a ship ot 1500 tons, named the Antelope,
to he commanded bv Capt Baker McNcni.
G W Cottrell & Co, of Belfast, has a sclir of 350
tons, nearly ready for launching. Sho is named the
Flora K McDonald and is to be commanded by Capt

John McDonald.
CaTter & Co, of Belfast, will launch on Tuesday,
schr of 400 tons, tor parties in Rockland.

a

[FROM MERCIl\NTS* EXCHANGE.!
Ar at Havana 24tli, brig Helen O Phinney, Boyd*

Matanzas.
Ar at do
land.

22d, brig Hattie M Bain, Thestrup,

Mr. Row, Commissioner of Michigan, say, in hi..

Report:
“The parade which

companies make in ail I
vertisemonts, and by agents, oi the millions of dol- !

inrs oi asset, in

possession, an.l the

annual

Port-

“Tho trae character of these is getting to be now
so uniformly lecognized as only a partial
repayment of an cxccsftive premium demanded at the

inception or renewal of the policy, and in no respects
a division of “profits” as is so
generally taught by
canvassers and believed by poiicy-holders that a remedy would seem to be close at hand.
During the past year the oldest and largest Comin the country, after

a

eareful survey of its

long and prosperous history, having become fully
convinced ot the evil now spoken of, deliberately
adopted a new rule of premiums, so carefully adapted to the wants and safety of the business as to exclude all unnecessary exactions and make unnecessary any returns of exorbitant receipts, thus cancelingall promises of future dividends or repayments,
ancl doing business at its actual cost aud consequentat a v'ry much reduced rate of expense.”
We have extz acted enough to show that the people
have themselves to blame if they believe all ihc
stories told to them, and if they do not get at the
truth.
ocSldtf

forever,

Go buy a Walnut Chamber Set
At Merriman’s Store—now don’t forget,
And you’ll regret it never.
sntf
au2

Guantanamo.
Brig Edward, Lange, lroro Central America for
New York, which was condemned at Progreso 15th.
registered 189 tous, was built at Freeoort in 18G0, and
hailed f.om St Kitts.
Smyrna, Oct 16—Scb Ringleader, for Boston, with
f;uit, was ashore on S W Spit lltli. and discharged 70
tous cargo, when she came off and proceeded.

DOflRNTIf PORTA.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 21st, ship Carrier Dove,
Merrlman, New York.
Sid 21st, ship O pheus, Sawyer. Callao.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 25th, barque Fanny J Mc-

Lellan. McLellan,
Ar at SW Pass
Rio Janeiro.

Kingston, Ja.
24th, brig Harry Stewart, Weeks,

Providence.
Cld 28th, brig Edith Hall. Oliver.
Ba!timore; schs
^meson, Wood’s Hole; Wigwam.
Helen M Condon. McCarty, Bull

S1Mri£Slie8on’
River

^<lgcport;

27th,
Xo™A—Sid
Portland.

"safe

investment.

HOME

SECURITY.

The Nubflcribern oiler for Snle

$100,000
CITV
G

OF

PWR

LEWI8TOX,

CKDJT.

BONDS
The Bonds are payable in 20 and 40
years and redeemable at the pleasure of
the City after ten years.
A
A

strictly

first class security, as gncd as tbe best.
cbanco far Savings Banks and Trust Funds.

rare

if. *1. PAYSO* & I O„
32 EXCHANGE STREET
ocl

PORTLAND.

dtl

820,000
To loan on liiM class mortgages in
Portia ml and Vicinity iu
sains to suit.
__

Real Estate Sicnumi. paving 8 to 10 per
inetrest tree ot Taxes. Investments in Real
^nt.
Estate in Portland and vicinity, if
jndiciouslv
,,ie b*’ht and Mfcst modes of
Pi
employing capital. eY?re
First
■

class securities

and

always on

hand. Interest

principal collected without charge. Gt arantebr
perfect title and ample security in a I its Real Estate loans.
Real Estate investments and
improvements made cn commission and on shares
bankable paper bought and sold.

«W. K. DAVIS,
Estate and Loan Agency

Real

Brown’s Block.

2d p eodly

TEACH ERS, ATTENTION !
regular annual I'mulierM’ Institute for
THE
ihr V'ouuiy of Cumberland will beheld
this
year at

Portland, commencing Nov. lOtti,
and rontiauiug Five Day*.
Teachers will please present themselves for enrobment on MONDAY, at IP o'clock A. M. Please provide yom selves with Note Book, Writing Paper,
Lead Pencils. Bible and ordinary Text Books, exacting live days* earnest and substantial work
School Committees. Supervisors and Agents are respectfully invited to be present and participate in
the exercises of the Institute.
There will be a Convention of the Town Committees and
Supervisors in the County Friday, Nov. 14th.
A cordial invitation is extended to all in crested in
our Public Schools to uttend both the Institute and
Convention.
I’ROF. F. A. ALLEN
1
PROF. W. J. COKTHELL. I Cond'‘*Cl0r"*
WARREN JOHNSON, Superintendent.
~

wSw43

Raymond’s'Quadrille Rand
is

Music for

prepared to furnish

Halls, Private Parties,

Assemblies, Levees,
on

L. WI.SWEI.L, No. 3 Free
number of pieces furnished.

or

oc21dtf

J.

Street Block.

Any

W. ItA i’MOND, Prompter.

English

Cured Cod
rolloek Fish.

and

^

MT,LS-

29dlw

U'J COMMERCIAL STREET.

J"8t lilnded, of extra quality.
20 Bbls. Salmon.
20 Ht. Bids. Salmon,
Trout, &c.
For sale at lowert rates
by

Of Chronto and Acnto Rheumatism, Nmiralgm. Luuib-uro,
Sciatica, Kidney and Nervous Disenses. after years of suturing, by taking Dr. Filler’s Vegetable Rheumatic Syrup.—Proscription of J. P. Filler, M. D.,
graduate 1333. The only physician iu tho world's history
treating these diseases 34 years consecutively.
It is truly a certain cure, and, in our judgment, tho on*y
v. C. II. l.wia0\ Mod is. Pa.,
► c.**eific ever discovered.—Re
ruffe red sixteen year*; borvno hotcic-3. Rev. Thomas
leli hi \. Rev. J. R. Davis,
Murphy, I). D., FranUf>»rd.J. Phila
8. Bai hanan, Clr.r n- o, lev. a,
Iliffht'town, N. J. Rev.
N
Y. Kit. J.-e.-nh ID-ip,
G.
Smith,
Pittsford,
G.
K*V.
Fills Church. Philadelphia. A [flirted iavit«l t* tvriu t.»
Dr. Fi Dr. Philadelphia, who will s?:i l valuable,udvic*
with a contract to core or refund money.
For sale by J.W. PERKINS & CO., Wholesale
an l Retail Agents, Portiaud. Me.

MISS RIPLEY, will receive private pupils for Instruction in German conversation, Grammar and
Literature, commencing Nov. 1st.
40 DANFOBTH STREET.

Notice to Water Tabers.
SEBAGO WATER
AL.L„Per80,!8S
pipes are in n8in,'
danger of

From E.C. F. Kraus®. late instructor in German in
Harvard College: “I take pleasure in recommend! u<'
*
Mi<s Ripley as a competent teacher of German.”
oc29
dlweudlw*

ocffloodhn

whose

any
freezing this winter
hereby notified that they must see that thev are
well protected by
packing or shut ofT’s In the ground

CURTIS * DAVIS,

GERMAN RESteONS.

aie

therein saving themselves much
expense and annoyance irom bunding ot pi es, as the wat r will not
be permitted to run to waste to
prevent freezing in
the services pipes.
By order of the Board,
0c31d2w
L. D. SHEPLEV, Seet’y

Furnished House to Kent.

BRUNSWICK. GA—Sid 22d, barque Jos Baker,
from
28th, sch E G Sawyer,
J

eotlGm

all uceafious where music is
required.
All orders promptly attended to
by applying to
J. IV. RAYMOND.
IV., 54 I.i.r.la Si..

Ryder, Montevideo.

CH ARLESTON—Ar

K. R. AIARTIJ*.
°c!3

anil

New York.

Brig Isabella Benrman, of Castine, from Navassa
for Baltimore, which was abandoned at sea Sept 29th,
encountered a gale from NE, during which she sprung
aleak, and the pumps being out. ot order, tilled and
sunk. Tlie crew took to the boat and after 18 hours
hard nulling, made a landing near the moutli of tlie
river Tatcras. Cuba, nearly naked and destitute.
They were relieved by the planters and guided to

vindo to Order.

ra«d« uii<l

_

Cld, brigs Helen G Rich, for New York; Eudorus,
for Pascagoula.
Ar at Matanzas 23d, brig Don Jacinto, Croston, fm

Crew safe.

Childrens’ (Touting of all kinds,

income

received, without an allusion to the millions efdollais of liability which will
surely become due and
payable, is well calculated to misleal Legislatures.
No just'conceptton can be formed of a Life Insurance Company, the vast beneflence of its
plans, its
almost unlimited resources to perpetuate its existence and power to bless
of
generations
dependents
to come, without the knowledge that a
major part
of its colossal niseis is a trust fund
deposit, and that
no legitimate surplus balance can lie
struck until the
full’measuae of this reserve liability, or trust fund
deposit, is deducted. Without a showing of these
impoitant facts, an official report is worse ttian abortive. It becomes an adccrUsing medium for untruth."
Read from the Commissioner of Massachusetts in
his Report:
“if the interest of agents did not lie so
strongly in
the direction of largo premiums, which
yield them a
greater immediate return in the shape ot commiesions, it would be less surprising to see how little of
practical shrewdness fhe public shows iu dealing
with the companies. Nine-tenths of those who
get
insured want simply to provide a security
against
premature death. The uncertainty how soon death
may overtake them, furnishes the only sufficient motive for getting insured at all. In view or this con
tingencx, it is plain that the less money the insured
has paid for a given amount ot insurance
prior to its
happening, the better bargain he ha- made. For all
such, the plan that secures the desired amount of insurance at the smallest annual
premiums, is tin best.
Tho income-producing and
interest-hearing aud
savings-bank plan, and ajdozen more of the same
promising sort, with all tne kinds of limited premium policies, are well enough ior those who
can afford
to go iuto life insurance as a speculation and throw
away half iheir chances,
by all odds the
cheapest and best form of insurance for those to whom
life insurance is a necessity, and who cannot atfor i to
deal with the company except on the best te ms for
them elves. If a very sensible suggestion that has
been made, to graduate the pay of the agent in all
cases by the amount of the
policy, and not by the
size of the premium, were to-be adopted, a iarge increase of these policies would be the result, with
manifest advantage to the great mass of insurers,
and a large economy of expense to the companies.”
Also read from the last Report of the Hon. Albert
W. Paine, now Ex-Commissioner of Maine:

pany

347 CONGRESS STREET.

many

Dividends to “Policy-Holders.”

Cld at Sagua 21st, sch Minnie G Loud, for Baltimore.
check a cough suddenly.
Ar at San Francisco 26tb,barque Vesuvius, White,
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
Alexandria via Rio Janeiro.
Sch Hattie E Sampson, Pavi3. from Charleston for
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulaNew York, went ashore on Roamer Shoal, but came
tion of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
the
ami
off without damage.
patient is of a billious habit,
-shallow,
Schcnck’s Memlrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by Pr. J. H
iNEHORANDA.
SCHENCTC & SON, Noitheast corner of Sixth and * Seh George Amos, York, from New York for GarArch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and tor sale by
ashore 29th. below the latter port, where
diner,
got
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Bosshe remained. She was in tow of a tug when she
ton, and John F. Henry, 8 Collegeplace, New York.
struck.
For sale by Druggistsgenerally.
sept3sneodtf
Sch Benj Franklin, of Rockland, Capt Ball, with
plaster, struck on Hospital Point 29th and sunk.

For

Address for particulars,

oc-0

lungs

“MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP.”
sale by all druggists.

SALE.

Wanted

28th. barques Clara Eaton, lor Cadiz; Jona
Chase, tor Bordeaux.
CE—Ar 29th, sch Etta May, Dix, fiom
Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Ar 20th, schs Stella Lee. Brewer.
Portland fi r New York;
Challenge, Bennett, Wood's
Hole for New

10

and

—

SEAWEED TONIC,

organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint ana dyspepsia are the causes of
wo-tbiids of the eases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with (lull pain in the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, pain in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is ahen lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate twin a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
rhey take one or two heavy colds, and if tlifc cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liver and
and inactive, and
stomach clog, and remain
before the patient is aware of his situation, the
ire a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Sohenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated

A NEW SINGING HOOK

oc25_Mieodlm
STOCK AND FIXTURES

sntf

Are the only medicines that will cure Pu? nonary
consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will oft«m
the duath of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very

oc27eodsnlwb

new and beautitul collection.
Teachers is invited to an examination of piis work. Price §13.50 per dozen.
For Sala Wholesale and Betail by
BAIL IKY & NOYES.
Exchange Mtrcrt, I’orlland,
Orders by mail will receive prompt attention.

SQUARE.

SCBIENCK’S MANDRAKE PILL«,

supplying

A

ItlAKKET

SCHENCHL’S PULMONIC SYRUP,

which is itself a restorative principle,
nature with just the agent and assistance
require*
to h al and reform the diseased lungs.
A. B. YVilSold by all dmgbor, Boston Mass., is propietor.

The attention of

these Goods and

BE CUBED
CONSUMPTION CAN
•

f»aration,

Suiging Schools

see

oct4

Wilbor'A Coil Liver Oil ami Kiimc.-Thr
friends of persons who ha.e been restored from confirmed consumption by the use of this original preand the grateful parties themselves, have,
»y re comm circling tr and acSitOWIBllgnig its wmraerlul emcencv, given the artic le a vast popularity in
New England. The Cod Liver Oil is in this combination robbed of its
unpleasant taste, and is rendered
duubly effective in teeing couplet! with tl»e lime,

of

a

high salary, as much as he does to do the
our Heavenly Father.
For further particu-

a

Steamer

GEO. F. GOLDTH WAIT3

ocl8sn»3w

use

of re-

learn prices before you buy.

Mrs. R. C. Springer will receive pupils in object
drawing and painting at her room No. 12 Cahoon

MORNING

are

lor CASH.

Notice.

_OF

NOTICE

call wherever there is

a

offered at the very Lowest Prices

The Passenger Train** on both of these Railleave the Pastern Railroad
Station, Commercial Street, foot of State
Street.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & Maine Central R. R.
Portland, Aug. 11, 1873.
anlSsntf

TAN,

young

sires

liable manufacture, and will be

Don’t fail to

MAKERS

...

—

bracing all the latest styles of Sea-

roads arrive at and

And
Lotion.

oc30sneod&wlm

Caspian.Quebec.Liverpool..

roads.

Loeation good.

The Saturday Evening Gazette of Boston, says:
It is impossible to find a place on this broad 'land
where Perry Davis’ Pain-Killer is not known as a
most valuable remedy for physical pain.
In the
country, miles from physician or apothecary, the
Pain-Killer is cherished as the exclusive panacea,
and it never deceives.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMER*

NOTICK

other business.

aries in China ami India have written home in commendation of this remedy in terms that should carry
conviction to the most skeptical, while its popularity
in communities nearer home is am pi eproof that the
virtues claimed for it are real and tangible. Among
family medicines it stands unrivalled.—Boston Courier.

DIED.

STOCK

AND

SHOES

FALL AND

Eastern; and Maine Central Rail-

FOR

The efficacy ot Perry Davis’ world-renowned PainKilltr in all di -eases of the bowels, even in that terrible scourge, tlie Asiatic Cholera, has been amply
attested by the most convincing authority. Mission-

shod? Jf not, go to

FOB

oc8deod&W6n2m4l

DRY

Judging by our experience whoever once makes a
trial of Perry Davis’ Pain-Killer, will not fail to recommend it widely as on unequalled liniment, and
valuable internal remedy for colds and various other
complaints.—Every Month.

DIES, MISSES, BOYS and CIIII-

gtete.

M. D.

in

STREET.

everywhere.

CARDINER,

ani‘?)fcr.V arHr.TlA‘.K.Qrl-

READY

-weather,—that is,

IN

COAT

son, Providence.
B|Ar 30th. sch Emma Me Adam, lrom Femaudina.
Cld 29tb. ships E W Stetson, Moore, for London;
Freedom, Norton, do.
Passeu through Hell Gate 28th. brigs Anna D Torrey, Haskell, New York for Boston; J E Haskell,
Haskell, do for do; schs St Elmo, Davis. Philadelphia for Saco; Ocean Belle. Peck, Newbnrg for Boston; Alaska, Thorndike. Jersey City for Portland;
Wm H Mailer,
Crowley, New York for Uockj*»rt; E
T Me any, Bnnce, do for
Portland; La Volta. Whittemore, do for Backsport.

That Course appears Reasonable.

sn1w

FOB PIMPLES OA THE FACE,
Blackhead and Fleshworm, use PERRY’S improved Comedone and Pimple Remedy, the
great skin
mecicine
Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists

FIRST

T. J.

Deering*.

AND

CUSTOM

MARRIED.

GOLDTII WAIT’S

JAMES A. TENNEY.

—

its acquaintance in lf-47 and I am on most intimate
terms with it still; my experience in its use confirms
my belief that there is no medicine equal to PainKiller for the quick and sure cure of Summer Complaints, Sore Throat. Croup, Bruises and Cuts. I
have used it in all and found a speedy cure in every

one

SQXJ-A.RJK.

—-

YOU

well

the Premises.

Church Choirs.

Messrs. Perry Davis & Son. Prov. R. I.,—
Gents:—Although a stranger to you I am not to
1 formed
your invaluable medicine. Pain-Killer.

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparling to it
a MARBLE PURITY.

& etc.

designed

Killer.

Scklotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion

Prices.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Allen, from New York.

The Associated Reform Presbyterian says—For
years Perry Davis’ Pain-Killer has been known as a
most useful family medicine. For pains and aches
we know nothing so good as the Pain-Killer.
For
many interna) diseases it is equally good. We speak
from experience, and testify to what we know.
No
family ought to*be without a bottle ot Davis’ Pain-

oo25snlw

BROS,

MARKET

For cold and wet

New Houses on Emery Street, just finished with al
the mod.rn improvements; Bath Boom, Sebago, Gas,

for

WORDS.

work of
lars please addre.s

PARSONS, M. B.,

ARE

SALE.

sep25sntt

oc28dslm

land.
(^SPECIALTY—Administration of Ether for
In Hallowed. Oct. 28, Wm. W. Sparhawk of Halloextracting tcetli without pain.
well aud Miss Etta Hutchinson of Mt. Vernon.
0—,
^ I,jvia SlOtira

BBtf

A Work

KIND

A

POPLINS

CHARLES M. 91 AAV RES,

THE

faithful attendants at all hours.

the purpose of

CITY. BOND*.
SCHOOL DISTRICT BOND*.
BEAL ESTATE MORTGAGES.
All carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

SEASON

CONGRESSSTREET.,
UP STAIRS,
with private apartments for parties the fittings and
furuiJure are new and superior to anything of
the kind in this city. Oysters in every variety, cooked in superior styles—also Ice-Cream served by

SPECIAL

COUNTY BOND*.

Apply

3 0 9

Has removed to

MO

EDW. H. AIM 1T1S & CO.,

on

a

DENTIST

Retail price at all stores Four Dollars.
£T^=“Canvassers wante for Portland and Bangor.
Address for terms and copies of Advertiser

FOR

informs the public that he has fitted
first-class Ladies Oyster Saloon at

Respectfully
up

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28tb, §ch May Monroe
Hall, Rockland.
ftCld 28tb, brig Nellie CUfford. Harding, Galveston;
sch Kate Wentworth, Mead. do.
At Delaware Breakwater ‘28th. bri«' M Dutch, lo
Boston; sell Hosannah Ruse, for Pori met h.
NEW YORK—Ar 23th. schs .1 F Chi vci\ Norwood
Calais; Ella Frances. Bulger. Providence: Romeo.
Pbinney,--Bangor; Willie Martin, Blake, Portland;
Frank Barker, Plaisled. Gardiner; Ligure, Richard-

\or’<.

HATCH

])el Liberty.

3.13 CONGRESS SIT.. PORTLAND.
snd&wlf
A.

MIDDLE

S.

KOOAI.

“We have tested the Pain-Killer, and assure
on. readers that it not only possesses all the virtues
claimed for it, but in many instances surpasses any
other remedy we have ever known.”—Herald of Gos-

oc6

snlm

90
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Cigars from $03 to $120 per Thousand. Homesiic from $11 to $75
per Thousand. Why buy Cheroots

oct28
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desirable in locations where physicians are not near;
and, by keeping it at hand, families will oft« n save
the necessity of sending out at midnight for a doctor.
A bottle should be kept in every house.”—Boston

BARGAINS.

DECIDED

AMERICAN

ray Workmen.
300,000 Cigars to be soil at from
5 to 7 per cent, at wholesale, lower
than my usual low price, and) in
ictail a come down of from 20 to

Tome and

Music, Music BookR, Violins, Guitars, Acof tlie best quality, and all kinds of
Musical Instruments and Merchandise, Wholesale
and Retail by
C. K. H 4.WES.
T Middle St.
Particular attention given to orders.
Sh et

cordeous, Strings

Davis* Pain-Killer is really a valuable
medicament, and, unlike most of the articles of the
day, is used by many physicians. It is particularly

SILKS

BLACK

GREAT

Market

REED ORGANS.

—

REDINGOTES.

Per order.
sntf

cent.

WOOD’S, ESTEV’S and SIUITH’S

-*

ASD

are

justice.

per

septl2sntf

“Perry

therefore lequested to give prompt
information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may come to their knowledge, and he will =ee to ii
that the offenders are brought to speedy and strict

20

DOLMANS, JACKETS

man-

some

GOODS

ADAPTED TO THE SEASON.

The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals respectfully gives uotieo that Alonzo H.
Libby, Constable whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the

which he

girls in

on
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tells of two little

BROS.

To the Public.

KNOX COUNTY.

a

sellsDGm

RECEIVING

ARE

30, 1873.

Residence Prelie

E A S T M A N

Department for their promptness and efficiency in
subduing the fire on Smith's Pier, and thereby saving
Also to
a large amount oi manufactured lumber.
the citizens who aided in the removal of much that
was saved.
J. K. MERRILL & CO.

ful end.

a

301 1-2 CONGRESS ST., Room No. G.

Special Notice.
tender their thanks to the

ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
No. 90 Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.

of

fours Truly.

tivkness

The

Inquire

Or of

case.

They cure Headache, Dizziness, Oppression
eating, Sour Rising, nd every evil arising from

went

ufactory, aud made a big spread gencally. Be
mysteriously disappeared afterwards and all
efforts to ascertain his whereabouts
having failed, it is feared that he has couie to some fear-

with

sntf

au2

Harrison's Peristaltic Lozenges.

IN

clotbes-piu

sy willows

2 APPLETON BLOCK.

v_

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
to

LANGUAGE.

JULES L. MORAZAIN,
OF F.'VKIS,
Instrtuclor in French at the High
School.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

as a

? ree
^jlewho
‘set

FRENCH

indiges-

was

laud

til seven o’clock on account of the large number of
course tickets sold, and in order that all holding
course tickets may obtain seats, no more evening
tickets will be sold on any evening (except for ‘‘standing room”) than there are seats in the Hall.
By order of the Lecture Committee.
oc29tf

with

thoroughly charged

N

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The ticket office for the sale of evening tickets to
the M. L. A. Entertainments will not be opened un-

Stomach Bilters takeu at this inclement seasqn ol
A
the year may save many an unpleasant twinge.
dose, however, is not sufficient. The system should
be

THE

a

Ivrs

Id&w

Time” Ac.
nine,” it is equally cerhealthy tonic like Ilostettei’s

“A Domp

Produces Immediately

had dyes washes.

ter.

If “a stitch

To Lei.

LADIES

The Kennebec Journal says that the reports
thus far received from the free high schools established in the State under the act of th* last
Legislature, are of a most satisfactory charac-

jured.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

On Monday

BATCHELOR’S HAHi BYE.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in t\e world
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
aud Instantaneous; nodisappoiutment; no ridiculous
fleets ol
tinls or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill

Block.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Farmington boasts of

Thou-

man.

NOTICES.

commodious four storied Brick Store. No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate poMssion given.

ivar3isneod*X:wly

home from a
dance at Goodwin’s Mills, when they were
thrown out of their carriage and somewhat in-

constituency in England which returns

a

book for every

a

sands have been taught by this work the true way to
health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best*
medical work ever published, and the only one on
this class ot ills worth reading. IDCth edition, revised, much enlarged, illustiated, bound in beautiful
French clorh. Price only §1. Sent by mail, post
paid, oi. receipt of price. Addre>s PEA130DY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Buliinch street, Boston,
Mass., or Du. W. II. PARKER, Assistant Physician.
N. B. The author may be consulted on the above as
well as all diseases requiring skill aud experience.

returning

were

This is indeed

•ears.

Wednesday night William

The Times says

SPECIAL

ABOOii FOB GVGUi MAN.

YORK COUNTY.

Shepard and lady

NOTICES.

THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OH SELF PRESKRVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted yitalby, Premature Decline in
Man, and Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria, Impotcucy, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and other diseases arising from the errors of
vouth or the indiscretions cr excesses of mature

10.1100.

Congress.

now one

SPECIAL

tonnage of 7478.23,

10,000.
Since 1843 gold to the amount of $1,380,700,TKit THOUSAND COPIGS
000 has been mined in California, the product
of lSOH hein-T an:ui00.000._ STATE OF MAlSEADVEimSER
Will l>e paouaueu auu dlSM'iouted
It is stated that the settlers of Oregon and
California are preparing a vast number of claimDecember 1, 1873,
against the government for supplies on accouut to every Merchant and General Trader In the State
of Maine.
of the Modoc war.
This advertising medium wi 1 be issued in B >ok
It appears that the city of Rochester, N. Y.,
Form, nd size convenient to be carried in the pocket. Wholesale Merchants—and snecialties with adhas been r adeeming fraudulent bands to the
vertisers—your attention is particularly requested.
amount of $34,000.
In addition to the extensive circulation* guai an teed,
They were bounty loan
we propose to present to each patron who takes one
bonds.
page for advertising, whic h costs only Ten Dollars
Hon. Geo. S. Boutwell leaves for the West
for this edition of Ten Thousand Copies, a copy oi
the latest and mod; valuable book issued this season
early next week, on a lecturing tour, which
by Rev. W. H. H. MURRAY, entitled,
will last about a month, up to tho meeting of
“THE PERFfcCT HORSE.

example, the races are: Celts, 12; Teutons, collected for the fiscal year of 1872
Mr. Thomas A. Scott retnmed to Philadel9; Gcths, 2; Vandals, 2; Americans, 11.
Theii characters are reported as: Bummers,
phia last Monday from Europe. He has suc12; scalawags, 9; deadbeats, 7; fit candi- ceeded in obtaining a loan of $10,000,000 for the
dates. 8. Again: High-priced men, 0; mePennsylvania Railroad Company, hut failed to
dium-priced men, 3; cheap men, 26; not in negotiate a loau for the Texas and Pacific road.
market, 8. Religiously they stand as follows;
The Carlist soldiers wear over their hearts
Christians (Christian Busse), 1; pagans and
an oval piece of flannel, upon which is emsinners, 27; Non-professors, 8.

design to inflict
ground to believe

of such crimes.

to collisions.

Chicago

for silver

/

the

unfortunate

“A

It makes up several tables classifying
the present candidates on both tickets. For

thoroughly a pernicious man as Jim Fisk to
society, considered in itself, is rather a blessing than otherwise; but such is the sacredneat of human life that it is
dangerous, even
in his ease, to so cheapen it that the
penalty
of taking it is but four years of such penitentiary labor as so utterly worthless a wretch
as Stokes can perfor n. "There is not a ruffian in New York who does not fully apprehend the meaning of this verdict, and its results will be seen in the still greater
frequency
an

be

ted.

that St skes did not go to the hotel with the
expectation of meeting Fisk, and for the
purpose of murdering him. The loss of so

Thebe is

connecmay

democratic organ says;

either of the tickets for

be difficult for the average mind to conclude
that this murder was committed ‘‘in the heat
is

former

The

degree in New York.
Few persons, however, will find any adequate
reason in the printed reports for a veidict to
lenient as that found by the jury, for it must

passion without
death,” even if there

buildings

ulous.”

convicted

oi murder in the first

of

new

the restoration of the democratic party to the
control of the national governmeut. They
should have added: ‘And the unanimous
election of James Buchanan to the Presidency.’ At least such an addition would not
have made them even one degree more ridic-

wliete

thecrime wa3 so well defined, must have
prepared the public for a verdict of less se-

present law. there will be few

whatever

meeting of democrats at Indianapolis, the
other morning, to rejoice over the Ohio election, passed resolutions containing, among
other absurdities, a declaration that the
victory which they celebrated foreshadows

Sing Sing.
The result of the Walworth case,

with

A

some

labor

that the

erected.

was

technical ground, which has resulted in a
verdict of manslaughter in the third degree,
and Stokes gets four years of hard

Transcript suggests

South Church be allowed to s.and iu

ver

a

ft** -Hwh.!.*!..Ill....
The second trial resulted in a verdict of murrr*

orders

greenbacks have been received by bankers, not
only from Texas, but from large manufacturers in other parts of the West, who want it for
the payment of their workmen, aud also from
the proprietors of several New York hotels,
who desire it for a similar object.

Grant’s third term —in the affirmative.”
The New York Post thinks, The mistake

Every
Congress
not only enlisted in these raids upon the
treasury, but will join any combination that
promises any hope of success.
It is whispered that General Butler may
possibly champion the last two of these South
ern claims,as his first move to the Presidency
in 1876, securing thereby the solid support of
the South and the influence of wealthy brok-

tire*

ty in the coinage of silver, until otherwise ordered. Under this arrangement the mint can
turn out from $1,000,000 to $1,500,000 per
month. It is thought at the Assay office that
with this system the exchange of silver for
greenbacks may be accomplished within thirty
days, as but a comparatively small number of
greeubacks would he presented for such ex
change. Silver will be in request in many
parts of the country, however, as soon as it
Ai least $300,000
a premium.
ceases to bear
ia silver will theu go to Texas, where it is
wanted to move the cotton crop. Many large

says to the democrats: “Another democratic
or two will settle the question of

since.

Stokes

a

received orders to make it available as far as
practicable in carrying out the project of the
Treasury Department for silver resumption.
T1 e officers of the Philadelphia mint have been
instructed to use two thirds of its entire capaci-

victory’

from the South is

The result of the third trial of

Republican,

cratic journal, which has some modern

alists (a very large class since 1865) are putting their claims for slaves libera ted in a
plausible form for presentation; and the
Southern States also want the geueral government to assume the debts contracted by
them

{Silver Payments.—The New York Assay
office, which aas $1,000,000 in silver bullion,has'

be fortunate if he escaped a nomination for
alderman.
And as it has been in New York,
whose Indeso it has been in other places,
pendence, character and manliness hare bowed in humble reverence to money, the king
which can do no wrong.
It will be very properly inferred that the

demand an investment of no
river

a

Superintendent Johnson has excellent
reports from nearly all the free high schools

It is very evident that the next Congress
will not be able to do much for the substantial benefit of tbe country, it it givs a hear-

enormous.

at the West when Artemus Ward was
“local” on a Cleveland newspaper, and Mark
Twain was gatherer of river news on the Ohio.
When news was scarce, JJeenett was in the
habit of inventing extraordinary items for his
department, a favorite resource being to make
children fall from the Newport ferry-boat, into
the river, and to have them rescued by bis acKelquaintances. He bad honored one Mr.several
lmn (Celia Burleigh’s first husband)
times in this way, when the fictitious savior of
drowning in ocents became tired ot the joke
and at last called at the Enquirer office and demanded that it should not be related. He
was assured that bis request would be complied
with; and so it was in its letter, but hardly in
its spirit, for the next day the Enquirer contained a paragraph to the effect that a beautiful little girl, the daughter of a prominent citthe ferryizen of Newport, had fallen from
boat iuto the river, aud that Mr. Kellum, who
was standing by and could easily have saved
tho child from a watery grave, refused to reuder the least assistance. When Kellum, boiling with rage, went to the Enquirer to seek an
explanation of what he had l>egun to regard in
the light of a persecution, his threats of vengeance were suddenly stopped by Bennett’s
taking off his c»at aud coolly saying: ‘You’re
not a bad fellow in your way, Kellum, but I
can’t stand any interference vvith my departIf I make any statement in the Enment.
quirer, you must not come round here contraThat isn’t journalism, you see, and
it.
dicting
it must be put a stop to at auy price.” Kellum’s wrath instantly subsided, aud ;he two
men remained friends until Bennett’s death.

enough

cellent paper has its life miss.on if it proposes
to go through in a similar way with Mr.

com

would crown the success of the schemes

people.

nomination tor that office.

cratic

day.

As Enterprising “Local.”—A correspondent of the Cincinnati Gazette tells a
very amusing anecdote about a former city editor of the
Enquirer, named Bennett, which illustrates a
phase of journalistic enterprise never known
in New England, but which was common

a

necessarily for publication

guaranty of good faith.
W cannot undertake to return
oiuuioaiiobh that are not uscu.

but

next

nearly three columns of its editorial space
to showing how corrupt and utterly bad a
peison one Jarvis Lord is, whojias been State
Senator, and has again received the Demo-

do not read anonymous letters and eommunitallons. The name and address of the writer are in
W

any station East, it must go to Waterville on
the train leaving here nt 8:39 A. M., and remain there until 3 P. M., or later, aud rice versa.
Express matter must go to Waterville on
10 A. M. train, aud wait there till 5 P. M. So
an order received
by our business men by morning mail from East, cannot be tilled till the

Gen. Butler, it is reported, will oppose
the appointment of newspaper correspondents as clerks of committees in Washington.
He tays they were the most active in securing
passage of the back pay bill, the first to draw
it and the first to raise the hue and cry
against ip. This last statement of Geu. Butler is untrue, as the first to denounce it were
the papers in the northern States that repre-

press.

the

THE Western part of the city to parlies who
will board the owner ami xvife for the winter. Or
a favorablacooperative arrangement with tho right
parties may lie made. References exchanged. .Address through P. O.
A. DONALDSON.
oc31dtf

IN

____

sch Nellie J Dinsmore,
I.OSf.
MONROE—Ar 30th, barque Emma C
chfield, Havden, Rio Janeiro.
PLAIN Gold RING, the nnmo of “Samuel” on
the inside. The tinder will be liberally rewardBALTIMORE—Ar 28th, schs Alma, Johnson, DoD°y. Ga; Sunbeam. Bunker, Calais.
ed by leaving it with the proprietor of the Falmouth
Cld 28th, sch E R Emerson, Sears, Boston.
Hotel.
j
oe31*lw

Parker.

A

Discount

on

Taxeti.

hereby given that the
alW,d•
TV City ordinance lor the yolum.^
voluntary payment»*,
of
taxes for 1813, under a
TfcTOTICE

Is

DUrouut of Fire
pe,
at C,°80 of
,)u-lncS3 on the 31st., of

Octob*rII>alrt
Portland.

Trea8’
oihV33>l^3SEY’
_'

A Fine Business

an'*

Collector.
oc24d7t

Opening

Of nnenvpttonnMeUP"? “l'''116 a*t<1
F
•fconit £ffka’ KxiwleueedaocounP-.nt
cr

m»n

ttonaand d°i)W;
1

AitSre.. Hn,

nn!*q5r

t>nr»l*od M.

Table Boarders.
FEW TABUS noAKDERS
A mod
ted at 30$ High street.

can

be

aeeom-

a

aoCcodtl

a g iLNUiHT

Annexation

THE PRESS.
FRIDAY MOUNTING,

81.

OCT.

1873

Til ft I’ltENN

Maybe obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Brandi & Co.,
Andrews,Wentworth, Glendenning Moses, Henderson, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of
the ity.

Biddeford,

CITY AND VICINITY.
Advertisements

To-Day.

The first effort of this party’ was to break
up
the organization, but it was sustained as the
Island people are unanimously determined to

AUCTION COLUMN.
Bankrupt Stock—F. O. Bailey & Co.AdministratorVSale—*J. S. Bailey & Co.
ENTERTA1NMENT COLUMN.
Afteinoon Dancing Class—J. W. Raymond.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Harrison’s Peristaltic Lozenges.
Special Notice—J. K. Merrill & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
How shall any Person Judge.
I)r. Filler’s Vegetable Rheumatic Syrup.
Notice to Water Tat

era.

join Portland.

The chairman announced that
the meeting should be conducted
impartially,
and called upon the Antis to open the discussion. They had lost their courage and declined
to open the hall.
William Atwood was called upon to show the
audience a map of the villages and territory
He pointed out the
proposed to be annexed
line and sections of interest within, and then
began the struggle in dead earnest. Mr. Atwood spoke of the advantages to the farming
portion, the portion within thg line, and to the
city of Portland in such a style and with such
force that some of the speakers failed to respond. A speech of greater power and effect
has not beeu made in Portland or Cape ElizaCol. Smart of Ferry
beth on the question.
Village, spoke with his usual spirit and effect,
together with others in favor of annexation.
Messrs. Fickett, Staples, Hannaford and the
Rev. Mr. Hillman spoke against annexation.
The “Antis” got the fioor and kept it for upwards of an hour, when it became evideut that
they had arranged a plan to nullify the action
of those in favor, and as soon as they got
through to move an adjournment, which they
did and got defeated.
The following resolution was offered by Dr.
Lowell of Ferry Village, and unanimously

^

Lost-Ring.

Furnished House to Rent—A. Donaldson.
To Let—Rooms.
Removal—J. K. Merrill & Co.
Custom Coat, Makers—Geo. W. Rich & Co.

Wanted—Saleswoman.

Supreme Judicial Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE VIRGIN.

Thursday.—No. 222.—Cumberland Bone Compavs. Andes Insurance Company.
Action to recover upon an insurance policy of $2000, interest which
the plaintiffs claim to have had in a certain lot of
fish scraps which were burned in April, 1872, at the
Atlantic Oil Works, Bootlibay. The defense is that
the plaintiff had no insurable interest in the scraps.—
ny

On trial.
A. A.

Stront for plaintiffs.
Larrabec with Cleaves lor defendants.

adopted:

judge

Whereas, the policy pursued by the farming
portion of the town of Cape Elizabeth conflicts
with the growth and prosperity of the several
villages on the water front of said town; and
Whereas, we deem it for the interest of said
villages to be annexed to the city of Portland;
therefore
Resolved, That we continue our efforts to the
consummation of that purpose.
Turner’s Island.

morris.

Intoxication.

Fined $5 with

Assault and battery.

Flaherty.

Ann

■with costs.

*

C'onrr.

municipal
before

Thomas Devine.
costs. Paid.

Fined $5

Paid.
O’Donnell.
Search and seizure. Fined $50.

Frank.

Patrick O’Mally.
Paid.
John Dennis. Search and seizure.

Discharged.

o'clock in the
afternoou an alarm of "fire was souuded from
box 35. It was caused by fire being discovered
in the third story of tbe large wooden build-

Fiiie.—Yesterday about

Williams.
Alonzo S. Parker of Baldwin.
Mattocks.

Arson.

On trial.
Reed.

Jolting".

ISricf

will remain

on

exhibition

at the head of Smith’s pier, owned by the
Boston and Maine Railroad Company, and occupied by J. K. Merrill & Co., wholesale dealThe
ers in sashes, blinds and finished luinfer.
building was considerably damaged before the

a

fire

postponed

to Saturday at 12.30 p. m.
During the tire yesterday some Irishmen got
into a hot fight on Smith’s wharf, about what,
nobody knows.
The “Chase Brothers” were riding down India street yesterday when their colt became
frighteued and started into a run. They jumped out and let him go.
Result, a demolished

and was insured with Rollins, Loring &
Adams for $5,000; $3000 in the Royal Insurance Company of Liverpool, and $2000 in the
Springfield. It is impossible to state how the
fire originated. The story where the fire broke
The
out had been oocupied only for storage.

general supposition is that it was set; especially
discovered
as only a few weeks since fire was
in the same place where this one broke out,and
was fortunately extinguished before any dam-

The Revenue Cutter McCulloch will bo surveyed and laid up in the course of next week,
Her place will be filled by some other vessel.
A. M. Wood will preach at the Allen Mission
Cliapel this evening.
There is a rumor that a well known bouse in
this city has failed to meet large demands in
Boston and New York, and bankruptcy is prob-

age

the examination of witnesses was not complete
when the court adjourned.
County Attorney
Mattocks appeared on the part of the State,
and Hon. T. B Reed for the defendant.
Found Dbowned.—Yesterday forenoon J.
A. Leavitt, esq., and Thomas Fagan, while
looking at the dock between Brown’s and Merchant’s wharves, discovered the body of a woman floating in the water.
Assistance was call-

put up
through
city
larger than those already in use.
Some cf the fiuest photographic views ever
taken of the vicinity of the Cape Lights after
sizes

The views
may bo seen at Dupee’s.
taken by an instantaneous process after
the late storm.
An intelligent railroad man, who has been
over the Portland & Ogdensburg above North
Conway, says that it will not require more than
33000 to repair the damages of the late storm.
storm

a

ed and the body taken out and conveyed to un
It proved to be the body cf
dertaker Rich’s.
Mary Rooney, wife of John Quinn, from whom
she had been some time separated. She was 45
years of age aud lived in Cobb’s Court. For
everal years past she has worked out as a cook,
latterly at Gorham Academy.

were

Accidents.—Mr. J, F. Rollins was throws
fxwii his carriage yesterday on Fore street and
coinideroblv bruised.
Mr. Seward Frank, who works at Transcript
printing office, had two of his fingers so badly
jammed in one of tbe presses yesterday, that

amputation

thought

was

The Panic.—A lady in this city who had
serious inteutions of indulging in a new dress,
called upon a dress maker the other day an d
inquired when she could have a dress made.
The lady was somewhat surprised when the
middle of December was stated as the earliest
possible day that a new order could be filled.

necessary.

A small boy was run over on Commercial
Street yesterday by a hose carriage while the
fire was in progress and badly cut about the
face and head.
Mr. D. Webber, while doing some carpentering work in the new engine house on Spring
street yesterday, was badly cut in the head by
a gas
pipe falling upon him. Dr. Merrill

That

mind that the panic and money stringency has
not reached Portland, particularly the portion
that patronize dress makers.
Monumketal Association.—Saturday evening November 8th there will be a meeting of
the Portland Monumental Association to present ihe matter of erecting a soldiers’ monument in this city to the memory of those who
sacrificed their lives while in tho serviee of the

dressed bis wonds.
During tbe fire on Commeraial street yesterday, a borse attached to a dump cart became
frightened and ran away. The harness was the

country during the last war. The Portland
Band will be present. The subject will be clearly represented by able speakers.

only thing injured.

jiggeron Com
Moulton, yesterday, fore-

train ran into

freight

T'>e

a

street near
noon, smashing tbe jigger but doing
mercial

other

no

Cool.—The cool weather the past day or two
will remind lots of men that they must buy iu
About this time these parties will be
a hurry.
looking over the advertisements o the Pbess
Jf
for the man who affords the best bargains.

damage.
Last evening as Mr. A. F. Smalljwas driving
■Sown Congress street in his gig, when near
•Slate street, lie was rnn into by aback, throwing him out, fortunately without his receiving
any injury. The horse cleared himself from
the gig, breaking it, and ran to Park street,
where he was

the enterprising dealer forgets
'“add,” he need not attribute his
tomers to the money stringency.

stopped.

be

Sacred Concert.-*-The following is the programme for the Sacred Concert next Sunday
at

December.
the year.

past i.

Police Note9.—Yesterday three small boy
old
were arrested for the larceny of a lot of

Lift up your heads.Handel.
Chandler's Brass Band.
Jehovah Guide us.Mozart.

iron.

Mr. Thomas.

I

Hear

PART II.
our Praver.Abbot.
Mrs. llawcs, Miss Carle, Mr. Thomas.

S election.Bellini.
Chandler’s String Band.

Song—Selected.
Miss

Leavitt.

Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep.Knight.
Mr. Thomas.
Cavatina, Belesario.Donzetti.
Chandler’s Brass Band.

Personal.—lu the Supreme Court in Belfast
of that city was admitted to prac *»ce as a counsellor and attorney
nt law, in all the Courts of the State.
Capt. J. G. Kendal of Brewer, will command

Monday, «/• Y. McCUnlock

the recently launched schooner Adair F. Bod.
ney, of Scituate, Mass.
A despatch was received yesterday from Sav-

annah, Ga., by Capt. David Keazer, stating
that his grandson, David, had accidentally shot
himself and

was dead. The young man had achis uncle, Capt. Howard B. Keazer, in the brig George S. Berry, on a trip to that

companied
port.

Collector Sargent of Castine, is in town as
guest of Capt Herbert R. Sargent, and leaves

I

Officer Fitch yesterday brought in a truant.
The usual number of drunkards were in the
cells last night.
Music Haul.—Friday and Saturday evenings Flaherty’s new Mirror of Ireland will exhibit in Music Hall.
Miss Jennie Kimball’s
comedy company will appear in connection
with the panorama. This troupe has been here
before and drew full houses.
M. C. M. A.—The usual winter coarse of debates and leetnres by the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association will begin this evening with
IT. Braluard of Boston,
a lecture by Charles
The lecture
upon ‘‘Whittier and his poetry.”
and debates are free to the public.
Vegetarian.—Mr. Isaac Berry of this city,
has raised in his garden a fine lotof Early Hose
potatoes, a single specimen of which weighs
This is gardening to
two and a half pounds.
some

purpose ■___

Army and Navy Hall.—Mr. J. W. Kennedy opens his dancing academy at the above
named hall on Wednesday, Nov 5th.
I am fnlly convinced that the extra heavy
unbleached cotton that 1 am selling so rapidly
at 12 1 2 cents, is the best bargain in America.
A.specimen of it is always piled up on the blue
box before my store.
Horatio

for home by boat to-night.
Hymknial—One of

weddings of the

season

the most interesting
occurred at the St.Law-

street church yesterday afternoo at two
Mr. Charles W. Oliver was uufled in
the sacred bonds of matrimony to Miss Lizzie
M. Waite, daughter of Albert H. Waite. Esq.,
by the Rev, Mr. Wright, The church was filled
:to its utmost capacity and the ceremony was
impressive and appropriate. The

o’clock.
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Society.-A lecture
in the Cbest‘
on
Sunday •venin*
street church
before tl ® Maltha WashingSociety. A contribution wiJ1 be taketl Up

MARTiTA~\vI^Gi ™

will be given
nut
ton

for the benefit of the
'8 needless
Society a
to add tbai all who
believe iu true missionary
work will coutribute
liberally. This ®oci<'t-v are
doing a noble work and its labors are Wl’tcciated.

Cadet Concert.—To-morrow
at
evening
City Hall, the Portland Cadets give their grai. d
promenade and drill concert. Chandler’s Band
furnishes the music.
The Cadets are a noble
set of fellows and have gained unusual proficiency in their manual exercise and to-night
every preparation has been made for
ood time.

a

gr^nd

Staples,

78 Middle street.
(near Exchange street
miSCELLANEOGS NOTICES

rence

'ted

The vacation will be but a few
is customary at this season of
The sales have been unusually good.

days longer than

City Hah:

Waited for the Lord.Mendelssohn.
Mrs. Hawes and Miss Carle.
Dear Angel Sleep thee Will.Abt.
Miss Leavitt.
Lift thine Eyes (trio).v.Mendelssohn.
Mrs. Hawes, Misses Chandler and Carle.
Overture—Poet and Peasant.Supp.
Chandler’s String Band.

leave his
lack of cus-

to

Suspension.—We understand that work will
suspended the present week, or early next,in
nearly all the shoe factories in this city with
the iuteution of resuming operations early in

was knocked down aad run over at
file foot of Maple street yesterday and considerably Injured by a team on its way to the fire.

A. woman

evening

particular lady is very decided in her

We commend to the attention of cur readers
the advertisement of Dr. Fitter’s Rheumatic
syrup in another column, as being of rather
higher dignity than advertisements in general.
The clergymen who have so boldly permitted
their names to be published must know their
influence as living examples is very great, and
people using it rvill bold them responsible. A
medicine so highly endorsed certainly commands fullest confidence, and in consideration
of the character of those recommending it we
advise our suffering patrons to try it.
At ten o’clock to-day, F. O. Bailey & Co.,
will sell at auction the valuable property known
as Frost’s Woods, near Allen’s Corner, Deering. As will be seen by advertisement the ad
ininistrator must sell enough to release about
§11,000 of the very valuable wood aud timber

lands.

_

‘‘Time Tried and Fire Tested.”—Those
who want reliable insurance can procure it at
the old agency of W. D. Little <t Co., 4!l| ExThey continue to repiesent
change street.
and best American and Enso men f the oldest
‘Tire tested”
glish companies, which have been
Portland, Chicago, Boston and elsewhere,
and present in combined assets (in Fire and
million dollars; uo other

fn

Life)

seventy-five

agency in New England
amount of capital.

represents

so

large

(),J ',(l

an

l‘tt

Every Hour that you Neglect a cough or
Dislodge it at the
, old it is gaining on you.
with Hales Honey of Horehound
ou

Tab.
Pik ‘‘"3 Toothache Drops

and

cure

in 1 minute.

oc27-eodlw&w

MANUFACTURES.

THE SPRAGUES.

BY TELEGRAPH.

»

Partial

Suspension of Fall River Mills—
\Vork*u»p<nd<d at the Iron Furnaces,etc.

Strenuous Efforts to Relieve them.
MASSACHUSETTS.

—

Gen. Butler Defendant.
New York, Oct. 30.—The case of Britton
against Butler was continued this afternoon
Gen. Butler was on
before Judge Woodruff.
'■ the stand for the defence and testified to one of
! his pickets arresting a man who had drafts on
! his person arid bringing him before him Butler)
The man was attempting
as Acting Governor.
1 to
the uupass over out of the rebel hues into
his arrest. ,I'll!' drafts
j ion lines at the time of &
of
Natchez, ou
! were drawn by Britton
Co.,
the Citizens' National Bank of New Orleans.
The man said lie war to get the money $75,000
and bring it hack to Britton & Co., in Natchez
At that time commercial communication between New Orleans aud Nateh-z was closed.
Butler claims that unless he seized the drafts
he would be liable to censure for neglect of
duty. He paid $15,000 into the TJ. S. Treasury
and the act of his receiving it hack again did
He was justified in supposnot alter the cnee.
ing the money if obtained by a man in New
Orleans and the bearer of it got back safe in
side the rebel lines, the money would be used
tor the benefit of the rebels.

|

Nmpeniiioii.
C. Matlmaun Schmidt & -Co., an extensive
produce commission house have suspended.
Schmidt says he received a telegram from his
partner in Europe ou Monday stating (hat
pap->r amounting to $35,000 had gone to protest
and as an act
prudence more than necessity
he bad temporarily suspended.
He said he
had ample collaterals abroad to meet all demands there.
There is no embarrassment
caused by local causes.
Overhauling of Detectives.
An investigation into the illegal, unlawful
aud felonious conspiracy ofJCapt. James Trying
and Philip Farley of the detective force of this
city, with George McDonald, the noted Bask of
Englaud forger, commenced this forenoon before the Police Commissioners.
Irviug and
Farley are accused of receiving from George
McDonald a package containing $16,250 id U.
S. Bonds, a letter of credit for £500, a diamond
ring of the value of £100, with the express understanding that they were to be used, according to McDonald’s directions, for the purpose
of Ins defence in New Yolk, and Farley subtequeutly returned $0000 of the bonds to McDonald; that after receiving the property they
neglected to report to the superior officers the
fact of the receipt of the same, and afterwards
refused to deliverjthe property, or any part of
it, and denied having the same or had ever secured it or any part thereof from McDonald.
The investigatson ot the charges against detectives Irviug aud Farley was continued this
afternoon.
Clarance A. Seward testified to
Irving’s refusal" to work in connection with
detectives
and his determination to arprivate
rest McDonald himself.
He also said that
Farley had algold headed cane which he got
from McDonald.
Tlie Stokes Jurors.
It is reported that two of the jurors of the
Stokes trial will be arrested tonight.
The
charges are that they were tampered with by
the trieuds of Stokes. No names are ascertained.
Stokes.
Stokes will be taken to Sing Sing on Tuesday
next.

ber of witnesses have been summoned and the
The
case isy'xe'.tiug a good deal of interest.
case was continued through the eveniug and

The annual meeting of Bisbee Union occurs
this evening at 7J o’clock, at the Congress
Square church.
The Western Union Telegraph Compauy have
two

done.

Tblal fob Akson.—A11 day yesterday was
the Municipal Court in the trial of
Alphonso Rawson of Baldwin charged with
setting fire to the buildings of Capt. Isaac
Dyer at Baldwin ou Friday last. A large num-

ers.

this

was

occupied iu

able.
The Water Company during the present season have put down over two miles of new pipe,
and largely increased the number of water tak

wire

principally

burnt

extinguished, being

$3000,

carriage.

new

was

in the roof and upper stories.
The loss to the building will amount to about
$1000. There was no insurance on the building. Mr. Merrill estimates his loss at about

The auction sale of tbe schooner Eliza Francis, which was to have occurred yesterday, is

a

one

ing

The dredging machine and tugs which left
the Penobscot river Saturday for this city, put
into Boothbay harbor during Monday’s storm.
The great picture at Hale’s called the “Or-

phan’s Rescue,”
few days longer.

Turner’* Inlatul.

term of “Citizen’s Meeting.” at the hour apNo Work in lioaton.
pointed the citizens of the village being quite
Boston, Oct. 30.—Mr. W. H. Fay, Superinunanimously in favor of annexation, organized tendent
of the Boston Young Men's Christian
the meeting with C. L. Littlefield as chairman,
; Association
and Free Employment Bureau,
and H. Foster, Secretary.
The Antis came
sends
the
following note to the Agent of the
|
shortly after with an organization already ar- | Associated Press: I wish to check a wasteful
of time and money by the poor
ranged and made an ineffectual attempt to sub- ; expenditure
and laboring classes bv having the word go
stitute it for the citizens then in place.
The i forth that Boston does not afford remunerative
question was warmly discussed ou both sides, ! employment for one oat of tiftvof »ts idle thouIt is worse than useless for others to
a id on motion of the Antis
adjourned until ! .sands.
come here for work.
j
last.
night
Wednesday
At the appointed time there was a
good crowd
NEW YOKK.
present, the “Antis” coming out in full force.

At.
of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon.
At Watervillc, ofJ. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Ageut.
At Barb, of J. O. Shaw.
A
Lewisi ou, of French Bros.
At Kennebuok. of C. E. Miller.

New

nl

Mit. Editor:—A few days previous to the
evening of the 22d iost., the anti-annexationists of the agricultural portions of Cape Elizabeth called a meeting at Turner’s Island. The
call being issued under the somewhat general

Assistant District Attorney Bussell says it
will not be pru lent to make public anything in
reference to the Stokes jury at present.
Stokes’ father, moth-r, sister
and other
friends, called this morning to take leave of
him.
It is not thought that Stokes’ counsel will,appeal to the Court of Appeals again but cling to
the laurels of a hard fought hattle,
Theodore Tilton to be Expelled front
Plymouth Church.
The Grievance Committee
of
Plymouth
church, at the last meeting, decided to expel
Theodore Tilton from the Plymouth church for
refusing to appear before the committee aud
testify in the Beecher scandal case.
Union Trust Uouipanr.
At the meeting of the board of trustees of
the Uuion Trust Company today it was announced that thev-lpitai stock of the company
remains unimpaired, with a considerable surplus. The company will immediately reorgaThe
nize, all the old officers having resigned.
board resolved to increase the capital stock of
the company to $2,000,000; that the additional
million added be offered to the present stockIt was also reholders until the 15th of Nov.
solved to resume business on or before Dec.
1st.
Daiigvroui Ballooning.
Donaldson the aeronaut made -ill ascent from
Newark yesterday in the balloon Magenta.
The balloon came down on the Brooklyn CenThe
tral & Jamaica railroad ou Long Island.
bahk-t was dashed violently against a farm
house and Donaldson received a severe wound
in the jaws. Tins ball oou nearly struck a passing traiu.
Various Mutters.

One hundred or more indictments have beeD
found against lottery dealers who will he arrested Monday.
One of the effects of the paniowas the throw
iug out of employment at least 20,000 working
girls at Neward from different factories. The
Trenton Zinc Works discharged thirty hands

today.

Rev. Geo. M. Brindley, who has for years
been lecturing against the principles of Chas.
Bradlaugb, died at St. Luke’s hospital in this
citv yesterday afternoon.
The case of Chas. Callender, the bank examiner, indicted for takiug a bribe and making a
false return of the condition of the Oeeaa National Bank was adjourned over for the present
Also the case of ex-Senator Wm. M.
term.
Graham charged with embezzling funds of the
Walk'd National Bank.
Early this qrorning two freiglittrains collided
at the basket switch near Port Jervis ou the
Both locomotives were
Erie road.
badly
smashed aud 11 cars and their contents burned.
The accident was caused by a misplaced switch.
Noone killed.
Emil Roscoe, aged 16. stabbed Wm. McElrqy
during a quarrel in Brooklyn.
No news has yet been received of the steamship Ismaelia now 30 days out.
Mary Shepard of Brooklyn is placed under
arrest for starving her infant.
Jim Dunn, the prize fighter and ex-Alderwas
arrested today for asman of Brooklyn,
saulting Peter P. MaboDey.

WASHINGTON.
Xaval

Affair*,

Failure of Hie New York House

Fall River, Oct 30.—A meeting of representatives from the different cotton manufacturing corporations in this city was held at the
Board of Trade rooms last
evening for the purpose of considering the questions of
reducing
the
working time in the mills. The mills were
nearly all represented
After hearing reports from different establishments and discussion ou the subject it was
voted that on and after
Tuesday, Nov. 4tli, the
mills run ou half
time, four days each week,

Nhw York, Oct. 30.—Iloyt, Sprague & Go
do not deny the rumor of their failure, but decline to make any statement at to their affairs
at present.
Foreign banking firms are mentioned as sufferers by the suspension of Hoyt, Sprague &
Co. This failure was the great talk in financial circles to-day, aud the immediate effect
was a heavy decline iu value on the Stock Exchange and a depression outside.

eight hours a day.
All the mills,
thirty-nine in number,came in

JLater*

ao?u«emeilt> except the

suspension

City,
November,

operatives,
m°nthly pay

sure.

w„KWJobk-

The Express says there are grave fears that
the event will lead to the closing of important
mills at the East aud thus insure further privations and suffering among eastern operatives.
Viewed in this light, the suspension is sad to
contemplate, aud should it involve embarrassment among the banks at the east aud drag
down other firms, then it may produce finau
cial complications likely to disturb confidence
in the future. We trust its effects may be
circumscribed than generaliy anticipated.
Considerable paper of the firm is held iu this
city, it being estimated that $‘100,000 of their
notes have been discounted by banks, bankers
and individual capitalists here. Some of the
foreign banking firms were mentioned as sufferers hv the failure, probably in the way of
cotton operations for the mills. It will take
some days for full development of the effects of
the suspension of Hoyt, Sprague & Co.
There is no doubt that the antagonism of
rival concerns caused the suspension, and the
publication of the embarrassments of the
Spragues is accounted for in this way (arrangements having been perfected which would have
carried the concerns through but for these pub

said to be

suspended, and it is said that Lh e suspenforeshadows the closing up of the remainsuch furnaces in this city and the Maau<* s,ienango valleys "There are eight
oi
these furnaces, employing
about 10,000
1
J
**
men.
der

tral New York.

affected by the stringency in the money
market. There is a general reduction of the
forces employed and a reduction in the
wages
is
anticipated. There is always a reduction at
this time of
year,but a reduction this fall more
than usual.
The boot and shoe firms are running ou three-quarters time and the clothing
time. A representative tirui in the
n.ieiJ
clothing business say they do not apprehend a
permanent depression in the business, but shall
open their shops fo»
spriug trade later than usual. with a smaller force and reduction of 10
cent,
in
per
the wages, which the employees
are
ready to accept. Three-fourths of the irou
workers have been discharged and the remainder are working ou half time. This is a fair
sample of the rest.
All the manufacturing industries in Syracuse
except salt are suffering very seriously. Nearly
every manufactory is running on half time.
Auburu appears less affected by the money
panic than any place in New York.
Iu New

Hampshire.

The Cocheco mills iu Dover, N. II., are running on full time with their usual orders in advance, and have no thoughts of yielding to the
times. Th*» shoe manufacturers,although somewhat embarrassed by their inability to get
money at the banks, are still hopeful and generally at work.
The Auisquam Mills at Rockport have suspanded work. About 300 operatives are thrown
out of employment.
The South Adams manufacturers are thinking seri _>usly of reducing their productions, but
nothing definite has been decided.
The Hartford Carpet Coranauy’s product exceeds that of a year ago. and there is no immediate prospect of a necessity of curtailing the
business.
Many of the builders and machinists of
Holyoke, it is said, will reduce the wages of
their employees ten per cent, after Nov. 1st.

The Evening Post says the firm of Hoyt,
Sprague & Co., of Franklin street, sent a message to the Manhattan Bank this morning to
stop the payment of their paper. Beyond the
mere fact of their suspension, however, little
trustworthy information concerning the affairs of the firm could be ascertained.
One of
the partners said no information could at pres
entbe given to the public, but that a settle

would be prepared as soon as possible. A
messenger from Providence arrived in this city
to-day and was closeted with the members of
the firm. It is understood that his account of
the financial condition of the Providence house
was such as left no alternative to Hoyt,Sprague
& Co., but the suspension. There seems, however, to be a general impression that the firm
will be enabled to resume at no distant period
if the creditors will assist them by exteutiou of
time.
it is reported tiiat tne new iorK nouse conm
liave obtained all tbe assistance necessary to
keep them afloat through the troublesome
times, both from friends and creditors if a similar forbearauce had been shown to the Providence firm.
It was, however, impossible to
separate the fortunes of one house from the
other. The impression caused by the suspension on Wall street was not so bad as some expected it would be, aud although the street was
uneasy this morning, there was no appearance
of a panic.
Another financial visitor says of the suspension: The dry goods jobbers will feel this
failure keenly and it would not be surprising if
many would make a virtueof necesity aud resolve to suspend while they can preserve the
bulk of their assets intact instead of struggling
Inon and finally being
obliged to succumb.
quiry amoug the bank officials here reveals the
fact I hat there are no apprehensions of trouble
growing out of these new developments. The
banks have gained over three-fourths of a million of legal tenderf to-day aud are represented
as being strong
enough now to abandon the
pooling system, which was resorted tolearly in
the nanic as a measure of safety anoTnutual
The hanks are uow confining
protection.
themselves to a legitimate business, aud while
do
this
they
they will doubtless get along all
right. There is no disposition to do anything
in the way of carrying, aud indeed the banks
have all tiiat they can do to carry mercantile
paper, while the declarations of hank officials
are founded upon a general knowledge of the
situation.
Some margin must be allowed for possible
There are
events in the immediate future.
certain banks in this city waich it would not
be proper to name, loaded up with dry goods
paper and all depends ou the ability of largo
jobbing houses to stand lip uuder the load.
Under such circumstances it will not answer to
be too sanguine.
inent

a. uc n.iH

ana ftron luanNirifN.

Patterson, N. J., Oct. 30.—Dexter, Lambert & Co.’s silk mill resumed operations today with a force of. 200 bands.
The Strange silk mill in running on half time
but the wages have not been reduced.
Covill & Booth’s silk mills are running with a
force of less thau 100 hands working threefourths time. When in full operation 450 are
employed.

The Passaic rolling mill is working on full
time.
The Paterson Iron Co. is working 100 men,
and will continue through the winter.
The Latimer Boiler Works, Watson Manufacturing Co., and McNab, Halau & Co.,have
plenty of work oil baud aud will probably continue through the winter.
Hartford iTSanafactcricii.
Hartford, Ct., Oct 30.—luqujry among the
manufacturing concerns in this city show that
there is to be no sweeping discharge of help
here in any establishments.
The enquiries
have been made in establishments employing
altogether about 4000 men, and out of all these
less than one-third are subjected to any reduction whatever, and these only of the hours of
labor, every man having a chance to earn something. All of the rest haye a reasonable prospect of permanent and steady work at full
time anu at full wages.
Arrest of Roughs.
St. Louis. Oct. 20.—Mike McCool was arrested late last night on the charge of shooting
aud killing Patsy Manly, John Mitchell, Tom
Best and Thos. Grately. McCoole’s bar tenders
were also arrested.
Manley .was to have fought
Martiu Broderick in the same ring that Allan
and Hogan were to have fought iu.
The Turf.
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 30.—At the races at
Friendship Park to-day between Goldsmith
Maid and Gloster, the Maid took three straight
boat.: in ASH, V. UA, 9. 30
The truck was very
heavy aud the weather was unsuitable for fast

Effect in Wall Street.

—

Force and Wages ia Cen-

despatch from Rochester says that the
manufacturing business in that city is more or
Jess

judge, only temporary.

FEYER,

of

A

tied up in merchandize of differGreat sympathy is expressed
for the firm and a gentleman whose name is well
known in Wall street, said that he thought the
creditors of the house in Providence had adopted a very short-sighted policy iu refusing assistance to a house dependent upon which, thousands of persous depended for employment,and
whose embarrassments were so far as he could

Washington, Oct. 30.—The estimates for the
Navy Department will not probably be larger
than last year. The object of the Department
seems to tic to improve some of the vossels we j
now
have instead of largely increasing their
great sensation, althoughcavassed with interest
numbers. The Secretary is disposing of white
in its bearings upon the case of the Spragues.—
oak vessels hurriedly constructed during the Tho
ability and disposition of the city banks to
war, which are not now suitable for naval pur- help them through, if the report of the composes.
mittee is satisfactory, is undoubted. We hear
Tiie Nevada, one of the largest of this class,
of no house that is likely to go down with this
will be offered for sale in New York the 12'h of disaster. The
Sprague paper is held largely by
next month, but it is probable Ho sales will he
the banks and except in the three Sprague
effected.
banks in line that are safely within in the
The Worcester, the flag ship of the Atlantic means of the institutions.
squadron, will be sold as soon as the Brooklyn,
Their cotton and other supplies have been
now being refitted at Boston, shall be ready to
bought by strong houses, and their paper that
take her place.
lias been bought of the brokers is largely in the
Eight new sloops of-war will probably be bands of speculative men who were tempted by
ready before theeloseof nest year. Twowood- the high rate, took the risk and can meet the
euoues are. nearly in frame at Portsmouth, N.
loss which in many cases is covered by pmious
H., and of the same class at Norfolk is in a
ou the same risks.
similar ooudiliou, and tiie keel of ti e largest profits
laid at New York. Much of the timber is ready.
The two iron ones contracted forby John Koacli
YELLOW
are being built at Chester, Pa., nearly all the
frame work haviug been prepared. Another is
commenced at Boston and the patterns for the
Report* of a more Favorable Character.
fourth are being prepared at that yard. It is
Little Rock, Oct. 30.—In consequence of
probable that the contract for its construction
will he let to Donald McKay. The contract for
the heavy frosts and clear cold weather all fear
the machinery for all these vessels has been of yellow fever has disappeared.
awarded, but the hulls will be ready before the
Memphis, Oct. 30.—The report for 34 hours
engines as milch care will be taken in building ending at (> p. in. yesterday, gives nine deaths
the latter.
They are to he compound engines. from yellow fever and nine from other causes.
The Nipsie, now at Washington Navy Yard,
The Board of Health officially notifies absentees
will be almost enirely reconstructed of live oak.
that they may safely return to the city, hut it is
Some needed repairs to iron-elads have been
urged that the precautions heretofore specified
is
it
not
the
intention
of
tiie
Demade, though
be scrupulously observed.
partment to expend much money on this class
The Appeal will to-morrow contain the folof vessels as they cannot be used fot cruising.
I lowing:
Treasury Balance*.
“The undersigned desire to announce to the
The following are the Treasury balances to- ; generous people throughout the entire country,
who
have come to our assistance with more
day : Currency $2.251,227; special deposits of le- I
gal teuders for redemption of certificates of de- thau princely liberality’ that while, as declared
to-day by our Board of Health, \ el low fever
pn.it $8,220,000; coin $81,070,124, including no
longer exists m epidemic form,’ there is nev$27,221,480 in coin certificates; outstanding legal ertheless
great need of funds for the 1200 pertenders $300,174,000.
sons now sick and convalescent, and for the relief of hundreds of families who have been
Fire In Nevada.
left destitute, and th«t this necessity will no
San Francisco, Oct. 30.—A fire at lteuo, doubt continue for many weeks to come. Any
Nevada, lust night, destroyed an eniire block future contributions of money or supplies will
and threatened the destruction of the whole
be thunk ully received and properly applied.
town.
Tiie fire was still raging when the teleJohn Johnson, Mayor.
(Signed.)
graph operator wfas obliged to move his office
J. J. Bushy, Chairman of Citizens Relief Comand instruments to a place of safety, since
mittee; A. I>. Longstaff, President Howard
which time no news has been received.
Association; A. E. Franklaud, Secretary of
Later.—The whole business portion of the
Relief
Association.
in
of
town
Reno, consisting of two blocks, is
ashes, with the exception of three or four fire
Dennison, Tex., Oct. 30.—The yellow fever
is abating at Calvert and disappeared entirely
proof blocks. Loss $100,000.
at other places. The weather is cool. There
are heavy frosts every night.
The Bible iu Public Schaois.
Mabshall. Tex., Oct. 30.—Ice and frost
Philadelphia. Oet 30.—This evening a meettho Protestants was held under the au- formed here this morning. This gives promise
ing of of
an abatement of the yellow fever.
There
of
the National Protestant Alliance, to
spices
have been no r.ew cases and but one death to
protest against tiie resolution offered in the Naday. The sick are all doing well. Several
tional convention of the Irish Catholic Benevostores were opened to-day and a great many
lent Union relative to public schools, held at
people from the country weie on the streetsSt. Ism is the 17 fli iuHt.
Addresses were made
by Rev. W. Cothcart, E. W. Kevins, George
Savannah, Oct. 30.—The mortuary report
Cummins and Oscar Hey. Resolutions approvshows that Savannah is more liealtli.v than any
ing of the public schools and reading of the previous season, there being only 10 deaths this
Bible in them were adopted.
week from all causes.
Reports from Ruinbridge state that there
are five new cases of yellow fever there.
in
Sn.prnNioa.
Penuylvanin.
There were no
Montgomeiiy, Oct. 30.
Philadelphia, Oct- 20.—The President of
the Penuysylvauia) Railroad that there is any deaths from the fever the past 24 hours. There
was the heaviest frost of the season this morntrouble iu the management of that road.
The dry goods house of Morgan Young, Aiing. There are a few old cases, one or two very
There are no new cases.
aemus & Ua, have suspended.
severe,
Their liabilities are $600,000.
They will be able tq pay
from 75 to 80 cents on the dollar.
This house
sold u pwards of $2,000,000 worth of goods anA Railroad Mupri-iutciident Killed.
nually.
Milwaukee. Oct. 30.—J. II. Watkins, SuThe suspension of Wildam M. Lloyd, a bankperintendent ot the Iowa Midland and Iowa
er of Allentown is reported here.
Although division of the Chicago & Northwestern Rail
Lloyd has spine half a dozen offices throughout roads, was killed this morning near Cedar
the State yei his failure is said not to|he very
Rapids, Iowa, by a freight train colliding with
heavy.
the rear of a passenger train.

or

Reduction

now

It

°ut- 30—A despatch from Pitts-

sion

descriptions.

New Yobk, Oct. 30.—The Times’ financial
article says: "The announcement of tlio failure
of the Spragues was not without serious effect
contributed to the
on the Stoca rixebauge aud
The
previous gloom of the money market.
failure in its ultimate effect upon open market
has terminated a damaging suspense.
The
most was made of the failure by the bearish
people who were aided by the prevailing uneasy
feeling, and there was a general’fail in prices
of ail stock.”
The Times says that the alleged intimation
of unfriendliness of Brown & Jones of Providence against the Spragues is unfounded, and
the former firm a week since contributed to the
relief of the Spragues.
Providence, Uet. 30.—It is understood that
A, Sc W. Sprague do not suspend to-day notwithstanding tbe failure of the New York
house. Upon application at the office of the
Messrs. Sprague the information is furnished
that the committee of investigation into the affairs of the A- & W- Snragqe Manufacturing
Company, appointed by the representatives of
the city banks, will be prepared at a meeting to
be held tomorrow morning, to make a report,
which it is thought will be highly satisfactory
to the creditors of A. & \V. Sprague and Hoyt,
Sprague & Co.
The surplus of available property at a low
valuation over all outstanding liabilities upon
the acceptance of Hoyt, Sprague & Co., will, it
is stated, he not. less than $11,000,000.
A plan will be presented at the meeting tomorrow. accompanied with a detailed report of
the situation of the firm, which will, it is believed, if carried out, render the embarrassment
of A. & W. Sprague and Hoyt, Sprague & Co.
of temporary duration.
A Providence View,
There Is no change iu the condition of A. &
\V. Sprague’s affairs to-night. Their maturing
obligations to day were small, and were paid.—
The committee of the hanks is hard at work
with the counsel and members of the firm to
prepare the exhibit and proposition to be submitted to the bank meeting to-morrow. No
intimation is given what the proposition will
he, but the statement of affairs is pronounced
to be favorable.
The failure of the New York
honse having lieeu anticipated, did not cause a

rolls

employ

full operamount to about

uiX‘\ »*ys that the blast furnaces of
Ofehead & Co., on the Mouongehela
river,
nave

lications.)
The Telegram says Mr. Hoyt is said to have
at least $4,000,000 assets in excess of his liabilities, although a great part of this sum is

ent

Mechanics and
for the
and Fall

n .1
Border
which have contracts
month of
and the Robeson
Kiver print works
mills. These mills
aoout 15,000
and when iu

of Hoyt, Sprague & Co., today occasioned much surprise to the general
financial
circles there was not so
in
but
public,
great a shock as might have been expected,
owing to the belief that their assets will ultimately carry them through their present presThe

trotting.

success, hut it is generally conceded that the
government will be so small that a reconstruction lit the Cabinet will probably take
place.
Hon. E. 11 W

Erie..

ood and Mr. Palmer were the
speakers last night until adjournment.
The
last named gentleman continues to-dav. From
the
vote will not he taken
present appearances
for a week.
A caWe despatch announces tho death of
W 111 lain Dixon, chief Dominion
emigration
agent in Great Britain. It is generally believed
that efforts will he made to bring about a
general aniulgation of the principal Emigration Buwith that of the Dominion, and that Hon.
reau
William McDougal, now in Copenhagen on emigration business, will be appointed Chief

Agent.

a

F. Butler to recover
the amouut of his
two drafts seized
Gen. Butler in 1862, while
ho was
Governor of New
came up for a hearing in
Thurs-

$15,000,

day.

Prof. Louis Agassiz, at the request of the
President and a number of friends, will deliver
a course of six
lectures in Washington this
winter.
Rosa Blyler and the two girls, occupauts of
the wagon which was struck by the train ou the
Philadelphia and Trenton rail road, Wednesday,
have all died of their injuries.
A race between California and Eastern horses
is set down for Nov. 15th, at SanErauc'sco.
The chief clerk in the Wilmington, Del.,post
office, is $3000 short in his accounts,and he has
been arrested but is out ou $5000 bail.
A bridge on the Montreal Railroad, over the
Winuipnisogee River at East Tiltou,N. H.,was
burned Thursday morning.
The total amount invested by the German
government in the United States funded loan is
$18,000,000, of which $8,000,000 was negotiated
during the present month.
A Washington despatch states that no dis
charges have beeu made at the navy yard.
The forthcoming civil service examination in
New York city will lie fixed on or about the 13th
of November. The examinations in Cincinnati
on or about the 1‘Jth of
November, and in St.
Louis ou the 25th cf Nsvember.
In Carion on Thursday, a negro was arrested
on suspicion of
murderiug Mr. Milner, whose
body was found in a field. He fled from the
officers, jumped into the river and was drowned.
White frost at New Orleans Wednesday
night. Business improving.
The Queen of Austria is dangerously ill.
President McMahon of France, has issued an
order severely censuring Gen. Bellamane who
said he couldin’t serve under a monarchy.
Little Fred won another race at Manchester,
yesterday. Best time, 2.41J.
A man named Barteliui, of Trenton, N. J.,
has beeu found guilty of sending obsceue books
through the mail.
A woman named Arnold was shot in Avoc.
N. Y., Thursday morning by some unknown
person. Three shots were fired.
President Grant and Postmaster General
Creswell uisited the fair at Baltimore Thursday
aud returned to Washington in the evening.
A fire in Worcester, Mass., Thursday, damaged the building occupied by Jno. S. Clark &
Son, grain dealers, and HoUleu Bros., grocers.
Another fire soon after, destroyed a wheelwright shop. Total loss $4,800,

NEXT
HOURS

TWENTY-FOUR

Dep’t, Office Ciuef Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, 1). C.,

War

Oct. 30, (7.30 P. M.))
IVew Fn^luud
easterly winds, threatening and rainy, windy
weather. For the lower lakes winds veer to the
northwest, with cloud aud snow. For the upper lake regiou rising barometer, northwesterly
winds aud odd, clearing weather. Cautionary
signals continue at Oswego, Koobester, Buffalo,
Erie, Cleveland, Toledo, Detroit, Alpena and
Duluth, and are ordered at Chicago.
For

■

French AUairs.

At the meeting of the royalist committee today M. M. Deeases, D’Audiffect, DeLarcy and
A dispatch was
DeChesnelong were present.
rcaeived from Count UeChambord requesting
letter to M. DeChesnelong to be published in
tali Ail agreed that the letter was fatal to
the monarchical coalition.
The republicans
are

jubilant.

A meeting of the deputies of the Deft Centre was held this evening. M. Leon Say presiding. A resolution was adopted deriaring
that the time had arrived for giving up the provisional state and orgauiziug the conservative

republic.
The

Gazette Des Trilmaux reports that a sesecretary at Auiun had formed a plot t»
seize the niece of President McMahon and hold
her as a hostage,
Several arrests have been
made of parties implicated in the conspiracy.
Paltry Prattle >1 a Puny Prince.

cret

Paris,

Oct. .30.—Count Clianibora has written a letter to M. De Chesnelong of the delegation from the right, which recently united on
him. The Count says ttiat misa|lprehei)sions
have arisen tending to obscure his policy which
is as clear as day.
He owes the whole truth
to the country. He is asked to sacrifice his
honor. He emphatically declares that ho retracts nothing, curtails nothing of liis previous declarations. The claims of yesterday foreshadow what would he expected to-morrow.
He cannot
by an act
inaugurate a strong reign
of weakness.
He energetically refuses to'relinquish tho “white flag.” He indignantly
repels the insinuations that he mistrusts tile
valor of the soldiers. On the contrary he seeks
to confide to them all be holds dear. He ignores
none of the country’s glories, and continues:
“We have a great work to accomplish which I
am
This is
ready to undertake any moment.
why I wish to remaui entirely as I ain. Were
1 enfeebled to
day, I would be powerless tomorrow. The issue at stalieis tl|e reconstruction of society and the energetic insurance of
law, order and prosperity.
Especially should
we not fear to
employ force in the service of
order and justice.
Conditions and guarantees
are spoken of. Were
any required by tho Count
of
Paris, who came to me spontaneously at the
dictates of patriotism,! preserved intact our traditions and liberties anu have the right to reckon on
equal confidence.
The letter concludes as follows: “My personal i I iv is nothing.
Priucipie is everything.
Prance will scan end to her troubles wheu she
understands this. I am the necessary pilot,
alone capable of guiding her into port, because
1 have the
mission of authority. jFrance oaunot
perish because Christ still loves her.
Famine an Bengal.
Calcutta, Oct 30.—Advices from all parts
are
of. the province of Bengal show the crops
tailing and that the impending famine cannot
he averted.

Bridge Completed.
Fort Erie, Ont., Oct. 30.—The last span of
the great International railway bridge was successfully placed at noon to-day.
Domisiioii Parijniiieal.
Ottawa, Oct. 30.—The political situation is
Ueeidely grave. Both parties are sauguine o£

BV THE

—

“BANGOR SQUAD.”
MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S “CRACK SIX’’
Admission tickets no cents; to bo obtained a
Stock bridge’* and :>t Whittier’* Ding Store.
Keerved seats (Frolit Row in Gallon’) 75 cent*;
for sale at Stockbridge's, commencing Wednesday
morning.
Doors wilt be opened at 7: Drill to commcnice at 8,
and

Dancing immediately

after the Drill.

5t

oc27_

AUCTION SALES.

AUCTIONEERS
—AND—

Commission
O.

r.

Merchants !

DA I LEV.

c.

W. ALLEN.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise
every Saturday at salesroom, 13 Exchange street,,
N
commencing ar y o'clock c. M.
oc3dtX
Consignment solicited.
At next Saturday's sale, commVncini; at
9 A. M. we shall sell 7 Chamber Setts, 25
new and seevnd hand Carpels, Peer, Arch
top ami plain Mirrors. 10 Bouuet and
Center Tables. Ash and H. W. Extension
Tables, fine Ch na and Class Ware,Wardrobes, Etargcre, Parlor. Coal. Air Tiifht
& Cook Stoves, Blankets, Comforters, *e.
The abevc

are

fine

good* and in good order.

AT AII<,T(flN.

7,000hush wheat, 46,000

Wo shall sell on FRIDAY, Oct. 31st, at 12 M.. Mia
two story Wooden House No. 77 Washington Street.
In good repair, line cellar and plenty of water.
Terms at sale.

and II DC hail gi‘< I;
.Spring at 5 70 a 6 25. Wheat is Hr in and in fair
demand; No 1 at 1 07J; No 2 nt 104 cash; 1031 seller
for Xov.; seller Dec 1 04J. Oats firmer and 111 fait
demand at 30 for No 2. Corn Arm at 39Je for Xo 2
Mixed. Rye is steady; No 1 at Cic. Barley Is Irregular at 1 40 for No 2.
l-ake Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 8c; Wheat to Oswego 13.
Receipts—5000 bbls flour, 131.000 bush wheat.
RShipraeutrt 7,000 bbls flour, 72,000 bush wheat.
Detroit. Oct. 30.—Flour is dull and unchanged at
7 25(3} 8 00. Wheat dull and lower; extra at 1 46; No
1 White 1 42; Amber Michigan at 1 33.
Corn is in
good demand and steady at 40c for Yelarw. Oats arc
in good demand at 36c.
Oswego 8 @ 84.
Receipts—O.noo bbls flour,* 11,000 bush wheat, 1,000
bush com, 5,000 bush oats.
Sbipments-0,000 bbls flour, 1,000 bush fwheat, l,009 bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Charleston. Oct. 30.— Cotton is more steady;
Middling uplands at 14}c.

F. <>. BAILEY &

Co., Auctioneers.
did

_00128
Administrators Male ot

Real

virtue of a License from Hon. John A. Waterman, .Judge of Proliate Court for Cumberland
County. 1 shall sell at public or private sale uni convey so much of the Kesl Mutate of George Frost, lato
ot
Westbrook, deceased, as will produce the sum of
Ten Thousand and Fight Hundred and Fifty and M100 Hollars, for the payment of hi- just
debts, legacies and expenses or,gale and administration. Said
real estate Is ottered at private sale until
Friday, the
31st day of October, 1873, at to o'clock A. M., when,
if not previously gold, ii will bo at public sale on the
premises near the new Gray road se-calird, alma! one
mile from Allen’s Corneo. THOMAS Q til M BY,
Administrator with the Will annexed,
*•'. O. B.tlLEV dt CO., Auctioneers.

BY

0c24

Savannah,Oct. 30.—Cotton is steady; Middling
uplands 14|o.
Mom lf,Oct. 30.—Cot+ou quiet and in fair demand;
Middling uplands at 14|e.
New Orleans, Oct. 30.—Cotton is irregular and
lower; Middling uplands 15g @ 16c.

7t

BMKRIJPT STOCK
—

OF

—

Dry Goods, Woolens,

Gnropsaa .Tlnrixets.
London, Oct. 30—12.30 P. M.—American securities—U. S. 5-20 bonds, 1863, old, 93; do 1867, 96}.—
U. S. 10-to’s, 91. trio 39}.

&C.,

Liverpool, Oct. 30—l.oo P. M.—Cotton quiet and
unchanged; Middling uplands 82 @ 9d; do Orleans
94d; sales 12,000 bales, including 2000 bales for spec-

AUCTION.

BY

Commencing on Tuesday, Nov. 4th,
■nil

nt 19 noil 2 1-‘J each
niatil all Is sold at

continuing

I

MUSIC^HYTL.

Schr Cuba—1300 bbls flour, 587
sheets iron, 23 cases bocts and shoes,12C6 galls refined

TWO NIGHTS ONLY.

COYELL
Cor.

&

Congress

COMPANY,

and Brown Streets.
•

—

Friday

Keceipts by Iintlron<!» and Mleambcam.
Grand Trunk Railroad—8 cars sundiies. 1 do
apples, 1 do shocks, 2 do flour, 3 do oats, 8 do corn. 1
do sl-tbs, 47 do lumber, 2 do for Nbw York, 5 do for
St John, NB, 9 do for Halifax.
Steamer Franconia, from New York—147
bales rags, 4 do hops, 20 rol's leather, 65 hhdss
sugar,
1 ti e do. 4 lihds sheep skins, 8 do
lamp black, 3 do tobacco, 10 casks glass ware, 6 do dye stuff, 100 bbls of
do
glass ware, 20
tripe, 10 do liquid soda, 10 do saltpetre, 42 bdls steel, 50 do spokes, 80 do paper hangings. 100 ke's spikes, 23 do white lead, 25 do soda, 25
do tamarinds, 160 ba?s shot, 65 do nuts, 90 boxes tobacco, 40 do soap, 40 do saleratus, 75 do raisins, 28 do
Florida water. 54 do ousting*, 3 bbls oysters, 2 do
cranberries. 25 half chests tea, 1 water
wheel, 400
pkgs sundries.

Saturday Evenings,

Grand Matinee Saturday at 2 1-2.
Children 10 cents; Ladies 25 cents.
53F~Audiouccp everywhere Vmmeuse in
Numbers nnd Rn'hnsinstic in Appreciation.—Bath Daily Times.
Halls too small to accommodate
all the papers in Eastern cities.

the people.

See

Return and Farewell Visit of

Jennie Kimball’s Comedy

Comp’y,

IN CONJUNCTION WITH

Flour.

railroad.

Bids.

FLAHERTY’S NEW

Consignees.
Bbls.
CoolMge....200

GeoA Hunt..... ..2<K>
W & C It Afiliikeu... ,100
Marr, True & Co.100

and

Oct. 31st, and Nor. 1st.

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

eastern

1) W

MIRROR

Shaw, Hammond &
Carney.100

OF IRELAND.

The stock consists of a large line of
staple Dry Goods, flue Paisley Shawls,
elegant Black Milks, Black and Colored
Alpaceas, aad other Dress Goods, Irish
and Scotch Linens, Body Linens of fine
qualities, line double Satin, Loom aud
Turkey Bed Damask, Towels, Crash, Hosieries, elegant Marseilles Quilts, Domestic Cotton Goods, Woolens In variety, fine
Blankets, Ac.
The above Is probably the largest and
uio t valuable stock of Dry
Goods, Ac.,
ever offered in this city.
We particularly invite Ladies to this
Sale, Seats will be provided for thou*
The stock is all fresh and of the very
best quality.
O. BA11.HV & CO., AactloBcen.

F■
0031

Off

—

Total.700
GRAND TRUNK

Elegant Paintings

Graiu,

ot

EASTERN

*'

Co, corn.2
oats—1

&c.

No.

cars.

Webb & Pliinney,corn.2

Grand Sacred Concert

Waldron «Sfc True,corn.4
44
44

—AT—

‘oats. .1
oats

By

water conveys nee

True «& Co.

Comedy

Jennie Kimball, John T. Kelley, and the entire
company will apfHr.tr each Evening.
Doors open at 7; Curtain uses at 8 o’clock. Admission 35cts. Reserved seats 50cts. Orchestra Chubs
75c ts.
oc25d6t
H. T. REED, Business Manager.

GRAND TRUNK R. R

Stevens &

new

“Irish Hearts in Their Native Land.”

R. R.

No. cars. Ojnsiqnees.
Consignees.
Aid rich & Co,meal.t

G W True &Co., corn—4

the

40

Total.240

RccJiKn

and

». E.

King & Gilman.100 Norton, Chapman &
Co.
Curry & Sliand—.....100

.3

CITY

Total.17
1,000 bush cornmeal to GeoW

ASSISTED

BY

NIR*». C. K. 11A WES. Soprano.
Jt I** ANNIE LEAVITT,
Hoprano.
MI*# ALICE < ARLK, Contralto.
New Vork .Stock mid Money Market.
MISS LEAFY CH tNDLEK, Contralto,
GKO. A. TIIBHAN. Knno,
New York. Oct. 30—Montina.—Momy at 7 per
MISS CI1ANDLSS, Accoiapanint.
cent.
Gold at 108$. Sterling Exeliange^at 106* @
j
AdmI»hion 25 cents; Reserved seats 35 cent®. I-ale
of seats to commence at Hawes’ Music Store, 77 Mil
New York. Oct. 29—J2venina.-The failure of the
die Street, Tuesday morning, Oct. 1:8th. Doors o'f»en
Spragues was tho principal topic in financial circles
at fi±, Concert to commence at 8 o’clock.
to-day. Another immediate etlect was a heavy deoc27dlw
cline in values on the Stock Exchange and a depression outside. Tho restoration of confidence previously going on has received a check by this event, which
cau only be looked upon as a public
calamity in tho
present condition of affairs. The failure of lhe Bank
of England directors to advance the rate of discounts
to-day caused a decline here in both gold and foreign
exchange. The cable advices to-day were not of the
same exciting character as yesterday, although the
IttR. J. W. BAYiHOND
European market still seems to be Heavy for Ameri-

AFTERNOON

DANCXNO CLASS

securities.
In the money market at the opening there was no
change to note, but the demand increased late in tho
and became urgent,so that * pr ccnt.pr diem was
paid for call loans. The closing business was * @ *
cent.
This reflects the disturbed feeling among
per
The closing up of business was
money lenders.
marked by an unsettled feeiing and considerable irregularity in the various markets. Again"much anxiety is felt in regard to events of tbe future,
after the large failure to day. Tho associated banks
to-day gained $732,000 legal tenders. In the discount market there is but little doing, owing to the
failure of Hoyt, Sprague & Co. The legaVrender circulation to-dav shows a decrease of $118,000.
The
custom receipts to-day were $209,000.
The following is the* Clearing House statement
Currency e.xchauges.$5i,742,254.77; currency balances
$2,438,625.24; gold exchanges, $4,161,591.47; gold balances, $836,382.
The foreign Exchange was reduced at the opening
to IOC* for long sterling and 108 for sight, but afterwards the latter was advanc'd to 108*, closing up
very weak for bankers 60 davs sterling at 106 (a} 106*,
ana firm for sightiut 108 @ 1084. Commercial sterling
is dull and heavy at 1041 @ 105*.
Gold opened lower at 1U8*@108*. and closed up
steady with the latest sales at 108* @ 108$. The rates
paid for carrying to-day were 1-32, 3-64, 1-16, 7, 7, per
cent, gold: the final rate was at 3-61 per cent.
The
business at t he Gold Exchange Bank
was as follows:—Gold balances, $1,541.067; currency

wishes to inform the citizens of Portland and vicinity that he will comuieme in Afternoon Class in
Dancing at l.nncaNter Hnll lor Misses and Masters WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, Nov. 5lb. to
consist of 12 lessons anti 8 matinees. Lessons cn
Wednesday from three until gvt*.
Matinees to commence on the fourih afternoon,
dancing from three until live. Musk: by the Full
Band.
Tickets for 12 lessons, including ra itines*. 5 dollars. Tickets for matinees, 2 dollars.
Afternoon
tickets, for children 25 cents, for adults 50 cents.
Mr. R. will be assisted by his daughter.
oc.31
tf

The Asst Treasurer paid out to-dav $350,OOOon account of interest and $7,000 redemption of 5 L0
bonds. The Treasury paid out $350 in silver coin

Maine Chnritabic

can

day

especially

Joseph John's Great Painiin;
on

dSt

will

I^ECYCRES

Stocks:

the

closing quotations cf

Western Union Telegraph Co... 50
Pacific Mail.
28*
N. Y. Contra’ and Hudson Kiver consolidated....

83*

their course of

DERATES

AN5>
--ON

FRIDAY

A.

Mechanic Association

commence

night.

were

M.

C.

M.

to-day.

AF-

exhibition until SATURDAY
TERNOON at

HALE’S ART GALLERY.

F. P.
ocSO

balances, $1,887,455; gold clearances $39,363,000.—

Tbe following

PURSUANT

—

EYESING,

Oct.

to

h

license from the

Probate
BYlor the County ot Cumberland Judge
I. the subscriber,
a

license

irom

tbe

of

Guardian of Eliza A. Hannahs, minor child and heir
cf Edward T. Hannahs, late of Portland, in said

County, deceased,

shall sell at

public

sals

the

ou

premises, on W FDNE9DAY, the tuird day of December, A. P. 1873, at three o'clock P. M., the tollowing described Real Estate belonging to said minor,
viz:- One third part in c inmon and undivided ot a
certain piece of land situated in said Portland, beginning at tbe northeasterly corner of land now or
formerly owned by William M. Wiswell and running
north fifty foot on a line parallel with land formerly
owned by Dyer and Turner, thence west ninety feet
more or less to Merrill street, said lot holding the
width of fifty feet; thence south by said street fifty
feet lo said Wiswell lot ninety feet more or less to
fhe first bounds, being the same land conveyed by
Nathan Lord to Ant; P. Kmardon bv deed dated July
13th. Ih4(>. recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds,
Book 190 Page 411.
JOHN J. FATAL, Guardian.
Portland, Oct, 29, 1873.
The other 1 wo thirds of said parcel of land will bo
sold at auction at the same time and place.
F O. UAILKY A CO.. Auctioneers.
oc29

eod3w

ABRAMS A BHO..
Auctioneers ami Coinniinsiou Berehnnts,
give 1 heir special attention to selling Real Estate,
Furniture and Merchandise of all kinds. Horses Carriages, Arc. Advances made on consignments. Regular Sales of new and t-eeowd-hand Furniture at tho
Auction Rooms every Sat nrday morning. Communications by mail promptly attended to
ABRA.YIM A BROTHER,
123 Federal St., uYuler the U. S Hotel.
N. B. Money advanced ou Wafches, Jewelry,
Furniture, Clothing, ami all goods of value.
drf
apr23

FOR SALE.

“The Orphans’ Rescue.”
Will remain

f&arque

Sarah B. Hale.
Probate Crurt,
tbe undersigned, Administrator of Thomas L‘
Libbt’e estate, will s.-Jlat public auction on FHI DAY,
November seventh (7), 1ST at eleven (11) o’clock in
the forenoon, at tue otflee of J. *. Bailey *% Co., over
No. 22 Exchange Street, Portland,
One Quarter of «nr<jne Sarah B.
Hale,
now in New York, and under good charter to Porto
Rlc^ and back. Said barone is about Two Hundred
aud Two (202) tons, in good condition, and rates A 2.
A ARON J3. HOLDEN, Administrator.
J. S. BAILEY A CO. AsctioKeen.
7t *31
^Portland, Cct. 29, 1873.

LAST WEEK 1

day’s

United States 5-20’h 1SG7. 112*
United States 5-20’s 1F69,. .112
United States 5’s. new.let.*
United States lu-lu’s.,ex-coupons.
....100*
Currency G’s
....108*

ter ol the

virtue of

EVENING, Nov. 2d.
CHANDLER'S BAND

fionion Bloch List.

Administrator's Safe of One Quar-

iiuartlian’s Salt1 of Heal Estate.

HALL.

SUNDAY

(Sales at the Broker’s Board. Oct. 30
Bostou
Maine Railroad.Ill @ 1144
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R R.122

The loan certificate business will como to an end
to-morrow
After this week, with the eml of
the pooling plan, it is expected there will be a more
liberal discount of first class paper by the banks. In
the meantime the plaoing of greenbacks l»y the
hanks In the sub-treasury, which amounted to t$20,000,000 just before the panic, but which were reduced
to $5,000,000 during the panic, is again resorted to
and the amount has increased to $6,000,000. and will
rapidlv, as confidence increases, g» oick to the old
amount. Already the leading banks are paying out
large quantities of greenbacks for United State bonds
and other first-class securities.
State bonds quiet. Governments weak with light
transactions. The stock market epened steady, and
under the influence of the depression in the money
market, and reports of failures, sell from 1 to 2* per
cent., closing very irregular. The principal fluctuations wore Western Union from 52* @52$, declined
to 49, recovered to 50*. and finally reacted to 50;
Lake Shore sold at 63, 63*, 62*, 612; New York Central at 83$, 83, 84*, 83$; Pacific Mail at 30, 29*, 29, 28,
28 *.
rue following wero tuo quotations of Governmen
securities:
United States coupon 6>, 18SJ,.
112?
United StatesB*2U*s 1862....106*
United States 5-20’s 1861....107*
United States 5-20*s 1865, old. 108
United States 5-2t)’s 1865, new,.....110*

day

Store recently occupied by

JOHN, NB.

Con dances.

Es-

tate.

Freights—to

Foreiga Exporia.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark EdmundPliinnev—554,50,000 shingles. 10.378 yards duck, lot

of

dto30

RRAR ESTATE

Milwaukee, Oct. 30.—Finn* quiet

121 feet lumber,
of machinery.

9AILV

C©7,

I. O. BAILEY Sc

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Rcrrijitfl
The Bazaine Trial.
Paris, Oct. 21).—Iu the Bazaine trial to-day,
M. Elabant, Messenger, testified that under
fear of capture by the enemy he swallowed the
despatches which he was carrying from ThoruvilletoMetz. A despatch was recovered and
delivered to the officers at the headquarters at
Motz on the 24tli of August hut was by them
thrown into the fire unread.
Lieut. Nognes swore that lie fruitlessly attempted to deliver to Bazaine a despatch addressed to him on the 24th of August by the
He admitted after much prevarica
Empress.
tion that he was also the beaver of despatches
to General Bourbaki.
The President of the court severely censured
this witness for attempting to conceal facts.
A woman named Itubtrt testified she carried
three despatches from Metz to Thiouville on
21st of August.
Mayor Loaasse deposed—Gen. Due rat entrusted him with a despatch for Bazaine stating that
McMahou with 120,000 men would arrive at
Srenay Aug. 27, aud requesting Bazaiue to
march as sond as he heard the first cannon.
Upon the arrival of Dagasso at Thiouville, Gen.
Turnier, commandment of the towu, made
three copies of the despatch and promised to
forward them to Metz,
He betrayed
Gen. Turnier was next called.
much confusion while giving his testimony.
He said be bad no recollection of the particulars of the despatch spoken of by the last witness, hut believed he forwarded it. He did not
He recomknow’whether it reached Metz.
mended seuding copies of a despatch from McMahon to Bazaine un the 27th of Aug., by
He knew they reached
three messengers.
One was Flahaut,
Bazaiue’s headquarters.
who was examined yesterday.

—

MUSIC

TO

MANUAL

;unJ

ulation and export.

P" O ti K1 c* N.

a

FIRIMOS,

extra

oil.

THE

HALL

MANUAL OF ARMS

Cincinnati,Oct. 30.—Provisions quiet. Pork is
buyers at 12 50 @ 12 75, but been at 13 00.Lard—sales of kettle 7}c; steam nominal at 7c, but
generally held higher. Bulk Meats quiet; shoulders
nominal at 6idf (ijc; clear rib sides at
sic; clear skl>s
dull at S3 a 53c. Bacon is steady; shoulders at 7c;
clear lib sides at 6k; clear sides at
6Jc. Whiskey
is easier; sales at 87 ,‘i1 88c, generally at 88c.
toimo. Oct. 30.—Flour is dttli and unchanged.—
Wheat is dull and declined; Xo 2 White Wabash at
142; Amber Michigan cash at 12M@130; seller
Nov at i 30; do Dte at t 3;'
1 35; No i Red at 1 38
cash; No 2 do do 1 24J <9 1 2.3; seller Xov at 1 25 a
1 25J; seller Dec. 133. Corn dull ami unchanged;
high Mixed on spot 41$ do 42c; seller Xov 42c; seller
Dec 443 (fy 44Jo. thus me dull and unchanged; Ns
1 dull at I 36; Xo 2 at 34Jc.
Clover Seed at 4 8(i.
Freights—to Oswego 8 o 9; to Kiugstan 8 Si 9.
Receipts—2,090 bbls dour, 7,U0U Push wheat, 12,000

UEIIEOKOLOtaCAI..
PROBABILITIES FOR

—

DRILL BY THE IflBKEUH,

FINANCIAL AND COJIIUEKCIAL

ST.

AT

addition to the Blindfold Drill ttiorc will be

In

scarce:

bush corn, 7,000 bush oats.
Shipments—3000 bbls dour,
tush corn, 1,000 bush oats.

—

EVENING, Oct. 31st.

FRIDAY

unchanged

Orleans,
Washington

concert

th«

C I T Y

36jo

Freehold,
Wednesday
night, destroyed the Enquirer office, post office,
courthouse, jail, and several other buildings.
The suit of Win. E. Butlau against Benjamin

military

—

7jc.

J

BY

drill

—

Portland Cadets

—

injuries*

AND

—

—

Cbicago*l

TELEGRAm
Sixty-six lives were lost by the sinking of the
insurgent vessel at Cartagena.
A London house has gone under through having too much to do with Erie stock
Gov. Beveridge is determined to stop the All?u-Hogan prize fight if possible, and has ordered the sheriffs of the river counties to be on
the alert aud arrest a!l interested.
Ex-Mavor Phillip Tomppertof Louisville,
died Wednesday evening.
John Gorman, aged 65 years, was run over by
a train
jn Providence Thursday, receiving fatal

by

bmxdfold

PROMENADE

lfomewtic .flnrkcM.
New York. Oct. 30.—Evening—Cotton |c higher
with a good export demand; sales 3000 hales; Middling uplands 15c. Flour is scarcely ho aclivs and
prices still rule in buyers lavor;su!es 12,00*) bids;State
at 5 20 (jg 7 00; Round Hoop Ohio 6 10 </ 7 75: Western 5 25 @7 65: Southern 6 20 n- 1fflO.
Wheat
•pei.ed a shade firmer but closed quiet without decided change in prices; sales 138,000 bush;
No
ShebayaH
1 Spring l 40; No 2 Milwaukee Sprtn
1 35 «' 1 38};
No 3 Milwaukee at 1 30 Vr 1 31; Xo 2
31 a
1 33; choice Amber State at 1 55; Winter Red VTe.^
tern 1 47; Iowa Spriug at 1 30 iv 1 35; Northw* stern
Spring 133. Corn is a shade better with a fdr export andhome trade demand; sales 160.000 bush;
steamer Mixed Western 60c; do sail 61 a oilc; the
latter extreme. Oats are heavy; sales 'U,oou
bush;
White Western 48 « 49c; Hew Mixed Western at 46 It
47}c. Beefis quiet; new plain mess at 8 50 it to 00;
new extrajdo 10 00 (£ 12 00.
Pork steady; new mess
1500. Lard is luvrer; steam at 7]c. ke tle at
7|'\
Butter is in fair request; Ohio at 16 ft, 254*; State at
26 @ 31c. Whiskey is firmer and tairly active at 90 a
91}c. Rice is dull and unchanged; Carolirvi 8 ;« 9c*
Sugar dull and heavy; refining 7^
7}e; Muscovado
Coffee is quiet and firm ; Laguayra 19} (a. 204c;
Maracaibo 2J (a) 22}o; Java 26}c; St* Doming> 19 v-.
19}c; Rio at 194 fa 22}c Gold. Molasses dull; clayed
22 @ 27e; New Orleans 78 @ 85c: Porto Rico 28 a55c;
Muscovado 23 @ 35c.
Naval Stores—Spirits Turpt r
tine is weak at 42e; Ko*;n is steady at 2 87} 0 2 90
for strained.
Petroleum is dull; crude 51 a, 54c; refined at 15|c. Tallow at 7»c.
Freights to Liverpool firm; Grain per steamer 144;
per sail 13}d. Cotton per sail 9-i6.
Chicago, Oct. 30.—Clour Is dull and unsettled;
extra Spring 4 75 @ 5 25.
Wheat in fair demand and
higher; No 2 Spring at 1 00} for regular; Northwestern 1 03} cash: seller Dec at 1 02}; No 1 Northwester* Spring 1 05}; No 3 Spring at 95 g 96c;
1 ejected
91 tv 92c. Corn oj»cned dull ami closed active and
higher; No 2 Mixed at 3,’}c f r regular;
ca>h for
strictly fresh; 36$e for seller Nov; 38} @ 384c do Dec;
rejected .35} & 35}; high Mixed 36} (a) 37c.
Cuts are
steady; 30 ® 30}c for No 2 cash or seller Nov;; 314c
seller Dec; rejected 27c. ltye is quiet an I weak; No
2 at 60c. Barley dull aud lower at 1 25 for No 2 Fall;
No 3 Spring at 90 (g) 95c. Provisions—Pork dull and
lower at 12 00 for cash; 12 23 seller Deo. Lard steady
at 7c on
spot, aud easier for futures at 63c for seller
Dee.
Bulk Meats in fair demand ami lower; large
sales os futures at (>}>•. for Dec; long short dear middles at 6}c; short ilb middles, shoulders at 4c seller
Nov.
Bacon nominal. Green Hams steady at 7c f. »r
15 and 16 pounds averages. Whiskey is
quiet and
at 89c.
Lake Freights—Corn to Buffalo at 7. Wheat to
Buffalo at 8.
Receipts—7,500 bbls flour, 100,000 bush wheat, 16,000 bush corn, 52.000 bush oats, 3,000 bush rye, 30,4)09 hush barley.
Shipments--9,000bbls flour,146,000 bush wheat, 127,000 hush corn, 84.000 bush oats, 00,000 bush rye, 27,000 bush barley, 0000 bogs.

xllINOIt

N.

Providence Print doth Jlnrket.
Providence. Oct. 30.—Printing cloths market—
few sales on a basis at
(g 5|c rt>r sianoard and

extra.

Bodies Picked up.

fire in

THE BEST ONE YET

•••..

Toronto, Oct. 30.—Reports from the shore
of Lake Huron, in .'the vicinity of Baylield,
state that thirteen bodies were found on the
beach. It is said that a laige quantity of flour
of Chicago brands, and lumber was washed
ashore between Baylield and Gooderich, and
two boats were picked up.
Various Diallers.
Halifax, Oct. 30.—Steamer Falmouth arrived from Portland this morning and sailed
again this evening.
Schooner Meteor was seized at Bridgetown,
Annapolis, for violating the customs laws.
The total yield of coal in this Province for
nine months to the present time was 773,438
tons, being an iucrease of 143,959 tons over the
same periol last year.
On Monday the fact was declared that the
lire in the Drummond colliery was not yet extinguished, When the main shaft was opened
smoke made its appearance. The ouly remedy
now is to flood the mine.

The

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Erie preferred..
Union Pacific stock.
The following were the quotations lor Pacific kail
road securities:
Central Pacific bonds... *3
Union Pacific do. 70^
*'*2
Union Pacific laud grants.•
Uniou Pacific income bonds. *3

mriE valuable and well known F irm of the late
J_ Charles Elliott, uald farm 1* situated in the town
of Buxton two mile* Iron* West Gorham, near the
road that lead* from West Go ham to West Buxton,
convenient to Meeetiiig-Hoase School nnd Steve*.
Said torra consists of 80 acre* of land, well divided
into tillagh nnd pasture land. The soil is well
adapted to the raising of Hay and early Vegetables
for market. Plenty of wood, and $500.00 worth of
Pine Timber. The building* consist* of n story
House, eotiainlng nine well nnished rooms, an Ell
and Shed attached. Barn CO X 40 feet wirti good
cellar. Three well* of never failing water.
Also a building in tbs city of Portland, situated In
on Spring St.
Said building is on leased laud, and
contain* a house and store.
All of the ab *ve will be *old low, as the owner is
going West. Or exchanged for properly in the state
of Illinois.
For further particulars enquire of

sepll-dlw&ATtf

31st,

E. H. NORTON,
6»i Spring St.

with a Lecture by
CI1AS. £Z. BUASNAKS*, of Boston.

SUBJECT—Whitsicr >unl hi« Postry.

At

[

Lecture Room of

TO FARMERS!

the Association.

These Lectures and Debates are free to the public.
Lecture v ill commence at 7.30.
E. P. BANKS,
)
S TEPHEN MARSH, j Committee,
oc29d3t
GE* >. A. HAR MON.

\

Dancing Academy!

^ave on Elastic Soapstone Cement wish which
WEyou
can VOlirselvpH rnuilr
h-nkv roofil and
V

»

ox

vnnr

mine.

Ear Attend to

ARMY & NAVY UNION HALL.

2ft

f»ft

Uennedy,

MS} on WeitiM-.riny. IVt.v .% 3 1*7.:
classes for children at o*el<vk. EveUda).
fSlf nlng cbm*: Ladles at s; Oenl.at
'Vjj A Mr. K. being thankful fi-r >>"'‘'“L "
5jb™"'
/noun

liberal patronage of tin- rail, boP“>

a contiuuat

on

of the

same.

Street, Portland, Me.
Spring
F
wlm
k

__

WANTED.

ol Boston,

Win commence l.t» first term for the season,

>»• come.

J. N. illcCoy & CO.,
OCb

I?ir. J. W.

the matter before

Custom Coat. Pant & Vest Makers.
JOHN ROBERTS,
win-®*

fJorham, Me.

PKISTISG promptly and u«\
euted at this Office.

JOB

exa.

POETRY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Couleur de Hose*

HAHAEIl IA H

BY

LOCATED

TARBl'TOWN

When he told me that, he loved me.
’Twas the flowery time of May;
I put roses in my
And went singing all the
day,'
When he told me that he loved me
Iu the pleasant mouth of
May.

Yes, because I knew he loved mo
i went jnging wi' U the birds.
All the day 1 listened to him,
In my dreams 1 heard his words;
Dre.tmi »g nightly tuat he lovod me,
1 was blilbei than the birds!

The

Bui I did not know I loved
Till 11 »und one summer day
That iu tel ing ho* he loved rue
He had wbed my heart uw iy
Just by saying hew i.e loved me
Through Uit i ng, bright summer day.

KIEDNON.

SON’S

tors.

!

Proprietors.

BATH.

BOSTON.

FREEjltis

el or.

BETHEL.
Chandler

House,
Proprietors.

,kt
style

I

IBOSt beautiful in
an a periect in lane
ever
made. 1),c (' O I\
CLlt'lU S'ICP u tU best
ever placed in any
Organ. It is produced by
ail ex tra set of reeds
pc*
culiarly voiced, the
Hfr'Er'JEC.'T of v hick is
91081'«' * a AB M a NG
WBand SGAJI. ST IHwhile Us ir»5m IT AT ION of the HU*
VOICE is SUTenns liberal.
rBfi PEEUSt

(SucCBseore to DOANR. WISO ft CUSIlINii.,

The American Piano J

Proprietor.

CAPE
Ocean
etor.

CAEAIS.

fjA

Proprietor.

n

^ :*

rj

oc6

“Independent**
deservedly

PUBLISHING

1a nva s g e rs,
Agents and Salesmen ! -Henry Ward Beechir’b
family newspaper starts its Fall campaign, giving
hObscribers a pair of :he largest and linesr OLEOGRAPBS,—two most attractive subjects tha “take”
on sight,—painted by Mrs. Anderson, as contrasts
and companions for hor
Wide Awake*' and “Fast
Asle-p.** Agents have immense success; call it the
best busiue.-s ever ottered canvassers.” We furnish
the lightest and haudsomest outfit and pay very high
Each subset iber, old or new. receives
com missions.
without delay two beauti ul pictures.
Fail supply ready for immediate delivery. The t aper itself
stands peerless among
journals, being so popular that of its class it has tue largest circulation in
the icorld ! Jmploysthe best literary talent
Edward Eggleston’s great serial story is just beginning;
back chapters supplied to each subscriber.
Mrs.
Stowe’s long expected sequel to “My W ife and P*
begins in the new year. Any one wishing a good
sal try or an independant business should send for
circular and terms to J. B. FORD A
CJ 12 N T H
& CO., New York, Boston, Chica-XA. WANTED,

ly

C0~

Co., Ag’ts,

Office 22, 24 & 26 OliTer Street,

go, Cincinnati

or

San Francisco.

White CJIycrrme penetrates the skin without injury, eradicates all
Spots. Freckles, Tan, MothPatches, Black Worms, Impurities and Discolorations;
ither within or upon the
i ikin, leaving it smooth, soft
& pliable.
For
Cha/p*d
Hands, Hough or Chafed
Skin it is the best thing in the
Pearl’s

BOSTON
JIASBFACTtTBEKS OK

BOSTON

Pure

ocl4d4wt

White

Lead!

Dry ami Ground in Oil*
GIST FOR IT.

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHaRgE, REL
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LE*D, TIN
PIPE TIN-LINI D PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, Ac., Ac.

world. ASK YOUR i)RUGTAK.S NO OTill;Ik. ol414w

The"Magic

CombSM"?"

caange any colored hair to a permanent black or
Trade supplied at
..rown ana contains no pois n.
low rates. Address, MAGIC COMB CO., Springfield,

j

Our Pure White Lead, b ofh dry an^g-oun? In oil
ocl4t4w
wo warrant to be strictly
purr, and guarantee Mass.
that (orfineness, body an l dnrabi'ity, it i* not surwlll^nda
passed by .my Lead in Lite market, either foreign or j 1A jj
or
Tourists
A Invalids
American.
JT JLi” IX
pleasant locution, large
tydn or-ie to protect ourselves, we have adopted j rooms, first -class
courteous attendance and
ns our t aile-mark an eight-pointed red star, with t reasonable
Address
at the Rivet side House.
prices,
1
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every packA. F. St>ies, Prop., Jacksonville, Fla.
ocl4f4w
age of our Pure l-catl. None genuine witnout it. ;

J.i>i^-#very
table,*

W

the most
The be6t and cheapest in the world an
Illustrated juice list ami lowest rates sent
free. Address FIILLEIi & CO., 28 Bond St., New
ocl4t4w
York.

accura e.

AGENTS FOR THE CO..

IvTT&S

“CAMPHORINE7^

Kerosene Oil Company
"Would inform the public, that they continue to
Manufacture

a

1

irge

quantity

now

;

testily

Try

great

j>er bottle 25 cencs. REUBEN
Greenwich St.. N. Y.

HOYT, Proo’r, 203
ocl8t4w

of inferior and

ocl8

Every person and corporation engaged
In manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid

Td4w

Sect. 31.

be
so inspected and marked, by a sworn inspector, And
if auv per-on manufactures or sells such oil or buying fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has not been so inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating purposes, be shall pay a fine
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be imprisoned six months in the county jail, upon indictments
theref >r.
or o

bet

Portland, Me., April 21,1873.

!

vessel thereof

Write for

lo

sep20dtf

Laige Illustrated Price List.

Address

B

-each-loading Shot Guns, $40 to $300. Double
Shot Guns, $8 to $150. Single Guns, $3 to $20. Iiifles,
$8 to $75. Revolvers, $6 to $25. Pistols, $1 to $8.
Gun Material, Fishing Tackle. Large discount to
Dealers or Clubs. Army Gnus, l^volvers, *Sc., bou lit

traded for. Goode sent
examined before paid for.
or

by express C. O. D. to be

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

NORWAY.
Beal’s Hotel, O. If. Green. Prop.
Elm House, Main St. W. W. Whitmarsh’

To Canada, Detroi
Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati. 9t. Louis, Om.ha,
Saginaw, «t Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San FranciRco.

Proprietor.

and all

NAPLES’

NORRIDGEWOGK.
Danlorth Honse. D. Danfortb. Proprieto

etors.

prietors.

Oo29

NEW YORK.

The Great Need

4wf

Supplied,

A Simple, Safe, Durable and r'eouomiral
Jiot* r of small size was
the need. The

Baxter Steam Engine
from 9 to 10 horse-rower,

made bv Colt.'M Arm*
<’o..by special tools and
machines, so that all parts
can be exactly duplicated,
in the supply. Over 800
are now

in

daily

use, and

the demand is increasin'?.
Persons ot ordinary intelli-

set them up and
gence
run them.
They are the
most economical engines
One cominvented.
$ mon scuttle of coal will
"
yield one horse-power per
day of 10 hours; other fuel
can

fev*r

^PORTLAND.

Notice in hereby given that (lie following
o «ler of tlie
City Council will b.* Strictly
enforced.
Board of Mayor and Aldermen,)
Oct 6, 1873.
j
RDERED that the City Clerk «rive notice to the
roriltnd Gas Company, the Portland Water
persons, that anv and all exV°^J.at|y an,l all other
in an-v Public street or wav
wit hin?>L
be., made f)r
limilb*
rpow of laving Gas or
W v'er Nl
Connexions will, said
,nakinS
orl v’nXr

m proportion.
KNGrinc ready FOR use.
For circulars with Mice
^ua-nain
testimonials address

In

W,1/

M
C

f,l

i

,in V

A

Office of the BaxterSti am Ruginc
18 Park PI Cf. I^rw Yortt.
oc29t4w

true

copy.

H-1

ocnlte5',
t_

KOB1XSOX, City Clerk.

__

d3w

is

Horcb. I*et.,,]ui the
T\rOMCE
be, "l,
beta dniy appointed Executor olsol.-cr
IN
Ibe Will of
SILAS M *KIN ER, late of Cape Elisabeth
n tbeOnuDty of Cumberland, deceased. and bus i»v
en upon himself that trust b\ glvin» bonds as he law
direct. All persons having demands upon the es-aii
of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same
an1 all peraons indeb‘cd to said estate are called
up-

•u to make

payment

For

COUGHS, COLDS, IiOAKSENESS,
AM) ALL THROAT DISEASES,

I’1' vat0 FBWar» must be rnmIX, 1873, and be
il0Te“b«r ™3-

APKOTedOc^e,%,Sf

Klly
list and

WSLI,Hitt I>. RUSSELL.

__,

c or

HRYDGES,

PARIS HELL.
Hnbbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprieto

BOSTON

PHILLIPS.

nouse, Adams
Proprietors

&

Robbiuson,

making

!

SAMUEL F. MERRILL,

Bradbury,
his Attys.

Use

Wells’

Carbolic

Tablets.

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
4TR1EIMBD SURE REHEDT.
Sold by Uruggts.
nr*29t4w

Kuaint, Kneer

and Iinrious

If> the valuable, bo U wo giro to all.
Full of faclF,
liguies and fan. Pipages, fie picture,. Mai'ed f r
wo stump*.
Addics* G. BLACKIE & go., T4J
Broad * ay, N.

to

Y._ocSOtjw

STJ*

GIDEON L. STARWOOD, Executor of Gorh »m.
oc21d|aw3wF*
Cape Elizabeth. Oct. 2l. 1873.

PLATFORM

d-a!,*
0rir!”,’itr,r''’™^S*™““A«“,y..,nr
?T4«
_kj
ROHM,
PLA1

A 48

fr™
CO

P\‘i.I;'■
lecelpt of

Address
oc.10t4w
Beckman St., Ner York.

ex-

items, v.z:
$172,750 03
94,400 00

}

Bank.

498 36
23.680 97
00

Interest dne and accrued
Office Furniture and Fixtures.

2^000

$304,004

TO

THIS

Returning;,

leave

Boston at *8.30

A.

!

(Parlor Cars)

M., tl2.30, f.T.30, *6.00 P. M.
Train* from Boston are dne at Portland
at 12.30 1.55, 8.10. 9.45 P. M.
Fcr Mnnehe*tcr and Concord, N. H.. and
f e NORTH via C.& P. R. R. Junction,
16.15 A. M., *5.20 P. M.
For Lowell— All traius connect at Lawrence
wi th trains for Lowel
For Manchester and Concord via Lawrence

facility,

PORTLAND

&

Lots ia Ever-

Cemetery.

Cemetery.

Treasurer
one dollar lor each
paying
lot, will infor the same by the
sure I lie best of
Superintend
ent for the current yeai; ard anv perron paying the
sum ottwont.v-flve dollars will secure the'care or
their lots by the city for all time.
.JAS. BAILEY, )
J. S. PALMER, { Trustees.

J

C. E. JOSE,
DOCS—Any Dogs found in the inclosure alter hi*
date without the presence of master will be in peril
JAS. BAILEY,
J. S. PALMER,

follows:

Freedom.

At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid ton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Bo?toD & Maine R. R.Station, where all trains of P. & O. K. R. arrive and

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 18. Ib73.
augSOti

CENTRAL

MAINE

RAILROAD.

I

llackniamck, Unrdwood or White
Oak Timber and Plauk
at the lowest cash prices.
TAYLOR
tt

deford and Kennebnnk 1.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kenuebnnk 17.30 A. M.

INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
datp at 5 P. M. Fare &l.f>0.
tS^Tickets and State Rooms for sale at No 74

Exchange Street.
Through Tickets

For Bulb, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Skowliegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at 7:00 a. m.
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Readfiold,
Winihrop. Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
Halifax at 1:05 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Angnsta at 5.20
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:15 p. m.
Train*

i>ue at

are

p

Portland.

From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:55 a. m.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and East at
2:45 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 5:"5 p. m.
From St. John, Bangor, &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggagt
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent First Dir.
Augusta, July 1 .1873
Jy28lf

BOSTO

No

Portland

Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Macliias, Mount Desert Yinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00
p. M.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, LlncomTlioir.aston and St. George,
Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tnomaston tor Sr. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Whitefleld, Mondays

South
vilje, Nortbport.
At

daily.

Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waaloboro* for North Waldoboro*, Washington*
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, dally.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at »ow rates1
C. A. COOMBS. Suu’t.
jv2tfdtf

SOUTH AND WEST.
tS.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.30 A
M., connecting with train for New York via Shore
The

Line at 11.10 A. M.
The f9.15 A. M. train arrives in Poston in s asnn
to connect with the 3.00 P. M .train for New York via
Springfield; aim with 5.3J P. M. (steamboat) trains
lor New York via

The *3.2') P. M. train (Fast Express) arrives in
Boston at 6.50 P. M., conntccing with trains lor New

York via

Springfield at 9 00 P. M.
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through
by either route.

Ogdenjburg R. R. passenger trains arrive at and depart from thi« station.
Passenger Depot in Boston. Hay market Square.
Freight received at Portland <V Ogdensburg R R.
Freight Depot, West Commercial street, until 5 p.
M.
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street

SnPt.,'Boston

rortland(

E]

STONIN’ C* TON 1 IX
FOR
AHEAD

N'ETW
OE

YORK,

ALL

Daily Press Printing House

ot

description

Work

promptly and

caretn|!y executed

checked through.
Tickets nrocuted at depots of Bccton * Maine and
Eastern Railroa 's and at linllins & Adams ’»Fichange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 49i Exchance St
L. \V. FILK INS.
D. S. BABCoCK
Gen. Pasonger Ag’t. New York.
President

0014_

NEW

True Method of Burmii£ Coal with the Greatest

Economy.

It has been discovered by aclual experiment that Carbonic- Arid (■«» will j ass rcmXJr through Cast
Iron when healed to a certain ttmpciai me. To obviate this difficulty ti c IW AC EE 1 I HNAll; CO
have made a Furnncc of Hrnvy Wrought Iron. rifrtrd Arm y togt ihrr. alter the msnnero
tun poet ihiy ttcuvt *nio the uir chomUr.
a Steam
Boiler, ami we quaraitue tl-al no i/«s or
We ai*i end the tollowing inleu**ling1ep< ri of the School Bcaid of the City ot Chelsea concerning a testing
of the U1A«KE IflJKIV ACE with ihoeecf other makes:
“The Carter School Home was originally iurnishtd with lour furnaces by a Brston dealer, but it was » on
found that the rooms could net be warmed with thtiu. It seems the aguemtnt was that n nioi ey should
be paid, till ihe furnace* were tested and satisl-tciloD giv. n. fcatislaction \. ■.* never given, and when it was
proposed to take the lumaces out it was discovered tha*. the city had paid 1 r tin m and they must be a los
to tlie city. They were removed. Two m-w fuinave* of Magee A Co. ami two ot another c mpany wore
then placed in the building.
north ji*’o ot the building, where
Magte pieleneu to have his placed on the
ns w as placed on each side 0
had been most difficult io warm 11 e
building. Coal to the amount of liu t;.
the cellar, and notice was to he taken at tie clc sc < I winter low tic coal t < to ile tot.
lie Magee Inmate
were run * week before ami lour
afl< r the others, and at the close it was found the other furnaces had
days
consumed all the ccal, and the Magee furnaces have six ions vet to tlie cu dit.
With the original furnaces there was consumed
ninety tons of coal; with the prese lit famaces but seventy
four tons, although Jast whiter was by tar the col esi one. The I'riiucidial Committee was instructed to
convey to Mr. Magee their thanks for the juried satisia* tu n rendered bv his tuiuaccs where they are used
in the schools. This is considered a great niumj h for the Mugce
Compauy.”
During the past year we have *et over MEXX If oi these furnaces, and would refer ail desiring the

HEATING

BEST

iu the maiket to

APPARATUS

the following well known citizens of

our

cily:

Herring, Hi n. Bion Bradbury, Capt. John W. Peering. J. P. Batter. Esq., Lewis Whitney,
Ptirce. Esq., Pimm & Co. Fuel Hale, Esu„ H.
Beat ley, Emp, J. h:. EUieki Essi A. A.
Strout, Esq., Win. Hammond, Esq., John W. White, Faro., l>r. B. 11. Fester, Capt. Henry
Carter F Will
Libby, Esq.. Clias. E\ PaiHidge, Esq.. Gee. C. Hopkins, Esq., Gen. s. .1. Amie.sou, Wm. Henry Amicra-si
Eisq., Mannasseh Mnitli, Esq., Henry Dunn, F.sq., Chin Hooper, Esq., Wcstley Jones. Esq. Chas. F. Mouln, Esq., and inanv others.

I¥.

A.

* OYES

&

SO*,

EXCHANGE

12

STREET,
EOIl ALL MAGEE

SOLE AGENT
GOODS.
sel85^-Still Ahead of Competition, Barstow's Wrought Iren Furnace !

ARRANGEMENT.

Steamers Chesapeake and Franwill, until further notice, run
follows:

conia
as

Leave east side of Franklin
Wharf
MONDAY and
every

THURSDAY, at 5 P. M.. and leave Pier 38 E. K.,
New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4
P. M.

The Franconia, leaving hear every Thursday, Is
fitted up with tine accommodations for passengers,
making tTiis tne mosi convenient and comfortable
route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine Shippe
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX. Portland Franklin Wharf,

AMES, Pieces, E. H., New

J. F.

May 0-dtf

YorV

oc21dtf

PORTLAND
iiroi;

—

PHILADELPHIA.
Clyde’s Iron Line

of Steamers !

Running between .Providence

and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and
mm Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia andbevond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached iy the Penn.
Central aud the Phil. & Reading R. R>s., and to all
the principal cities in the South aud Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full iinformation given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 7 State Street, Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen'l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
janll It

NUTTER BROS & Co., are Sole Agent* in the City forBarsstow’u Celebrated Wr tight Iron Furnace. C
Examine. Every ^Furnace Warranted

and

ISTTITTER
29

MARKET

au4tf

BROS

SQUARE.

CO.

&

PORTLAND,

MAINE

Portland, Bangor and Macliias Steamboat
Inside lines between
Portlssd and

ItaBgor, Hit. Drwn
JXnchian.

and

OF

RICHMOND,
Will eave Railroad Wharf,
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY aDd FRIDAY

evening, at 10 o’clock,

For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast. Searsport, Sandy Point, Buckspon,
Winterpnrt and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Mondav, Wednesday and Friday morning at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landing, arriving in Portland at

o’clock P. M.

CHAKLES PEERING,
Will leave Railroad Wharf everv TUESDAY and
FRIDAY Evenings, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Cnstlne, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert.,> Millbridge, Jonesport, and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday and
Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, arriving in Portland
same e\euing, connecting with the Piulman
Night
Train and early Morning Traius for Boston.
For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or

MAIL

LINE

WIB,

M.

HARKS,

With connections to Prince Edward faland and Cape Breton.

The Screw Steamship CHASE,
Capt. J. Bennett, will leave Portland every Saturday at 4 P. M.,
for HALIFAX, direct, making

MANAGER.

pa^t
Shirt Bosom ia
as

long as

“REINFORCED”
a

great improvement, it

wears

twice

a common one.

pa^Sx

“REINFORCED”

atamp on each one. which is a correct guide for the inexperienced shirt makers, enabling them to get a perfect lit about the neck.
*s*-^*»»*.

connections with the Intercolonial
for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for
Cape Breton.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 P. M.
For froigbt and other information apply to *T. B,
COYLE. Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

Railway,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

a

Eastport, Calais

and St. John,
Windsor nud Dali fax.

—iBBMB3BX—Ifc—W———W—>

pattZx “REINFORCED”

Disbr,

ARRANGEMENT.

FALL

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

Shirt Bosom sets better than any other, as the weak
parts are strengthened by the reinforcement.

paTaTxx “REINFORCED”
ShTrt

Besom will

bosom to the

long

wear as

shirr, thus saving the

ti.ne

as

the

body of the

and expense of

a

second

On and after Monday September
29tb the Steamer New York, Capt.

Winchester, and the Steamier City of Portland, Capt. S. H.
'Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,

shirt.

same

patSx “REINFORCED”
Shirt Bosom. On examination it will he sell evident
th .t it is tho best Shirt Bosom that can be made.

Dry Goods Dealers, send for a Price List and Circular, to the Manufacturers, BATES, ALDBICH &
SIBLEY. 63 Essex Street, Boston.
oc24eodlm
~o«? —|

--—••rirrr~T"

i»~

■

iHnunwiD——_j—m—

Immense Success ef Ditsou A Co.’s New
Collection of Organ Mu»ic, entitled

Organ at

Home”

NO MUSICAL HOME COMPLETE WITHOUT
IT.for it ennt ains over 200 selections of the most popular music of the day, well arranged for the Heed

Parlor or Pipe Organ. Contains everything which
bo.called -‘popular”—melodies of the dav, marches,
waltzes, voluntaries, variations, transcription of the
best sacred airs, goms of Handel, Mozart,
Schumann,
&c.; in fact, the best of all music from Beethoven's
Adagios lo Strauss’D nnbe Waltz. Fibst edition
sold in 2 wee.. after publication, and Fourth now
ready ! Price *2.50 Boards; S3 Cloth.
UNPARALLED SUCCESS OF DITSONS & CO’S

OEMS OF STRAUSS.
Mazurkas &c.f rad V toSty* the‘most
^opufa’r
ic book in

mu

been

sold

in

10

isavs

Portland

stations
m—fiA^0,r7R„yll.eBtff
at 7.«i0 A. I»L,^tntmnedlate
and 1.30 P. jj
n\/i Trine

direct connection al Rochester willi trains for
over Boston & Maine and Eastern
Railroads Abo
connect at Rochester with Dover and
WinniDiseoope
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
Portsmouth
^rtalt
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway
Leave Rochester for Portland and wav statinr...
y nations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct
connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving
°St°
via Boston «fr Maine, and

linLtnn

(ties

Eastern Railroads
Leave Portland for Gorham at 4.oo p. yt
Leave Gnrlmm for Portland at 4.45 P. m!
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. \r
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A M*

nSn„

America—over 20,000 copies having"
months. Price S2.50; In
Cloth,?3,
GREAT SALE OF

THE

STANDARD.

Music Book by L. O. EmF’RSON
9*mrc.?1
R. Palmer
and H. 'r»eaD
has double the merit, and is likely
to nave doublo the sale of common books
by one
composer. The works of either gem lemen have sold
by theAundred Thousand, and the STANDARD will
continue to be called for until
every Choir. Staging
CsUSd, and Convention are supplied. Price, 1.50.
PUBLISHED BY

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
Boston.

O. n. DITSON & CO.,
711 B’dway, New York.

foot of State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Roturning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

same

days.

Connections made at Eastport lor St. Andrews,
Robblnston, Calais, Woodstock and Houtton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Wmdaon, KentvUto. Halifax, N. S.. Frederickion,
Sbedlac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. E. I., andSummer.ide, P. E. I.
CSf Freight received on days of sailing nntll 4

o'clock P. M.
sep28o»tc

1

by

At Buxton Centre for West
and Llmington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfleld Par.
son afield and 0.-si]>ce, Tuesdays, Thursdays ami
u
a
utdays, returning alternate davs.
At Centre Waterboro’for Limerick,

porter,
aug»

3m

kind and

Parsonsfield^

_

Superintendent.
wetc

are

$100.'"
Stamp

and 10

eeute to

10 cts

C. H. BIBO tc GO., Box 1000, B*a*or, Ba
ao20

Influenza, Asthma, Colds,
Sore Throat, Pains or Soreness in the Chest and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. Wistar’s
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with
most preparations, but it

Hold by nil DrusviM* nm( Dealers in
medicines.
PREPARED BY

loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.

I>R.

SOLD AT WUOLESALE BY

W. F. Phillips & Co. & J.W. Perkins & Co

PREPARED BY

an£6

PORTLAND.

0 L D >o

H'Qoodhu^
CAN
KI

BITTERS,
5

AND

I

and sold by all Dmggtsts,
___

eodlyr

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH 1
ALL MAY nAVE BY USING DAILY

THURSTON’S
Ivory Pearl Tooth Powder
Price, 25 and 50 Cents per bottle,

Beautiful,

Soft,

Glossy

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL

eodlyr

Hair,

Y HAVE IT

by constant nse >L

THOMPSON’S POMADE OPTIME
no20

Price,[25 and 50Cents

por

DR. GRATES’

Bottle,

eodlyr

WILL. DO IT.

TRADE MARK.

Which has stood the test tor more than 50 yean is
acknowledged the moat reliable Medicine for the re- I

JOUYEN’8
Glove

CilVE IT A T 7*141,,

lief of

JAUNDICE, NERVOUS COMPLAINTS, WFAK
NESS OP TIIE STOMACH AND BOW Eli?, J.< SS
OF APPETITE, COUGIIS. COLDS, KKAPTBURN, BILIOUS
ATTACKS.
COLIC,
CRAMP IN THE STOMACH. DIZZINESS
AND DULLNESS OF TH K IIEA !>. LIVER COMPi.AI NTS. PILES. PIMPLES,
BOILS. SOUR STOMACH. ( ONSTI-j
TUTIONAL WEAKNESS. HEADACHE LOWNESS OF SPIRITS,
COSTIVENESS.IN DIGESTION,

DYSPEPSIA,

and all complaints arising Irem an Impure state o
the Blood, or the deranged condition of the Stomach
Liver, Bowel? or Kidneys.

This Preparation la purely Vegetable, containing
Extract? in a highly concontrnted form of Root a,
Herbs and Barks—among which an* Sarsaparilla,
Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Gentian. Wild Cherry. Ormak
ange, Mandrake, Anise. JuuJpei Bertie?. &c
Inga fine Tonic alterative and L 'xative Medicin*,
which never fails to give tone and strength to rb© «vju
tem debilitated by disease. AS A BLOOD PURIFIER, GOODHUE’S BITTERS HAVE NO EQUAL.
FLINT & GOLDTH WAIT,
No. 21 St. Peter Street, Salem. Ma?a.
Sold by all Dealers in Medidnea generally.
*112ft
v 1CW

AND YOU WILL BE

Propiictora,

iacan
For circulars ot testimonials, «Jfcc., address the sole
agent,

FRANK E. INGALES,Concord N.II.
Price |1 per. Bit tie. For wle by Prrefft.t, s<r«rW. Perkins A Co., & W. F. Phllilpe & Co.’
JanlSeod&wly
wholesale ('.ealen.

ly. J.

A. ILYIHAS’SPatent Tare Dry Air Refrigerator
The bc*l ami Only Reliable One In
the market.
Is indispensable toPutehers, Provision daeler*.
Hotel Keepers, Grocers and Regain ants. Will
save more than it*cost every Summer.
Butcher*
who use it. in It* best form, will soon find .heir most*
recommended by their customer*. The Internal airangement is such that a current ot cold ui«- is kept
constantly moving over the content* of the Refrigerin
ator. The Patent npon tide l.as been ibllv
the U. S. Courts and its validity established in el>:hteen chscs.
&c., apply to

IT

teptejl

Cleaner

For LICENSE, RIGHTS,

SCOTT

will renovate them

F.
MM

thoroughly. Price 25 cents per
All sold by Druggists and Fancy Dealers

WELLS & CO., New York,
Wholesale

Agent*.

CONVINCED.

Regulator has been recommended by
many Physicians, and is allowed by all who know It*
value to be Just what we claim it—a Cure tor Heart
The Heart

—

_derf&

Kid

CURED,

He a rt Regulator

LONDON, ENGLAND,

no20

eod<Swl2wM

d&weow lv

BY

PROUT & HARSANT*

nov20

S.

FU.IZNTT At CO.,
At their Great Mediea Depot 185 and 197 Broad
treet, Providence, R. I.

£LTH W. IWLE & SOUS, Boston, Mass.,
And sold by Druggists and Dealers gu ‘rally.

^

IT.

attention or confinement of
certain to prevent the disease atPREP ABED

bottle.

Vat

|

They require neither
any

INODOROUS

II. PES BET.

BronrbitiM,Catarrh,
Convulsions, and Hystcrfci
or much relieved.
Oifiirult Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Side
and Chest almost i
variably cured by taking a few
but.Its of the Quaker l itters.
so
prevalent among
Am rican ladies, yield »«*".• to this
invaluable medreadily
cln the Quaker Bitters.
Rilliou*, Remitt,mt and Tnterralttant Fevers, so
prevalent in many panb of our count rv, completely
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters
The
find in the Quaker Bitter* just tb
article they dand in need of in lb ir d. dining * care.
It quickens the b orni and cheers the
mind, audpavei
the passage down ;be plar e inclined.
No Oise can remain long unwed (unless afflicte
wj h an Incurable disease,) alter taking a few bottle
of the Quaker Bitters.
cured

Croup, Whooping Cough,

r-

case.

Pile** one bottle hat cured the most difficult case
all other remedies failel.
Herron*
iHmltic*, Neuralgia, Headache,
<xc., eased immediately.
Rheumatism, Swelled Joints, and ail Scroftalar
Afflictions removed or greatly relieved by this invaluable medicine.
when

tacking any vital parts.

FRANCE,
the im-

most obstinate

of over forty
years. "When
resorted to in season it sel-'
dom fails to effect a speedy
cure in the most severe
cases of Coughs, Bronchitis,

__

ouec.

and all impurtiea
bursting thr« ugh the skin or otherwise,
by following the directions on the bottle
For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements it has no equal; one bottle will convince the
most sceptical.
Worm*, expelled from the svstem without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the

of all Lung complaints,
and is offered to the public,
sanctioned by the experience

w

at

Eruption*, Pimples, Blotches

of the Mood,
cured readily

cure

Blair’s Gont and Rheumatic Pills.

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES

Exchange Street by

cured

a

ARE VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

No.

edged by many prominent
physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever in-

celebrated Englisn Medicine,

JUST RECEIVED FROM

For sale at

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost iuvaria

ably cure the following complaints:—
*>y*prp*ii«, Heart Bum, Liver Complaints, and
Loss oi Appetite cured by
taking a lew bottles.
LnaNitnde, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

excruciating pain of Gout and Rheumatism,
relieved in two hours, and cured in
THE
few da\ s,
the

Iiv QUARTS AND PINTS,

Standish, and No
Buxton, Bonnv
nT Fvde

bo cured by a
to this standard preparation, as has been
proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowlcan

timely resort

R. STUBBS. Agent.

CHAMPAGNE.
REIMS,

CONSU^TOH!

which

GOUT and RHEUMATISM1

d&w2w

_QC-*

A.

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

troduced for the relief and

TO

DIRECT!

dly

RAILROAD.
ARRANGEMENT,

WILLIAM H. TURNER,

Heating Apparatus.

Tho many years that tie JtACIFE E WNACJEM have lx eii in u.-.e, and the unif< no satisfaction the
have given, warrants its m uliiimmg that the principle upon which they aic constructed, and by which ih
lire is controlled, is tho only

SEMI-WEEKLY LI INTEL

Halifax Nova Scotia,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER

doily,

perfectly

Maine Steamship Co

and at the Lowes! Prices.

“The

OTHERS.

trains

a

sailing vessels.

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen Ag’t.
Portland. May 19. 1873.
myl9tf

is

FALL

Healthy, Economical and Durable

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

refreshments at

Passenger Depot, In Portland, Commercial street.
Portland

Gen.

long felt want, that of

We#o’y & Sat’d’y.

E. B.

Gcneral

a

Wharlage.
From

CITY

109 EXCHANGE STREET

Shirt Bosom has

“AS. T. FITRBKR,

assured that Itsuppllie#

our

F U 11 \ \ C E

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. NAMP80N, Agent,
79 Long Wharf, Bor ton.
Jn23-ly

PRINTING

POINTS

All Trains stop at Fxcler lor
First Class Dining Rooms.
t Accommodation.
*Fast Express.

111 O IV

Co.

Albany. Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington,
AND ALL

take j.ltaaure lu colling tho attention of the
public lo

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Piue Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

Direc rail route to Wise asset, New
£v?flfggggflffflCast le, Damar.scotta, Walaoboro,
and Rockland.
of cars between

we

Steamship Line.
Leave each port every

----

and Rockland.

N_

—AND—

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

change

mlvertUemint,

PLA1E

JEW

to New York via the various

Sound Lines, for sale at reduced lates.
Freight taken at low rates.
W.
BILLINGS. Agent
J. B. COYldK JIS.. General Agent.mcliSOtf

91. lSTii.

For New York,

Llmington, daily.

JOY, Fluent Bloek, Opposite
Few -ri«.y HaLi,
au2UaSm
J^rtiaud, Maine,

A.T 7 O’CLOCK !P. M.

Returning fcave

Trains leave Portland for Bangor,
Ho u 1f on, Calais and St.John at 12:15
m. (sleeping and day cars on this

a:;

annual

Hon. Wm.
Esq., Hiram

ONE TRIPPER WEEK*

For Old Orchard. Saco and Biddcferd
t8.5,! A. M.
Returning, leave Biddcford at ttl.25 P. M.
Fo, Scnrhoro. Old Orchard, Saco, Bid-

Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham,

A*

DAILY, (8DNDAYS EXCEPTED)

MummerArransfuient, Commencing July
—--

our

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

PHILADELPHIA

Portland for North Conway at 7.4 A.
M. and L30 P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett lor Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conwdy for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 train from Port'and and 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trams with Passenger car attached.
The 1.30 train from Portland and 8.15 from North
Conway will have the iollowing Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar FallB aud

M.

P^senger

HAVE the largest and best stock ot Ship Knees
Also host quality seasoned White
in the State.
Oak Treenails, and can furnish

commodious Cabin and Slate Iioom accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

R. R.

0n an‘* arter Monday, Oct. 20, 1873,
pw^S^saRd until further notice trains will
as

and FOREST CITY,

R ROOKS

Having

EXCURSION! TICKETS.

C. E. JOSE.

Ship Timber and Knees

JOHN

'irjg

Portland to Wolfboro and return, Price $4.65; to
Centre Harbor and return $5.00.
For Milton and IJniou t9.15 A. M., *3.20 P.

invlPotf

L

OGDEKSBURQ

JhBaBK

CHANGE OF TIME.

ffiJ-ij•'ioM-ve,
-***•

THK SUPERIOR SEA-CO
IN« STEAMERS

™

Tbe moat Direct and Short Lines to
Floridn,
Chnrrrston, Sarannah and all Southern
Points.
Through tickets to New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington via the Stonington. Kali River and Norwich Steamboat Lines or the
all Rail Route? via Worcester aud Springfield and
tbe Shore Lines.
Travellers who wish for RELIABLE information
are desired to call at our office and
procure Time
Tables, Maps. &c. Our arrangements (as for the
past twelve years) are such as to enable us to afford
and have no motive to deceive.
every
1 ickets to Boston via Railroads and Steamers.
se30
dtf

19.15 A. M.
For Rocheater and Alton Bay t6.15, A. M.,
*3.?0 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Center Ilnrbor, via
Steaim r Mt. Washington from Alton Bay
f6.15 and *9.15 A. M.

Notice to Owner* ui
ar
rum
care

via the

Or the Great Southern Mail Route au<l
ATLANTIC COAST LINE.

Every

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. K. Denot daily, excent Snail,,
at. 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonincton with
tlie entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island cverv
Mnndav, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elceant and popular Steamer Stonington every
Tuesday
Thursday and Saturday, ai riving in New York always in niivsnce of all other lii.es. Rammiri
“aboa.o

person owning lots in Evergreen
the Office ot the
ANY
by calling
City
the
anil
ot

or

TRAIN

This Is the only inside route Avoiding Point Judith.

licensed by the Insurance Commissioners
York, Masachusetts ar.d Maine.
OFFICE 166 FORE NT., PORTLAND,
J. W. MUi\GER, A*rt.
n
°°-7
eod3w

Portland. Dec. 30.1872

Southwest,

CAPT.

is
of New

Company

l-,,

ucdOtlw

ATTACHED

22

2nd.
liabilities:
Losses and Claims adjusted but unpaid
vane.
un glisted and reported
$5,000
Amount required to reinsure outsi.anding risks, viz:
50 per cent, of premiails received on
fire risks.
$60,038 83
All other liabilifies for scrip authorized to be redeemed.
5.030 00

green

and

Pennsylvania Central, Pittsburg,
Fort Wayne & Chicago Railways

thip,

<

Francisco, and
Points West, Northwest,

all

Wharf. Boston.

FOR BOSTON.

Man

CAMS

&

cat.

A \T kjJJ
n-AfSElBTMiZSr ,ho
Wr AA
J. E
ftelllngarticleout. Vnlanhl*
NnniplwE rM. J. BEIIiJi, TO# Broadway. \ew

York.

it

isted December 31st, 1872, viz:
first assets;
1,—-Gross Amount of assets at their true
cash value. $304,004 22

This

lioais, Omaha,

Sit Central

The Steamer Lewiston.

Fall River,

tinlu!f|ngS
tbeN'a?; I'
Mt* "fi
KEAT
1UtAr‘1
"'S?^05

nt on
utuinp;
best books for agon's. U. B
Broa I way, New York.

ft

?, KATK»»

as

SAMPSON, Agent.

,1une2tf

For Chicago, milwnnkee. HI. Paul, SI.

Slonington and Norwich Lines.

Detailed statement of same, showing
Loans on Bonds and Mortgage.
Loans on call.

Railway Line,

Panwenster Train* leave PortUCTBrww>^M>land for Boston t6.15, 19.15 A. M.
*3.20 (Parlor Cars),
P. M.

of M"ine
twenty-fourth day of March A. 1).
1873 by his mortgage deed of that date re' orded in
the Cumberl md Registry ot Deeds, Book 390
Page
220, conveyed to Samuel F. Merrill of Portland aforesaid a cei tain lot of land with the improvements
thereon situate in the town of Cane Elizabeth in said
County of Cumberland and bounded as follows viz:
Beginning at the most South Western corner of
Thomas Robert’s homestead lot, thence running
south 44$ degrees west, ninetv-uine rods by land
which the said Parker sold to Silas Skillins to other
land owned by said Skillins; thence
South-easterly
by said Silas land to the Murry road thirty rods;
thence north 76 degrees east by paid road, seventy
rods, to land sold by the said Parker sold to W, H.
Skillings; thence north 19 degrees west ten rods;
thence north 75$ degrees east by said W. H. Skillins
land, eighty rods to tho Long Creek road; thence
northerly by said road to Silas Skillins mill privilege; Whence by said mill privilege to Thomas Roberts
land; then- e westerly by said Roberts land to the
first bounds; containing fifty five acres more or le«s;
with authority in case of breach of the condition in
said mortgage to sell said premises at auction aud
fr<-m the proceeds to pay the debt secured thereby
and ail expenses incurred in tbe collection of said
debt; aud whereas the condition of said mortgage
lias been broken by said ParkerThis is to give notice that said lot with the improvements thereon, will be sold at public auction on
sal 1 premises on the loth day of January A. D. 1874
at 11 o«c!ock in the forenoon for the reason and
purpose aforesaid.

aeeomnoeations.

fc.

Great Western

SEPT 29th. 1S73.

William Parker of the City of PortWHEREAS
’aud
the County of Cumberland* and State

Bradbury

the time in

PARLOR

CHINA.
Lake Honse, J. Savage, Proprietor

hand and in

—AND—

Passenger

Fine

Fare including Berth ard Meal, to Norfolk $15.011
hours; to Baltimore $15. timeG5 hours.
For further information apply to

line 4£

In

The Steamer

Three Hours and Thirty Minutes.

Proprietors.

on

MICHIGAN CENTRAL

BOSTON

Passenger train leaving Portland at 3.20 P. M.
daily (Sundays excepted), aniving in Boston at 0.50.

Bridglinjai .•»*., Proprietor.
Sanborn & Co.,

&

Niagara Falls*

and

FAST EXPRESS.

Commercial House—JL. O.

Cash

Boston, Albany

Only 35 HOURS from BOSTON to CHICAGO, via

Old Orchard, Anco, Kidicford. Efcnnebuulc. Dover. Great Fall*, Exeter,
Flavcrhill and Lawrence.

Preble House. Congress Ht. Gibson & Co.,
Proprietors.

oc7d3m

Procure 'J ickets by tbe

GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE,

VIA

St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Hiddleand Plum
Hts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Hts. E. Cram & Co., Proprietor.
Wallcer Honse, Opp. Boston Bepol, Geo.

Bv

CO.i

No. 49 1-3 Exchange Street.

Via

Lawrence” Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crane” Capt. Solomon Howes.
liGeorge Appold Cant. Winslow Loveland.
“Blaclcstone,” Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the la. & Tenn.
Air Lino to all point* in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and
Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. U. to all points in North and South Carol bio
Balt. & Ohio 11. R. to Washington and R
by tbe West.
places
Through rates given to South ana West.
William

R.—

PORTLAND TO

etor.

PEAK’S ISJLANB.
Union Honse—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

A-

and

Steamships

the

Card and JoB
MAINE Book,

&

—It.

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple Ht. Charles Adams
Proprietoi.
Albion nouse, 1 IT Federal Ht. J.G
Perry,
Proprietor.
Americau House, India St. J. H. Bodge,
Pronrietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
•lohu P. Baris Jr Co. Proprietors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

NEWARK, N. J.,
Statement showing its financial condition

b

tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
ouc passenger toi every $500 additional value.
C. *!•
Managing Director.
il. LAI LEY. Local Suprcntendent.
Portland Sept. 12.1873.
ti

NORTH HVRATFORD IV. H.
Willard House, C' S. Bailey &' Co* Pro-

Barden

checked from Portland to Detroit and
not subject to Custom House examina-

Chicago, and

etor.

OF

Or,

rrains.**
V, ggage

OLD ORCHARD BEACH.
Ocean IIoumc. B. Henry, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C. Htaples, Propri-

Peoples’ Insurance Comp’y

CITY OF

GRAND TnUNK RAILWAY is in Bplemlil
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolling
is making the best connections and quickand
stock,
est time of any route from Portland to the West.
S^TPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
THE

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown A Hilton, Pronri

!

Southwest

FDRNJVAL, Agt.

J. C.

j

LITTLE

Ii.

j5Sp^ gjg5Warren

points in the

Northwest, West and

Elm Honse, Nathan Church A Sons, Proprietors.

at

UNION TICKET OFFICE OF

No

STATEMENT.

Send Tor Catalogue.
DOMESTIC «!WIHTO ITV4CDEKE CO.,

AND

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

etor.

oc29t4w

Agents Wanted.

Offices*

NORTH WINDHAM.
Nemasket House, W. W. Stanley, Propri-

m
on the

Articles.”

cask

—

j Union Hotel,
|

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, T. Is. Hussey Jr Co. Pro
prietors.
Elm nouse. H. H. nilton. Proprietor,

We quo»e from chap. 39 R. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being ‘‘Inspection and sale of Manufactured

cause everv

MECHANIC FAEES.
P. R’ Cobb, Proprietor.

;

W.

JLowesl

the

as

BALTIMORE.

depait.

74 EXCHANGE ST.

toilTn^mxurynreve^y^aimlyTTFIiousamls^Tn
\ and
to its
merits.
it. Price

! Brume*. Puius. • iraian. ttfiffJToinlh. 8welIing«, Inilaiuucn lions, BumouN, t'sitnrrh,
&c.. Ac. It Will not grease or stain, and for the

dangerous oils in the marker, at a eli-ap price—many
of which are little hotterthau Naptha itaell—ana the
existence of false reports in regar to t he Portland
Ke&osknk Oil. renders it a matter of justice t«> ourselves, as well as safety to consumers, hat some notice shoal l be taken of these facts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, and would call attention to the high standard.of our Oils. The Refined
Petroleum, the fire test of which is 122; The Portland Kebosenb. the lire t*-st of which is 125 degrees
Fihrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would say, that we are determiued to maintain their long estab'ished reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

shall

Passenger

MACHIAS.
I Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

RICHMOND.
Richmond Hotel, H. Springer. Proprietor

The

Portland Kerosene Oil.
prevalence of

prietor.

Low

as

OLD

ARRANGEMENT,

Eimerick Honse, Joseph©. Harmon, Pro-

Great Discuvcry for the immediate relief and
of Rii<-nnmiiniv», Neuralgia, Mpraiaii,

j

cure

THE PORTLAND

The

LIMERICK.

SOUTH

40 & 48 MIDDLE ST.
febl8

Proprietors.

Pennine Wnllhain Watches Sent C. 0. D.

Phillips & C©„

EEWISTON.
nouse, Waterhouse A Mellon,

DeWitt

family

1?29.]

TRAIN*.

OF

On ami after Monday, Sept. 15tb,
rains will run as follows:
Mail train for Gorham and accommo,,TU!”
dation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.2u P. M. ^topping at all stations to
Island Pm.d.) connecting with night mail train lor
Quebec. Montreal and the West.
Accomnn*dation train lor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Tnrough mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. in.

prietor*

"""

417 Rroome St., New York.

J. n.Chadwick &

WINTER

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler Honte,—Iliram Raslon, Prom

“TAKES”On sight^n"^*1

WING & SOX,

IS

ALVEBATION

GREAT FAEES, N. H.
Great Falls H^tel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

arc now ready
new books, viz:

j AGENTS

Responsible Agents wanted tor unoccupied territory. In localities where agencies are Dot yet established, un il such are established, we will sell Pianoe
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send f
circular to

[lSCOBPOBATKD

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

-________

Hronpectuftce*

BOOK

BOSTON LEAD

Jackson, Pro-

Foxcrofi Exchange* D. Savage, Proprie-

oc!4t4w

f>r our three
THE GILDED AGE, by
Mark Twain & Chas. D. WarAugustus
nkk, illustrated bv
Hoppin. EVERY BODV'S
FRIEND, by Josh Billlnb,
illustrated by Thomas Nast. and
Joaquin Miller 8 great work. MFE AMONG
THK .HOUOIM. Nothing need be said about
these books. Every ody knows they will outsell all
others, and wise agents will act according and apply
for territory at once to AMERICAN
ocllt4
CO., Harttord, Conn.

PRESCOTT,
Supt. Eastern Railroad,

L. L. LINCOLN,
Supt. E'irsr I)iv. M. C, R. R.
BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland.Me.
tt
jy29

FOXCROFT.

It arrests decay
forces, exhaustion of the
nervous system, restores vigor to the debilitated,
cleanse vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
and acts directly on tV-c Liver and Spleen.
Price $1
abottlo. JOHN Q. KELLOGG, lb Platt St., New

TO

train
J.

GEO.

American nouse.—S. Jordan A Son. Prop
City Hotel*—N. H. Higgins A Sons, Props.

JURUBEBA.
of vital

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) TEARS

pH

ilFast Express.

tor.

become

Quality.

morning.

E EES WORTH.

t4w

York.

Prices Low for the

House, E. H. Demath, Prop*

Androscoggin House, J.
prietor.

The Highcnt Rledical Authorities og
Europe say tiie strongest Tonic, Purifier and
Deobstruent known to the medical world is

testimonials from all parts of the U. S.

Purchasers*

View

DIXFIEED.

£rom

Mr. Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Piariit
*‘I conscientiously U’leve that your Piano is, in
every respect a most maqniriceut instrument.’*

ifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
♦Pullman sleeping oar express tram. N. B. This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday

iirttK-

maker*, in.hiding WATLUS9, at extremely lowprices for ca*lv part cash,and
Iclan-e in email monthly yr. mm -. JVcw 7Octave firut-clastt PIANOS, all modern
improvements,f^-9275 wi. GBGANS 5,
Octave, $70, DontUMlEFJ) OUGANS,
$100; 4-STOP $110; 8-STOP, $125, ami url
wards. JLLUSTRA TED CA TALOGUEUUAI LED. A large
discount to Ministers, Churches, Sundav-Schncl*, TrmjMrrance
Societies, Ledges, etc AGENTS WANTED,

Numerous County Fairs.

Simpson*

t Accommodation

Rrea^av. N. Y.. Kill

ana

D.

The 7.30 A. M. train from Boston arrives m Portland m season fer passengers to take the ears of the
; P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago
Lake) for Naples,
Brhlgtnn, North Bridgtou, Harrison and Waterford.
The 8.30 A. M. train fro
Boston connects with
i the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East
The 12.30 P. NT. train from Boston connect# with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax, N. S.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Hal-

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining; Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.

SON, 481

claq*

W.

Portsmouth and Boston,(Suuexcepted; at *1.30 a. M. t6J5 A.
M., t9.10 a. Mm 113.15 P. M.. 16.00 P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at 113.00 A. M., +12.00 M., *7.00 I*. M.
Leave Boston tor Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30.
[)8.30A. M. H2.30,13.15. *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bancor
and St. John at 118.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland at 110.00. Ilt0.35
A. M.; 1)2.55 P. NT., to.-TO P. NT.. *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland. Bangor, Houlton.
Calais and St John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston. Bath, Rockland Augnsta. Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast and Bancor
at 17.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at 11.00 P M.
Leave Pot Maud for Bath, ewiston,
Augusta, Skowhegan. Belfast, Dexter,Banger, St. John
and Halifax at ||1.05 P. M.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.20 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at 15.15 P.M.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at t7.15 a. M return *uc at 5.15 P. M.
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of ihe routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route
The 6 15 A'. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.4° A.
M,, connecting with train for New York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M. The 9.10 A. NI. train arrives in
Boston at 1.40 P. M. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonlngton and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives In Boston in i-eason to connect with trains
lor New York via Springfield at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. NT. ami 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and

Conway Railroad.

CAMDEM.

Bay

GREAT
HORACE

pCFFER.
>1 WATERS &
ai-iwey

“The American Plano has
very popular lostruneut.**

Hotel,

ilJlflAN

PRKM11TMS.

ELIZABETH.

House—J. P.Chamberlain,Propri-

International

SgfltVNG,

Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.

i

BRUNSWICK. ME.
P. A' K. Dining Rooms, W. R. Field*

jkjg,

Texas State Fair, 1872.

Chandler A Co.

c’c

■ja

Alabama State Fair, 1871.

F. 8.

BOLSTER MILES.
Hancock House,—M. Hancock, Prop.

WA'jliX!)’ CO-NCEBTU 1’ABLOB ORBAKS

Illinois State Fair, 1870.

j

Treinont House. Tremont St. Bingham
Wrisley Sc Co. Proprietors.

l'i™

Bates

Passenger trains leave Portland dai-

Rockland,

American House, Hanover St. L.Kic
Proprietor.
Parker nouse. Sehool Sc. H. D. Parker &
Co., Proprietors.
Revere House, Bowdoin Square.Bnlfinch,
Bingham. Wrisley A Co.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J. P. M. Stetson Propri

to every
man who will act as 01 r agent.
Business ligut and
honorable. $3 0 made in 5 days
aleable as flonr.
buys it. Can’t do without it. Must have
i
it. No Gift Enterprise, no
Hnrr.bug.
oc4t4w
K EN N E UY & CO.. Pittsburg, Pa.

^

Form the

BANGOR.

Harriman House, J.E. UnrrimanSt Co.,
Franklin House, Harlow Sf., R. Quinby,
with M I> JtcUaiighlin Sc Sou., Prop.

Everybody

FIRST

Cony. Proprie-

A.&D.

_MISCELLANEOUS.
e Iron Furnace !
The Magee

Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf, boston

Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK

tSHUS^nPy.for

AUGUSTA.
State St. Harrison Bak-

Augusta nouse,
er, Proprietor.
Cony House, G.

sc29t8\v

.mm

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington
1>. C. Steamship Line.

iOMMENClNG SEPT. 39, 18*3.

Proprietors.

ties an! to standard, gauzes so
that all parts *iv interchangeable. Can be run with givaler
safety and less expense than any
Other engine manufactured. Si/--,
es from ; to 2U horse-power.
wauk rooms, No. 46 cortLANDT ST.. N. Y. Send for

PIANOS!

SATE TIME AND MONET !

TRAL RAILROAD.

AUBUBN
Elm House, Court. St. W. S. Sc A. Founts.

Sagadahoc nouse, John S. Hiiliken, Pro"
prietor.
Bath Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor

circular.

•

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

_____

Haskins 31achine Co.

A WATCH

STEAMERS.

tor.

Our COMBINED ENGINES &
BOILERS are made in quanti-

Slid bo tdd me that lie I v d me
Wii u il e Maes, fading foil,
An th birds Iu l all forgotten
Tha swjo. smig 1M learned too well.
For I love him, and he lover me,
More than any words can t Jl.

&

OH THE

rrruiiBURG, wafts.. Manirnoi
Veriicnl and II trixontal
»TJB ^ M ivNCil -U M.

him

which.

RAILROADS.

ALFRED.
County House, Edmund Warrcu, Proprie-

specific

Still he told me that he loved me
In the summer time of
June,
When the roses blushed the redder,
And the bUd* weie all in tune;
And I biuslied because he loved me,
Redder than the roue of June!

at

*

RAILROADS.

AT

Complete restoration to health by the laying on of
hands guarante d to selected cases. No drugs used.
Clairvoyant diagnosis by a skilled profieieut. Consumption, C* rebro-spinal meuingit is. Spinal Curvature.*, Irritations. Sot'.ening ot the brain, all forms of
Dvspepsia, Rheumatism,. Chills and Fever, other
in Uterine Difficulties,
Liver Compli«*afions;
Paralysis, bed-riddeu from various causes, and all
for .ns of acute and eli.onic diseases successfully
treated at their Institution, where spacious rooms
can be had.
Hygienic board, invigorating aimosphere, pleasant walks, picturesque and beautiful surroundings Come and see ever day. or address Drs.
C. C. iV P. A. F. Dusenbupy, Tarrytown, N. Y., or
16 W. -4tli. St.. N. Y City, Mondays and
Fridays, or
address Post-Office box 35*6 N. Y.
aul3 l!2wt

ringlets,

WING

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing the leading Hotel*- in the State,
the Daily Huess may always t>e found.

CURE

MAGNETIC MOVEMENT

LAURA C. BKDDEN.

HOTELS.

JOBDAN»

No. 80 Middle 8t.f
No. I Pnrk Street or
»ho°M b. made, and wh»
„k, m .11 .[.pile*"™’
mektooM

to

soOlyr

D*

AOBIVT FOR MinK,

hM tell WWW - ttO» mlilatmeau.

